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''WHAT'S WITH THIS WHATDOTHESEMEAN? 

WINDOWS STUFF? 

I THOUGHT 
YOU GUYS JUST 

HAD MAC PRODUCTS! 

DID BILL INVEST IN 

MAC ' S PLACE?" 

That's what a lot of people said when I told them 
Mac's Place was going to sell software programs for 
PCs running Windows. Now before all you Mac 
fanatics get bent out of shape, remember I'm a Mac 
guy just like you. I had a Mac back in January of 1984 
before the public knew what a Mac was. I believe in 
the Mac even more today than l did yesterday. (And 
I haven't let Bill purchase any Mac's Place stock yet ) 

To understand why Mac's Place is offering Win
dows software you have to remember why we all fell 
in love with the Mac in the first place. It wasn't the 
computer itself that got to us. It was the Mac OS 
[operating system). Computers are literally just a 
bunch of sand boxes turned into silicon chips that 
store and process infonnation. If you take away the 
Mac OS (operating system) and take away DOS 
running Windows, what you have left is two boxes 
with processors in them waiting to carry out your 
instructions. The only real difference between the two 
machines is in how you communicate the instructions 
to the computer. And the Mac OS is unquestionably 
the easiest way to communicate with a computer. 

When we fell in love with the Mac, it was really 
with the Mac OS. You know - that happy face that 
greets you when it first starts up, those easy-to-use 
pull-down menus that let you tell the computer what 
to do, those great windows that allow you to use 
multiple programs at one time with just a click of a 
mouse. Above all, that magical interface that works 
the same way in any program that you use. It draws 
you in so gracefully, it gets you clicking, pulling, 
dragging, and before you know it, you have the 
computer doing what you want it to do. That's Mac 
OS. And until Windows it was the only interface 
of its kind available to the public. 

Bob's ultimat e Mac Duo 2:30 color. 

Then along came Wmdows. 
Windows, a very good copycat of the Mac inter

face, works on top of DOS so an average user can tell 
the computer what to do. So now our friends who ran 
DOS and laughed at us Mac·lovers are finally saying, 
"Hey! Enough is enough! I'm tired of trying to remem
ber syntax code in eight letter commands 1 have to type 
to get a computer to do what l want it to do!" 
So what does it all mean? 

It means that we're happy to welcome all those 
users of Microsoft Windows to the power of comput
ing. It means that products like me Maker Pro from 
Claris that look, feel, and operate the same way on 
both operating platforms will be tested and sold by 
Mac's Place. It means that in the future you will see 
more articles about how to make the two operating 
systems work better together in an office environ
ment It means that every day it gets easier to make 
a computer do more in less time and with less 
mental gymnastics. 

It means that Mac's Place is committed to bring
ing you the products, infonnation, and technology to 
help you do more in less time. That's why this issue of 
Mac's Place Catalog focuses on how real people are 
using the newest technology to create solutions for 
their work and their lives. So read on and enjoy 
their stories. 

Sincerely, 

Bob Wilkins 
President and Founder, Mac's Place 
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...- Now sharing is easier than ever. 
FileMaker Pro gives you unrivaled power to manage, present, and share your information. This flat file 
database gets you started quickly with existing templates for invoicing, mailing lists, contact management, 

project and lead tracking, and more. Flexible drawing and layout of graphics, fields, and text streamlines the 
generation of reports. 

You're in control with easy access to sophisticated features and no need to learn complicated programming 
commands. Even customize your files with user·definable buttons and scripts. Automate routine tasks, menu 

operations, and procedures with unique point·and·click script creation. Then share your files among Windows and 
Macintosh users directly or via a file server. Control user access to files and operations \vith password protection. 

An award·winning program! 

Claris 
5057 FileMaker Pro 2.0 ............................................... $268. 
5411 FileMaker Pro for Windows .................................. $278 . 

...- Add impact to your words. 
MacWrite Pro lets you enjoy sophisticated productivity with easy·to·use tables, style sheets, WYSIWYG 

display, and fast spell-checking. Desktop-publishing functionality lets you place non-text material precisely, 
wrap text around artwork and tables, create borders and color fills, zoom in for precision editing, and control 

spacing between characters. Claris ADDit modules let you add new functionality such as tables, notes, sounds, 
or even math equation editors. Two ADDit modules - Tables and Notes - are even added free to get you started. 

And Claris XTND technology gives you access to more than 50 different file formats on Mac, PC, and mainframe 
platforms. With MacWrite Pro, word processing never looked so good. 

5~~~ MacWrite Pro 2.0 ........................................................ $169. /:::::'.~;:::\ -
...- Move with ease lrom 

SPRING•1993 

one application to the next. 
This isn't just any integrated software program. ClarisWorks offers you a single application where you can 
seamlessly combine text, graphics, spreadsheets, and charts all within the same page on the same screen. It's perfect 
for small businesses, home offices, corporate managers, and notebook users. You get everything you need to write 
memos, create reports, organize customer lists, track budgets, design brochures, and generate mailing labels. True 
'vVYSfWYG display lets you see on screen exactly what you'll see on your printed document Comes complete 
with outstanding training materials and sample files. Online help answers your questions as you work. 

Claris ::::ti] 
6144 ClarisWorks 2.0 ................................................... $198. ~~~ 
5900 Claris Works for Windows ....................................... $98. * M~ 

~ *Limited time offer. 

II 
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Great business presentations are as easy as 
one, two, three. 

Get three best-selling business software packages (a $989 
suggested retail value) for just $138! First, Lotus 1-2-3 for 
Macintosh lets you blast through any spreadsheet project with 
unmatched speed and ease-of-use. Only Lotus 1-2-3 offers in-cell 
editing. Simply double-click on a cell to instantly edit text, values, 
and formulas. Another Lotus exclusive, true 30 worksheet allows 
you to consolidate with up to 256 worksheets in a single file. Your 
presentations will dazzle with OuickTime support and high-impact 
business graphics. 

Second, as a two-time winner of MacUser's Best New Word 
Processor award, WriteNow includes a 135,000-word spell 
checker, a 1.4 million word DA thesaurus, powerful style sheets, 
mail merge, and virus detection. 

And third, if you're not satisfied with your charts, DeltaGraph 
will give them new life. Choose from 120 t}12es covering the full 
spectrum of business and scientific needs. Lotus Development! Tl Maker/ DeltaPoint 

5964 Lotus 1-2-3 Presentation Bundle ............... $138. 

Make your day - laster I easier. 

Pastel Development o 
5261 Daymaker 2.0 ............................................ $78. 
5263 Daymaker 2.0 Network 5-pak .................. $328. 
5264 Daymaker 2.0 Network 10-pak ................ $568. 

D 

Choose a calendar that's quick on the draw. New Daymaker 
2.0 is not only dramatically faster than before, it's filled with new 
features. The most requested is the "recurring events" function. 
Now you can name special events and have them automatically 
inserted into your calendar at regular intervals of your choice. 

The "to·do" list now has its own window, where you can keep 
two lists - one for things you've done, and a waiting list Another 
feature is the "item" window, which lets you easily see and edit 
item characteristics, such 
as tags, priorities, times, 
and alarms. You can have 
several "item" windows 
open at the same time. 

All your DayMaker 
printouts can now show 
headers, footers, page 

= = 

~:=- ... :; :~: I~ · .~ ' ,I ~ 
,,__ .... ···1 
·- ··-- .. - 1llff~ti!t ::::-

J 
j_ 

numbers, plus date and time info. "Print preview" lets you see your 
calendar in all its glory, to catch any errors. (Just in case you need to 
use the new "undo" command.) 

Maf>lace 



... ~ Stay in touch 
'nJ[J; easily with a 
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In Touch 2.0 is the easiest-to-use contact and time organizer available! Easily 
group, sort, and list your contacts. Auto·dial. Take extensive notes. Print 
envelopes, labels, address books, fax cover sheets, and a daily calendar. "Snap" 
is a utility that instantly finds and pastes addresses and prints envelopes from 
within any application. A 4-mice rating from MacUser. 

Advanced Software 
5908 In Touch 2.0 ......................................... $56. 
5940 InTouch Network 3-pak ...................... $139 . 

~ 

tlis;- Now the details don't have to take all dav. 
S ~Q!.-...-""".' More interested in getting the job done than figuring out the nuances of several different programs? Shortlist seamlessly , ..... 

1. ~ integrates the features of several different productivity tools in one easy· to· use program. Time management, prospect and 
\·\ '\...! event tracking, phone dialing, mail merging - rather than buy and learn a half dozen such programs, Shortlist lets you 

enter the data once and access it in cross-functional contexts. For example, an appointment is displayed-you can quickly 
access the individual's background, other company contacts, and past correspondence; then phone the company, and 
create a letter and mailing label-all with one program! Shortlistis perfect for the Power Book- its power-saving features 
extend battery life up to 50 percent. 

KonamiO 
5965 Shortlist ...................................... $72. 

When you need to know where. 

Strategic Mapping Inc. O 

5458 Atlas Pro .................................................. $498. 
5967 Local Expert .............................................. $83. 

SPRING•1993 n 

Atlas Pro lets you import data from your spreadsheet or data 
management program and turn it into a presentation-quality map. 
It's the most sophisticated, yet easy-to-use, geographic analysis and 
presentation program you can 
find. Target your market, 
design sales territories, plan 
product distribution, and 
analyze environmental issues. 
Get brilliant show-quality 
results on screen, slide, or 
from your printer. 

Street-Level Address Matching lets any address you enter 
become a point on your map. You also get a wealth of geographic 
data taken from the 1990 census and hundreds of digital maps. 

Local Expert gives you great travel tips combined with clear, 
crisp, detailed maps. It's a food critic, business resource, nightlife 
review, and sports directory all rolled into one. Best of all, the 140 
information categories fit easily onto your PowerBook or desktop 
Mac. Zoom in and out of world, regional, and city maps. Locate 
places, ZIP, and area codes. Measure distances between points. 
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Inspiration 4.0 is a fast and easy diagramming and outlining tool. It lets you 
visualize, expand, and organize your thoughts. Inspiration lets you jot down 
ideas and link them in outline or graphic form, and easily make visuals, flow 
charts, and diagrams. Features include Discontinuous Topic Selection, 63 pre· 
defined symbols, and a draw environment 

Inspiration Software, Inc. (formerly Ceres Software} O 
5523 Inspiration 4.0 .................................... $174. 

The company synonymous with color brings you ColorUP, a software utility 
that can automatically improve your use of color in your business presentations 
and reports. Hundreds of color palettes have been created for export into the 
most popular business graphic and drawing programs. Customize existing 
palettes or create your own. It's like having an accomplished graphic designer 
at your fingertips. 

Pantone 
5914 ColorUP ............................................... $62. 

Start with word processing. Add database, spreadsheet, and charting capabilities. 
Mix in drawing and painting tools. Top it all off with communications software 
and you've got Works. Six popular modules seamlessly combined so you can 
create great·looking documents for every occasion. Each program's tool bar 
gives easy access to features. ln·context editing allows you to edit information 
from other documents, no matter what program they were created in. 

WordPerfect Corp. 
5926 WordPerfect Works ............................ $158. 
5986 WordPerfect Works Comp. Upgrade ...... $98. 

Now it's even ~ 
easier to 

brainstorm 
and organize 

your ideas. 

Create 
dazzling color 
presentations 
without being 

an expert. 

All ~ 
together 

now. 

• 

.7.. 

Organize all your contact and schedule 
information easily. 

ACT! for Macintosh provides tremendous productivity benefits 
for anyone whose business activity centers on people and schedules. 

It makes simple work of establishing and 
maintaining a diverse and continuously 
evolving database of contacts and 
tracking all the activities and information 
as.sociated with them. Act! for 
Macintosh automatically and intuitively 

documents every detail about each contact and activity - past, 
present, and future. This unique, integrated contact and calendar-
management solution makes manual 
paper-based organizational systems 
obsolete. Handle your hectic and often 
complex schedule on your Mac with 
ACT!'s completely automated system. 

ACT! for Macintosh is the newest 

' ~l'brt..!:!!7:,.-.rQl..n-NI 
D- - ' - ' .., o - ' • • - • ,. '" 

~ ::::::.: :::..::: -
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productivity tool from the makers of ACT!, the best selling contact 
and calendar manager on the market ACT! truly provides a 
complete way to take control of your day! 

Contact Software O 

4970 Act! for the Mac .......................... $249. m~ 
5273 Act! for Wmdows ........................ $249. Mx:rosa=r 

WINOO\S 
5592 Act! Comp. Upgrade ...................... $89. ca.lll\1111E 

n Maf4Place 



Save over Sl ODO on an oftice 

Microsoft Office is a great deal - the full versions of the latest 
Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, and Mail for $1, 171 less than if 

MicrosojtO 
5645 Office 3.0 .......................................................... $478. 

you purchased them separately. 5688 Office 3.0 CD-ROM ............................................ $478. 
See the Product listings beginning on page 67 under 
Business for more great products from Microsoft. 

5840 Office for Wmdows ............................................ $478. 
6024 Office for Wmdows CD-ROM .............................. $478. 

• 

6089 Office for Wmdows Upgrade ............................... $348. 

Word 5.1 gives you easy ways to do all the most common tasks. With the unique customizable Toolbar, you just click 
buttons to do tasks in one step - like checking spelling, printing your document, making envelopes, and adding bullets. 
You can even change the buttons to best suit the tasks you do most. And with drag·and·drop editing you'll polish up 
documents in no lime. Word 5.1 also gives you a built-in grammar checker, charts, instant tables, the ability to add graphics 
and OuickTime movies, and much more. 

MicrosojtO 
5567 Word 5.1 .............................. $294. 
5843 Word for Windows ................ $308. 

MICROSO'T 
WINDOMi 
COMR\lllll 

The number-one selling spreadsheet for the Mac now makes everyday spreadsheet tasks easier than ever before. With 
Excel 4.0 you can produce a spreadsheet fast using features like drag-and-drop to move information or autofill to 
intelligenUy project trends. Create multiple "what if" scenarios and use the Scenario Manager to view them all at the same 
lime. And Excel 4.0 provides unrivaled presentation tools - 16 professionally designed spreadsheet formats and a spell
checker to make your work perfect. 

Microsojt o 
4356 Excel 4.0 .............................. $294. 
5838 Excel for Windows ................ $294 . 

PowerPoint has everything you need to create successful presentations- word processing, ouUining, graphing, drawing, 
and more. It has the same kind ofToolbar, menus, and keyboard shortcuts as Word and Excel, so you can spend time 
mastering the content of your presentation, not wresUing with software. The templates and 5000 professionally designed 
color schemes make your ideas look great, so making an impression with your audience is easier than ever. Run your 
presentations on any Mac or Windows-based system using just the PowerPoint Viewer. There's no need to install 
PowerPoint, the Viewer can be freely copied, and no translation between platforms is required. 

MicrosojtO . ~ ~;:ill 
5537 PowerPoint 3.0 ..................... $324. : ;~ 
5841 PowerPoint for Windows ... .... $324. 

SPRING•1993 
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lull ol Microsoft applications. 
"Now becoming an expert is 
not only e~ it's fu,n. These 
tutorials will make you fall 
in lo11e with computing." 
- Peter Norton, acclaimed software expert and developer of The Norton Utilities 

You haven't upgraded? Have we got a deal tor vou! 
Personal Training Systems O 

Personal Training/or Word 

Now's the time because you'll get Personal Training free with your upgrade 
to Word 5.1 or Excel 4.0. (A $48 value!) These audio cassene tutorials lead 
you through the software step by step with hands-on exercises. And it's ~ 
to upgrade at Mac's Place. Just fax or mail us the first page of the user manual 
[or mall us the original program disk) from any previous version of Word or 
Excel. It's that easy. So now what are you waiting for. 

4568 Beginning ............................................. $48. 
4569 Intermediate ....•......... $48 or Free With Upgrade. 
4570 Advanced ............................................. $48. 
4571 Additional Features .............................. $48. 

MicrosojtO Personal Training/or Excel 
4357 Excel 4.0 Upgrade ................................ $94. 
5571Word5.1 Upgrade .............................. $124. 

6012 Beginning ............................................. $48. 
6011 Intermediate ............. $48. or Free With Upgrade. 
6013 Advanced ............................................. $48. 
6014 Creating Business Graphs ..................... $48. 
6016 Macros ..................•.............................. $48. 
6015 Powerful Spreadsheets .•....................... $48. 

Get integrated power . ..._ 
Microsoft Works 3.0 has powerful tools that let you combine words, numbers, and graphics with great results. The 
word processor, database, spreadsheet, drawing, and communications all work together easily and naturally, so you can 
work the same way. You get plenty of power to create financial reports with charts, newsletters with artwork, and mass 
mailings with automated labels. And online training and help make Works ea>r to learn and use. Try it and see what a 

::~:s:::n users already know. m,, . 
5068 Works 3.0 .......................................... $158. 
5071 Works 3.0 Upgrade .............................. $79. 
5846 Works for Windows ............................ $124. 

~ 
COMW.llll.E 

Work smarter! lllli-
When you're in control of all the information, you're in control of your deadlines, resources, and costs. Microsoft Project 
3.0 makes it easy to get result Once you list steps, your schedule can be calculated automatically- even backwards from 
a finish date. Assign resources and monitor workloads to optimize productivity. Project is so flexible you can create your 
own macros and customize the T oolbar. And a tutorial guides you step-by-step through the program and project 
management techniques. Project makes it easy to plan accurately, manage wisely, and communicate effectively. 

Microsojt O 
5258 Project 3.0 ...........•............................. $445. 
6035 Project for Windows ........................... $445. 

D 
!ICROSOFT. 

NDOM>. 
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Fast, easy-lo
use accounting 
software. 

Your business might be complicated, but your accounting software doesn't 
have to be. CheckMark's Multi Ledger and Payroll programs were selected 
as Macworld Editors' Choice (November 1992). Cash Ledger provides basic 
bookkeeping for cash-based businesses. 

CheckMark Software o 
5505 MultiLedger 3.0 .................................. $228. 
5507 MultiLedger 3.0 (5-user} ..................... $438. 
5508 Cash Ledger 1.5 ................................. $112. 
5504 CheckMark Payroll 5.0 ....................... $174. 

Accounting as easy as it gets. 
New Peachtree Accounting for Macintosh is perfect for a home or small business of ten or fewer employees. It 
seamlessly integrates accounting functions such as General Ledger, Budgeting, Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable/ Billing, Payroll, Inventory, Job Costing, Bank Reconciliation, Purchase Order, Custom Forms Design, 
and Custom Financials. Real time processing means you update information in one module, automatically updating 
the others. 
Not an accountant by trade? Peachtree helps you out with an interactive HyperCard tutorial, an on-line 
accounting basics textbook, and more. Peachtree combines flexibility and ease·of·use to give you all the 
accounting tools you need to successfully manage your business. 

Peachtree Software O 
4481 Peachtree Accounting for Macintosh .................................... $ 78. * 
4907 Peachtree Insight Accounting for Macintosh ...................... $298. 
tttt % *limited Time Offer 

Breeze through accounting tasks. 
You enter information once and the program updates the various accounts automatically. Accountant, Inc. has 
all the functions a small business requires - general ledger, accounts receivable and payable, inventory 
management, payroll, check writing, invoicing, and more. With over 100 reports in the program, you have 
access to more than just accounting data -you've got sales, inventory, payroll, and other analyses. MacUser 
says it's " ... the most complete integrated accounting and financial management package for the Mac. With 
its task oriented presentation you can make full use of this program without having to know much about 
accounting." With the multi·userversion, everyone in your office can use Accoumant, Inc. at the same time. 

3086 Accountant, Inc ............................................. $328. .10 oq_·. 
Sojtsync, Inc. o @· 

5664 Accountant, Inc. MultiUser .............................. $849. a ar1 

<11111 Get your 
paperwork 
system into 
top lorm. 

Still filling out forms by hand? Informed Foundation's complete electronic 
forms system saves you money and improves productivity. Easily design 
"intelligent" forms, fill them out, route them to others, link to other databases, 
and control distribution of revisions. Save unnecessary typing, ensure accuracy, 
spend less on storage costs, and later find any completed form. 

Shana Corporation O 
5943 Informed Foundation .......................... $334. 
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Monitor billable hours easily . ..,. 
Timeslips III is a powerful time and expense-tracking program that bocists productivity and makes 
bills more complete. Handle up to 3,400 clients with 128 projects each. Generate summary, 
budget, and many other useful reports. Use Timeslips Accounting Link (TAL) to 
transport data from Timeslips III to your accounting program, including MYOB, and 
generate many important income analysis reports independent of accounting programs. 
With Lap Track, you can record time and expenses more easily than ever before-whether 
you're in the office or in the field. Designed for the single user, it allows you to generate reports 
and graphs of time, expenses, budgeting, and productivity. A handy address book feature allows 
you to easily access each clienL 

Timeslips Corp. o 
4096 Timeslips lli ................................................. $ t 92. 
5 t 10 Lap Track ........ .. .............................................. $52. 
3312 Timeslips Accounting Link .. ........... ......... ........ $49. 

Simply Accounting contains everything you need to get up and running in 
a flash. The primer walks you through basic accounting principles, and 
includes a real-life tutorial with sample data. Yet it has all the practical, 
powerful features you need to grow a successful business. Reports, General 
Ledger, Accounts Receivable/Payable, payroll, and much more. 

Computer Associates 
1366 Simply Accounting ................. ............. $132. 

The simplest ..,. 
accounting 

program 
for small 

businesses. 

Getting organized doesn't have to be expensive. 

After Hours Software 
5941 TouchBASE Pr<rDateBook Pro bundle . .. $89. 
6010 TouchBASE Pro .................................... $49. 
6009 DateBook Pro ....................................... $49. _, 

II 

TouchBASE Pro and DateBook Pro provide you with a 
comprehensive way to manage your contacts, calendar, to-do lists, 
and appointments - a total personal information manager. With 
a specially priced bundle package, you save money while you 
save time. 

TouchBASE Pro stores information about your personal and 
business contacts. Print Rolodex cards, address books, envelopes, 
labels, and fax cover sheets. Create personalized letters using a built· 
in letter writer. Move from office to home without missing a beat. 
File synchronization updates records automatically. 

DateBook Pro is a powerful calendar and time-management 
program. Calendaring, scheduling, to-do lists, and alarms are 
combined to keep you abreast of appointments and important tasi:s. 
Post daily journal entries or notes to your schedule. Print wall 
charts, custom schedules, or popular personal organizer formats w 
use when you're away from the Mac. 
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.... Get your 
business 
started right. 

MCIVSO'I 
. WINDCM'S 
CC"11KllR£ 

Besides having a great idea, developing an effective business plan is the first 
step to success. This is the most complete, easiest-to-use business plan 
software. Designed by a panel of successful executives and the editors of 
Entrepreneur magazine, the Entrepreneur Business Planner helps you 
organize your business objectives, develop strategies to meet them, and 
produce a professional, detailed plan . 

Virgin Software 
6027 Entrepreneur Business Planner ............. $45 . 
6036 Entrepreneur Business Planner 

for Windows .. ....... ..... ...... . ........ .. ......... $45. 

Cricket guides you to excellent graphics. 
Whether you want to draw clip art for a company newsletter, 

turn raw data into a handsome graph, or create a presentation that 
blows the socks off your boss, a Cricket can do it 

CA-Cricket Graph llI makes creating graphs easy! In seconds, 
you can convert text or data into a complete, professional-looking 
graph. Editing graphs is easy too - just double-click a graph 
component or other object, make your changes in the dialog that 
appears, and view the results immediately. Choose from scatter, 
line, stacked bar, pie, column, text, area, stacked column, double Y 
axes, bar, polar, quality control and overlay options. 

CA-Cricket Draw II1 is the object-oriented bezier drawing 
program for all ability levels. Just double-click on an object to reveal 
its attribute dialog. Professional Color Toolkit (a control panel file) 
offers commercial-quality color support by simulating Pantone 
colors. Includes Postscript support, full-featured text processing, and 
special text effects like rotation and shadows. 

Computer Associates 
4218 CA-Cricket Draw ill ................................. $158. 
5001 CA-Cricket Graph m ................................ $128 . 

... Presentation charting is 
both an art and a science. 

SPRING•1993 

DeltaGraph Professional offers comprehensive charting and graphics solutions for business and scientific 
presentations. On the artistic side, custom chart templates and integrated drawing tools combine with advanced 
color capabilities help create dynamic business presentations. A built·in Slide Show lets you view and organize 
the presentation, add transitions \vith sound, and print 35mm slides. As for science, the 120 chart types include 
a variety of scientific charts. Data Notebook technology lets you keep multiple data sets \Vithin the same 
documents. Data input is easy \Vith import capabilities in all the most popular formats, including Microsoft 
Excel, Lotus WKS, and ASCII text files. And DeltaGraph Professional is the first charting program to provide 
cross-platform compatibility between Macintosh and Windows. 

De/ta Point O 
6 t 45 DeltaGraph Professional .............................. $ 1 98. 
6102 DeltaGraph Professional for Windows .......... $ 1 98. 
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Add more llexibilitv to managing contacts and 
printing documents. 

Dynodex 3.0 is an award-winning address book manager for 
your Mac. It's the fastest and most full-featured available. Retrieve 
information quickly from a complete list of fields in a contact 
database. Print address books for the most popular personal 
organizers. Print labels, envelopes, and rotary cards. Even create, 
mail merge, and print memos. Dynodex 3.0 synchronizes files to 
reconcile differences - even across a network - and can dial phone 
numbers automatically. 

DynoPage 2.0 is a utility that prints documents in a vartety of 
ways. Print at reduced sizes and designate single- or double-sided. 
Print multiples of a page on a single sheet for postcards, return 
address labels, and more. It even sets up signature printing for "fold· 
and-staple" booklets automatically. A Printchooser feature lets you 
select a printer or printer driver right from a main menu bar without 
going into the Chooser. 

See our Product listings beginning on page 67 under Business for 
more great products from Portfolio Software. 

The fastest 
word processor 
for the Mac. 

,.. Your search 
is over! 

,.. It's the only 
full-service 
information 
manager. 

m 

Portfolio Software O 

5477 Dynodex 3.0 .................................................... $49. 
5493 Dynodex 3.0 Competitive Upgrade ................... $38. 
6002 Dynodex 3.0 Live Upgrade ............................... $28. 
5905 DynoPage 2.0 .................................................. $49. 

Now bundled with the American Heritage Dictionary, Grammatik Mac, 
and Correct Quotes! A two-time winner of MacUser's Best New Word 
Processor Award, WriteNow also includes a 135,000-word spell checker, a 
1.4 million word DA thesaurus, powerful style sheets, mail merge, virus 
detection, and more. Compatible with Microsoft Word and other programs. 

T/MakerO 
5308 WriteNow 3.0 Workshop Bundle ........... $84. 
6025 WriteNow 3.0 Upgrade ......................... $39. 

Word Finder Plus - it's a synonym for synonyms! This award-winning 
electronic thesaurus has more than a million of them. Autoinllection 
technology locates choices based on the correct grammatical form or a word. 
lf you're looking for a noun, it gives you only nouns- no other parts or speech. 
And it only takes up 250K disk space. 

Microlytics o 
5711 Word Finder Plus .................................. $39. 

Fair Witness 1.2 combines the best of an ou!liner, a database, and a project 
manager into one easy-to-use package. It handles text, dates, numbers, 
pictures, sound, even OuickTime movies! That means you avoid the limits or 
PI Ms and the complexity of traditional project managers. Use Fair Witness for 
brainstorming, scheduling, planning, and keeping track of things. 

Chena Software 
4625 Fair Witness 1.2 ................................. $185. 
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Take on Wilh System 7! 
r~~ 
! ' ' 

' Here's how to take lrom $5 to $20 on 
vour lavorite Macintosh software: 

Buy an Apple System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit and any of the popular programs listed below, at the same time 
and from Mac's Place. With your delivery, you'll get a rebate coupon for big savings. All you have to do is 
return the coupon along with your original sales invoice and the Apple System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit's 
UPC code. That's it! Complete details are included with the rebate coupon. 

This fantastic offer is good from now until June 30, 1993, and there's no limit on how many 
different packages you buy- or how much you can save! 
5255 Apple System 7 Personal Upgrade Kit ................................... $89. 

Save $5! 
After Dark, Berkeley Systems 
Arthur's Teacher Trouble, Broderbund Software 
BannerMania, Broderbund Software 
Just Grandma and Me, Broderbund Software 
Kid Pix, Broderbund Software 
Kid Pix Companion, Broderbund Software 
MacGlobe, Broderbund Software 
MacUSA, Broderbund Software 
Math Rabbit, The Learning Company 
Prince or Persia, Broderbund Software 
Quicken, Intuit 
Reader Rabbit I, The Learning Company 
Reader Rabbit 2, The Learning Company 
Spelunx, Broderbund Software 
Star Trek: The Screen Saver, Berkeley Systems 
Super Solvers Midnight Rescue!, 

The Leaming Company 
Super Solvers OutNumbered!, 

The Leaming Company 
Super Solvers Spellbound, 

The Leaming Company 
The Playroom, Broderbund Software 
Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego/ 

Deluxe, Broderbund Software 

Save $10! 
Aldus Gallery Effects, Aldus Corp. 
Aldus lntellidraw, Aldus Corp. 

Aldus Personal Press, Aldus Corp. 
Aldus SuperPaim, Aldus Corp. 
Cathy Daily Planner, Amaze!nc. 
ClarisWorks Ver. 1 & 2, Claris Corp. 
FileMaker Pro, Claris Corp. 
LeuerPerrect, WordPerfect Corp. 
MaclnTax, ChipSo/t, Inc. 
Safe & Sound, Central Point Software 
The Far Side Daily Planner, Amaze!nc. 
The Writing Center, The Learning Company 
Trivial Pursuit, Amaze!nc. 
TypeSryler, Broderbund Software 
WordPerfect Works, WordPerfect Corp. 

Save $15! 
Aldus PageMaker, Aldus Corp. 
Aldus Persuasion, Aldus Corp. 
Apple Font Pack, Apple Computer, Inc. 
At Ease, Apple Computer, Inc. 
FileRunner, MBS Technologies, Inc. 
Macintosh PC Exchange, Apple Computer, Inc. 
SAM, Symantec Corp. 

Save $20! 
Anti· Virus, Central Point Software 
DiVA VideoShop, DiVA 
Lotus I ·2·3, Lotus Development Corp. 
Lotus I ·2·3 Upgrade, Lotus Development Corp. 
MACTools, Central Point Software 

MacWrite II & MacWrite Pro, Claris Corp. 
Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Corp. 
Microsoft Foxbase+, Microsoft Corp. 
Microsoft Powerpoim, Microsoft Corp. 
Microsoft Project, Microsoft Corp. 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Corp. 
Microsoft Works, Microsoft Corp. 
Norton Utilities, Symantec Corp. 
WordPerfect, WordPerfect Corp. 

Terms and Conditions 

To rece~-e a rebate. both an AWle 7 Peoona! Upgr.lde KJt and qualifying 
product{sJ must be purthased on the same day from the same retailer. 
Purthases must be made between Ma1th 15, 1993 and June 30, 1993 and 
must be locluded on the same sales Invoice. 
You will receive your rebate coupon with deUvery of your ~em 7 
purthasc. 
Offer good In the U.S. jl!fty sates and the District or Columb11J and valid 
only In accordance with the terms set forth In this olller. Vold where 
prohibited by law or re:strtctlon. 
Late, lost, or mlsdirect<d mall b not the resporulbility ol Applt Computer, 
loc., panldpatlng manulacturm, or the Hillllen Group. 
Rebate ch«is will become '""" [Mt cashed \\1thln 90 da'f~ of i!slM' date. 

Apple reserves the nght to chanj\e the Terms and Cood.tlons ol this ofer at 
any time without notice. 

Awle exp;ess.'y reser.-es the right to substitute or delete quaLfying Awl• 
products. The Take Off With S)'!em 7 promOlion b subject to availability 
of qualifying product and Apple S)'!em 7 Peoon.il Upgr.lde Kits. 
Each software manufacturer b llable for the rebate as.IOC!ated with their 
qualifying product. Aw:e wtU not be liable for late, lost. or deinquent 
rebate checks from panldpating ma.1u!acturers. 
Be sure to keep a oopy ol all documents for )'Our records. 
Allow 6 to 8 weeks to re<m-e )'Our :ebate checl<. 

All malJ In rebates must be pastJnalted Ir/ September 15, 1993. 

U I 003 Applt Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo. and Macintosh Jre regtSU!f'f!d rradematks, and Sys1em 7 is a trademark of Apple Computn, Inc. 
Afl other branr: and producr names 11re trJdtmark.s or reRIStered tr.JdemitrAs of t//tfr respecrfve holders. Printed In tilt U.S.A. 
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~HE EVOLUTION 
OF A REVOLUTION. 

THE GROWTH OF TECHNOLOGY SURROUNDING THE PERSONAL COMPUTER 

ISN' T SLOWING DOWN. EACH YEAR HERALDS NEW D I RECTIONS AND 

ADVANCES. ONE OF THOSE TECHNOLOGIES DRAWING A LOT OF ATTENTION 

IS MULTIMEDIA. 
,,.. .... 

THIS MONTH, MAC'S PLACE PRESIDENT Boe WILKINS SPEAKS Wl"FH _,, 
STEVE CASE WHO HELPS GUlbE c:p MPANrES TOT.HE CUT"flNG4 EDGE" 01"' 

PRESENTATION TECHNOLOG • c e;sE OPERATES ANTARES, A COMPUTElR 

SYSTEMS CONSUL'T'ING COMPANY. HE WORK.,.S ; WITH SMALL- AND MEDIU M

SIZED BUSINEs'SES TO SET UP EXISTING COMPUTER SYSTEMS OR CHOOSE ,,. 
NEW EQUIPMENT TO CREATE PROFESSIONAL PRESENT,ATIONS. REAL-WORLD 

EXPERIENCE GIVES CASE INTEREST-I NG INSIGHTS ON THE DIRECTION 

MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY IS GOING AND HOW IT' S GETTING THERE. 

SC: 
I'm finding that multimedia 

is a destination to which I 
should lead my customers. But 
I've got to help them take the 
first steps With what I call 
"presentation technology" - a 
combination of hardware and 
software usually based around 
a laptop, probably a 
PowerBook. Combine that 
With a company-produced tape 
played on a VCR , hook it up 
through a set of Radio Shack 
speakers, and have a projector 
that allows sWitching the 
image on the screen from the 
video source to the 
-PowerBook. To most people 

. today; this is multimedia. 

BW: 
What type of company 
gets into multimedia in the 
first place? 

SC: 
Small businesses With two to 

six outside salespeople are 
getting interested in 
presentation technology. 
Interest is often sparked when 
an outside salesperson or 
marketing director has just 

followed some sort of 
multimedia presen)lltion. 
Meanwhile, all they'Ve got are 
black-and-white transparen~ies 

with an overhead PfOjector, 
and they're dying o.ut tljlere. 

BW: 
Once adecision is made 
to get into multimedia 
presentations, what 
equipment is necessary to 
have in the office'? 

SC: 
If someone typically travels 

co a presentation site to put on 
a show, there can beall kinds 
of problems. The equipment 
arranged for ahead of time is 
not what's expected, it doesn't 
work right, or it's not all there. 
The smartest thing is to bring 
everything with you. Make 
sure you know what it is and 
you know it works. 

If the information to be 
communicated lends itself to a 
2,000·person audience, you're 
really talking entertainment, 
full·scale, Ringling Brothers/ 
Barnum & Bailey. But if you're 
talking about an audience of 
from 10 to I 00 people, then a 

notebook - probably a 
PowerBook 160 or 180 - With 
a corresponding platform in the 
office; is sufficient. 

An.ti you need a software 
pa k~ge that will support what 
you want to do - Microsoft 
PowerPoint is good. I have 
quite a bit of experience with 
Aldus Persuasion and like it 
very much. What's nice_about 
both products is cross·platfprm 
capability. With Persuasjo~ 
or PowerPoint, for example, 
you can develop a pre.sentation 
on one platform, say the Mac, 
and play it on the PC witll no 
change at all. 

BW: 
VVhat do you think t/)e 
learning cu['le is for 
presentation technology? 

SC: 
If someone has been making 

presentations up to this point, 
there's very little learning time 
related to the material itself. 
And if that person already has 
some Macintosh experience, it 
Will take less than a day to put 
together a good presentation. 
Automatic ~emplates are 

WHAT WORKS 
' 

absolutely wonderful. You just 
opeh a template, type in the 
infonnation, and watch it 
merge into the background. It 
looks gorgeous. 

1 typically say that, as you 
create your presentation, you 
should show It and not assume 
what it will look like by 
looking at your monitor. Get 
yourself into a darkened room, 
set yourself up. You become 
familiar with the equipment. 
You also gee a real good idea of 
what it's going to look like. 
You can actually pick your 
colors and so on as you're 
looking at what your audience 
is going to see. This tends to 

prevent surprises. J.,ater1 you 
can start making changes to 
the presentation easily and 
create new presentations 
vieVl~ng just the monitol' on 
your desktop sv,stem. 

BW: 
So somebody can take 
existing charts and things -
familiar material - and transfer 
it into a more convenient 
presentation platform. 

CONT. ON P A G E t4 
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EVOL UTION O F A REVOLUTION CONT. 

SC: on different topics prepared in BW: presentation in such a way that 
And then, with so little addition to the general Can this be done by one each one is high quality. 

time needed to produce presentation. If somebody in person - developing the 
the presentation, it can the audience wants to talk materia4 filming the segments, BW: 
be polished. about the dismal profit picture taping the narration, editing The presenter has become a 

For instance, somebody will from last year, there's a evel}tfhingtogether? director, using presentation 
think, "Our company has just segment ready to go on that software to help outline the 
recently produced this great subject So a presentation can SC: Ideas that will be presented. 
new video. I haven't really had be customized as it's given. I believe that we're about to It's like, "/know what I want, I 
a chance to be able to merge go through the same kind of a know what the guy I'm making 
this into my presentation BW: "ransom note" period that the pitch to wants, I know 
because I would need to take a Are people who use occurred when eight zillion what information I want to get 
lot of equipment" But now, multimedia benejitingjrom fonts were introduced so across. n The presenter puts 
there's a device to do this that greater sales; are the hit everyone could produce the outline together, and then 
only requires a portable VCR or ratios better than with the newsletters. Quick.Draw gives it to somebody to 
handicam. With it, a person old-time sell? provided you with the produce - either an in-house 
can use video to talk about the capability of putting graphic department or a 
company or products and sho SC: and text and everything else subcontractor specializing in 
usages of the product Then I think so, and for one main into one document with presentation technology. 
switch to the main part of the reason. Consumers and 1 so";ooo fonts that you could 
presentation, which could be d" I SC: au tences are <\ lot more use, and these things started 
slides, then back to the video sophisticated, morJ willing to lool<irlg like ransom notes: all That's right. There will be a 
to finish up. It's a very dig for information ~nd ask ' kinds tf horrendous lot of products developed that 
powerful presentation. uncomfortable questions. So comp sitions. will help do this. Prices are 

information has to have flash We will go through the coming down, and products 
BW: and dazzle to be seen and same kind of thing with are getting more capable all the 
So where does OuickTime remembered. multimedia presentations. time. Somebody who wants to 
come In? Eventually, one of two things seU or get information across 
(Ed. note: Qu/ck17me is an !NIT BW: will happen: either people are more effectively than the next 
loaded on the Mac that lets you 

And you think Quick Time going fo say, "Look, I'm going person is using a presentation paste moving images and sound 
into applications such as offers chat? to do some standard kinds of package like Persuasion 
presentation programs, word things, very easy to do." Or, today, and will be able to add 
processing documents, and 

SC: more likely, specialistswill step to it later. That's just work even spreadsheets.) 
Yes. People learn in different in. There will be people you've got to do. It's wbat's 

SC: ways. Some people can learn producing video clips that wm happening next 

OuickTime wlJI be a natural by doing things; some people be the equivajent of clip art, 
outgrowth of wanting to have can learn by hearing; other and will be good quality: 
more information per square people can learn by seeing. 
inch in presentations. It's very The more channels you ·ew: 
easy to produce your own present, the greater the chance So maybe you put a 
handicam videos, of your that someone's going to presentation together and 
product or a meeting with a remember the information. send the outline of it to your 
customer, for example - little That's the major reason for graphics department and say, 
short segments. Then install a going from handouts and "Here's what I want to try and 
card in your desktop system, 35mm slides to active do. Can ydu polish it for me?'' 
digitize little sections, and computer graphics, to 
present it if necessary. OuickTime, and into SC: 

In the most effective full-scale digital. That is exactly what it's 
presentations I've seen, there coming to and how it's going 
are a series of icons at the to be done, with video 
bottom of the screen which specialists producing a 
represent OuickTime segments • 
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VideoFusion 
5165 VideoFusion ................................................. $448. 

Move one step 
closer to Hollvwood. 

Join the desktop video revolution and make digital movies with 
VideoFusion. This complete software solution for QuickTime post
production lets you create the latest digital video effects available on 
the Mac. 

You can produce compelling video using 
unlimited layering and alpha channels to combine 
video, text, and graphics. Achieve a professional look 
using extensive libraries of transitions, color 
transformations, DYE moves, and 2-D warps. High
quality filters - dynamic morphing to JD rotation -
provide you with creative control. And non-linear 
editing brings it all together. 

Scalable technology lets you create movi.es to suit your specific 
needs. Adjust the movie size, frame rate, and compression to create 
CD·ROMs, presentations, kiosks, training videos, and broadcast 
quality video. Employ the latest motion JPEG technology. 

What are you waiting for - show business is calling you! 

II you're going to give a presentation, 
make it memorable. 

Don't settle for the typical dog and pony show. With Passport 
Producer you can create anything from screaming music videos to 
awe-inspiring business presentations. 

This media integration software seamlessly synchronizes 
OuickTime movies, animation, graphics, sound, and music into one 
file by serving as the master control for your entire production. With 
Passport Producer, you integrate media elements on a visual "cue 
sheet" based on SMPTE time code that permits frame-accurate 
"cue" placement 

Passport Producer links to most popular multimedia software 
(like Persuasion, PowerPoint, Director, and MORE, among others) 
so you can easily import and edit standard file types. When you 
need to edit the content, simply double click on the "cue," and 
Producer will automatically open the editor of your choice. Play 
back your presentation on your customized stage. It's that fast and 
that simple. Passport Designs 

5383 Passport Producer ........................................ $248. 
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Radius 

Eliminate the cost ol expensive 
video equipment 

Now output high·quality 24-bit video directly from your Mac to 
videotape. Radius' VideoVision gives you a sophisticated video 
interface card, a connector panel for external video and audio 
connections, and comprehensive software controls at a low cost. 
Now, working on Mac Ouadras and II (NuBus) Series, you can 
integrate audio, graphics, and video capabilities. Unlike alternative 
products, Video Vision has a unique filtering process that allows 
output of flicker free 24-bit motion video graphics. For a limited 
time, it comes bundled with Adobe Premiere 2.0 and Action. 

6040 VideoVtsion with Action & Adobe Premiere 2.0 .... $1,998. 
5896 PrecisionColor Pivot Monitor ••.•.••.•..•...••.•••... $988. 

The PrecisionColor Pivot is a 15" color display offering portrait 
and landscape operation. Its low price makes it an excellent 
alternative to higher-priced, similarly-featured 16-inch displays. It 
works with the newest Apple Centris products and gives you 
thousands of colors without an interface card. The 24XP 
PrecisionColor Interface displays 16.7 million vibrant colors on 
13" and 16" monitors and includes OuickDraw acceleration. 

4794 PrecisionColor 24XP .................................... $498. 
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Everything you 
need to know 
about Quicklime, 
PageMaker, and 
SuperPaint. 

·.~:::::[if\ -

Learn effective OuickTime presentation techniques from documentary 
filmmaker Robert Hone (The Machine That Changed the World). 
Clear examples, explanations, and insider tips teach you to produce 
great results in PageMaker. 
Hands on tutorials and step·by-step instructions get you started 
with SuperPaint 3. 

Prima Publishing 
5543 QuickTime: Making Movies with Your Macintosh ...... $18. 
5226 PageMaker4.2fortheMac: EvetythingYouNeedtoKnow $14. 
5225 SuperPaint 3: Eveiything You Need to Know ............ $18. 

Here's a nice change of lace. 
Introduce your Mac to the hottest image effect of the nineties - transformation. Create amazing transitions. Last 

year's car becomes this year's model. A futuristic cyborg villain disguises itself as a valiant heroine. Transform 
whatever your imagination gives you. A storyboard window shows thumbnail images of the PICT files being used 

for a transition. Once the images are loaded, you designate the starting and ending images. Place key points that 
identify common characteristics in each image. Then open the Morph image window that lets you view your 

handiwork. You control the percentage transition from start to end. Output PICT files, PICS animations, and 
OuickTime movies. An Eddy finalist for Best Special Effects Program. 

Cryphon 
5680 Macintosh! Morph ......................... $85. 

Special limited time offer 
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The PANTONE Process Color imaging Guide 1000 is the perfect 
companion to your graphics software. It provides a visual comparison of 942 
solid PANTONE Colors and process simulations. When you need a broader 
selection of process colors, turn to the PANTONE Process Color System 
Guide. It provides you with a visual color standard and screen percentage 
values for over 3,000 new CMYK combinations. 

PANTONE 
5160 Process Color System Guide .....••.••...•••••••. $55. 
5159 Process Color Imaging Guide 1000 .•.•••••••. $62. 

Canvas 3.0 gives you all the tools you need to create and print great graphics. 
It's the critics' choice for applications as diverse as technical illustration, 
graphic design, presentations, desktop publishing, engineering, and 
architecture. Converts type to editable curveoutlines. lndudescolor calibration 
and object blending. 

Deneba Software O 
3394 Canvas 3.0 ... .•••.•..••....•••••••..•••••••.••.•••••• $258. 

Create realistic natural·media effects on your Mac with Sketcher, the 
affordable yet revolutionary program for creating grayscale graphics and 
retouching images. Sketcher duplicates the effects of traditional tools and 
textures. Use dozens of brushes, pens, chalks, and even paper textures and 
image processing tools to apply your artist's touch to the desktop. 

Fractal Design O 
5052 Sketcher 1.0 .......••..•.•••.••••••••..••••.•••..••••••• $98. 

The standard in ...,. 
process color. 

This is the top ...,. 
draw tor color or 
black-and while .. 

turn your Mac ...,. 
into an artist's 

canvas. 

Create masterpieces with new Painter 2.0 
and the ArlZ tablet 

Fractal Design Corp.!Wacom TechnologyO 

535515657 ArtZ ADB Tablet/Painter 2.0 ....•... $538. 
5355 ArtZ ADB Tablet ..............................•.....•. $328. 
5656 Painter 2.0 .............................................. $284. 
5659 Painter 2.0 for Windows .....•.........•. .•..•..•. $284. 

m 

The ultimate painting product, the ultimate pressure-sensitive 
tablet, the ultimate bundle! Fractal Design's new Painter 2.0 is the 
most innovative and exciting paint and photo·design program on the 
market And Wacom has long been recognized as the premiere 
tablet maker. The new Art1. 6x8 ADB tablet is the latest in a 
distinguished line. 

Used together, the effects are astonishing. Painter 2.0 is a 
remarkable 24·bit color paint program that simulates the tools and 
textures of natural media. New tools include a spatter airbrush, 
Cubist effect, and multiple light sources. It's also a photo·design 
program with photo compositing and color separation. The Artl. 

tablet is an amazing graphical input device. On it you use the stylus 
as if it were a pen or brush on your screen. The stylus is cordless, 
batteryless, and detects 120 levels of pressure. And, thanks to a new 
automated set-up program, you'll be creating masterpieces within 
minutes of plugging into any ADB port. 

Maf4Place 



PHICS 

NEC 

Get accurate color 
and a $1 oo rebate. 

Now you can get accurate color based on your individual needs 
and preferences with NEC's AccuColor Control System. The 
MultiSync 4FG 15" monitor combines color control with a high 
contrast flat screen surface that minimizes blurring and distortion. 

View edge·to·edge images and enjoy 36% more active 
display area than conventional 14" monitors. 

The MacFG 24Xp Color Display Interface Card is 
an exceptional value for NuBus users needing 24-bit color 
capability for business graphics, OuickTime, and DTP 
applications. And until May 31th, 1993, get a $100 

rebate from NEC when you buy the 24Xp card with an 
NEC 15" or 17" monitor. Existing monitor owners can 

3839 MultiSync 4FG 1 S" Color Monitor ................ $794. also receive the rebate with proof of purchase. 

5918 MacFG 24Xp Color Display Interface Card .... $498. 
3838 MultiSync 3FG t S" Color Monitor ................ $694. 
5919 MultiSync 5FG 17" Color Monitor ............. $1 ,398. 

Put some color in your Mac lite. 
Trinirron color monitors from Seiko lnstrumenrs give you the color and clarity you expect and deserve. The CM 1445 
is a 13" monitor that is priced lower than Apple's comparable RGB monitor. It's also siginificantly brighter than most 
other monitors. A cable and tilt swivel base are included. Compatibility is guaranteed with the Mac Ile, LC, and Ouadra 
product lines. 
Get exceptional image quality and color purity with the 16" CM 1760LR monitor. The super fine 0.25 mm aperature 
grille gives the Multifrequency Trinirron monicor irs quality. It also conforms to the most stringent emissions/ radiation 
standards published for VLF and ELF emissions. 

Seiko lnstroments 
3826 Seiko Instruments CM144S 13" Color Monitor .......................... $498. 
5675 Seiko Instruments CM1760LR 16" Color Monitor ................... St, 149. 

Save $25 on a Lapis ProColorServer graphics 
card when vou get a Seiko monitor! .:._:_._·;,1: __ ,_:t ··:,,:::._·._;· 
It's a great deal on a great bundle for all text and graphics applications. :'Jill( 

Use this chart to lind lhe right card for your needs. m 
Description Price E.XJ:m sion Slot Order# 13"/14"Color 15" Gray&:alc 16"/17" Color 19" Gmy&:ale 9"120" Color 21" Color 

ProColorScrvcr 8 S298 Ntb.5 5628 8-bil 4-bil 8-bil 
LC (Pcrforma 4CX)) PDS 5636 
l'CG'.30 5632 

ProColorScrvcr 8• 16 5378 NtW; 5629 16-bit 8-bit 16-bil 8-bit 8-bil 8-bil 
LC (Pcrform:1 400) PDS 5637 
PC6'30 5633 

ProColorScrwr 24 5458 NtW; 5630 24-bil 8-bit 24-bit 8-bil 8-bit 8-bit 
LC (Pcrfonna 400) PDS 5638 
PC6'30 563-t 

ProColorScrvcr 24X S538 Nlb5 5631 24-bit 8-bit 2+.bit 8-bit 16-bil 16-bil 
LC (Pcrfunna 400) PDS 5639 
PC6'30 5635 
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~ Cir'eeti~ MoY\Otone. 
7!/5hyllis <fJJmffals Salul 
Pm i an Phoenix American 

8 ernhCIT'd +:=a,hion 
.., ........ ~a.&. 
lM~ml 

Melronome Gothic (/iUieJ t/ot/UJ !10/d 
tC'lJ[]lC 51)iald 

Miehle Condensed 
Mie~le Condensed 
~J16][A 
Kolou 

PDIOSPDIOR Quaint Roman 
cphyl!is Zeppelin 

Ag/a 

5539 AgfaType CD-ROM Intro Pack 3.1 ................... $60. 

4319 AgfaType CD· ROM V. 3.1 , and Drive ............. $698. 

o ~ Give vour 
fingers a 
break! 

SPRING•1993 

A total / .... ,,j(:\ 
scanning • 
solution tor 
the office. 

Speed, 
llexibilitv, 
convenience 
make this a 
great scanner. 

MacUsersays, "AgfaType is the best of the new breed of 
unlockable font CD-ROMs," and you'll agree. It gives you the 
widest selection of fonts and typographic software, plus a powerful 
set of free features. This complete publishing tool kit lets you browse 
through thousands of Postscript typefaces including the Adobe 
library, TrueType fonts, logo and symbol fonts, and much more. 

You might think you'd pay a lot for access to 2000+ fonts, but 
you pay for only what you use. The initial price allows you to 

unlock 21 fonts by calling to get their codes. You then order other 
fonts as you need them at a 30% saving;.* 

The AgfaType CD-ROM provides free software demonstrations 
(including KernEdit and TypeChart type utilities), an entertaining 
multimedia type tutolial, a seven-language user interface, and a 
complete collection of screen fonts. Order the revolutionary new 
AgfaType CD· ROM v. 3.1 and see for yourself how easy it is to 
create superb publications! 

*minimum of two fonts per order. 

AGFA 

With TypeReader's optical character recognition technology, what you scan 
is what you get. Just push the Auto Stan button to read your documents. The 
tab key locates suspect characters. Thousands of different typefaces and 
documents are quickly read via your scanner. And format can be retained 
when placing any hard copy into your word processor, spreadsheet, database, 
or page layout program. 

ExperVision 
5909 TypeReader 1.0 ..................................... $499. 

Simply having a scanner isn't enough. That's why ScanOffice gives you an 
integrated scan package. Start with the UMAX OA· I 600 dpi 256 grayscale 
scanner. Next, add TypeReader, which converts vinually any printed material 
into electronic format. Publish It! Easy 3.0 is a full-featured desktop publisher 
with a built·in word processor. Finally, Ofoto lets you scan and alter grayscale 
images. It's all included! 

UMAX 
6021 ScanOffice ............................................ $918. 
6056 ScanOffice (Windows) ........................... $918. 

The UC840 gives your scanned images sharp clarity with vivid colors. Four 
scanning modes let you create high·quality images using I 6.8 million colors, 
256 gray scale, halftone, or line art modes. Connect easily to Mac, PC, and 
workstation systems with the built·in SCSI interface. Achieve resolution of up 
to I 600 x I 600 dpi with software. 

UMAX 
5516 UMAX UC840 ................................... $1,498. 
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Phone 1-800-367-4222•Fax1-206-881-3090 

Hundreds ol photographs from some ol lhe 
world's best photographers. 

Add a professional look to your work without the big expense. 
Get immediate and economical access to outstanding professional 
stock photographs with PhotoDisc. Color photography comes to 
your desktop as you select from hundreds of images scanned at 48· 
bit color, professionally color-corrected and saved as color TIFF files. 
Use the images in advertising, newsletters, presentations, brochures, 
and multimedia projects with no additional fees or limitations. 
These images work great for black-and-white and gray scale 
output as well as color. 

PhotoDisc is remarkably easy to use. The Lightbox utility lets 
you effortlessly retrieve images with a key-word search. Volumes 
are conveniently organized by theme and over 21000 images are 
currently available. Each volume includes a beautiful four-color 
reference catalog. Put award-winning PhotoDisc to work for you. 

PhocoDisc, Inc. o 
4183 PhotoDisc Vol. I, Business & Industry ............ $288. PhotoDisc @ ~ 
4484 Photo Disc Vol. II, People & Lifestyles ............ $288. 5640 PhotoDisc Vol. V, World Commerce & Travel .......... $288. 
4485 PhotoDlsc Vol. ill, Backgrounds & Textures .. $214. 
5342 PhotoDisc VoL IV, Science, Technology, & Medicine . $288. 

5641 PhotoDlsc Vol. VI, Nature, Wtldllfe & Environment ... $288. 
5522 Multimedia Sampler ....................................... $37. 

Get complete CD photo-imaging capability 
tor thousands less than you'd think. 

Turn your Mac II into a high-performance digital·photography and publishing workstation with the 
PhotoSpeed system. Everything you need is here. The 24-bit graphics card handles integrated image· 

processing and graphics acceleration for a 16.7 million color palette on large-screen color displays. It boosts 
performance by 2,300 percent! And you get S2,500 worth of applications and utilities FREE: Kodak Photo 
CD Access, OuickTime 1.5, Photo CD plug-in for Adobe Photoshop, Photo CD Xtension for OuarkXPress, 
Adobe Photoshop 2.5, Kodak PhotoEdge, Kai's Power Tools, Aldus Fetch Cataloguer, Storm Technology's 

PicturePress, and SuperVideo. Plus you get the industry's fastest CD·ROM drive with full, multisession Photo 
CD capability - all at a surprisingly affordable price. 

SuperMac 
5963 PhotoSpeed ............................ $3,448. 

Vintage Quality Photographic Images on CD· ROM are albums of 300 images, 
each color corrected and ready for separation. When you buy an album, the 
images are yours to use completely royalty-free. View the images of business, 
industry, leisure, and landscapes quickly with the interface. 

Seattle Support Group 0 
5944 Vintage Photo CD Album 1: Medley ......... $88. 
5945 Vintage Photo CD Album 2: Mosaic .......... $88. 
5946 Vintage Photo CD Album 3: All & Sundry .. $88. 
5947 Vintage Photo CD Album 4: Melange ........ $88. 

m 

Picture your 
wor!t with 

great color 
images. 
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A major mathematical 

pain in the """. That's 

how one desk-top 
publisher described it. 

But to keep COPY blocks, 
subheads, and other 

styles lined up right ~ 
when you format in 

columns, you have to do 

• ?-~0( ~ 

~ 
Words never 
looked so 

} 
good. 

Put optical 
filter enects 
onto your 
Photoshop 
images. 

~ For the 
creative 
genius on a 
budget. ,.,:=--··· 

/: ....... 1t::::;· 
m 

~ Get in-depth 
information. 

SPRING•1993 

a little math. Here's a 

good rule of thumb. Set 

up your basic body COPY 

style first, then base all 

other styles on its 

leading or multiples of 

it. So if your basic style 

has 15 point leading, set 

up the heads and other 

styles with leading that 

adds up to 15, 30, 45, 

or 60, and so on. 

Exceptions abound, but 

it's a good place to 

start. Whew! That 
wasn't so bad, was it? 

• 

This exciting new software creates dimensional text from PostScript Type I 
and TrueType fonts. Typestry uses RenderMan to transform simple words 
into extraordinary pictures. It accurately simulates metals, woods, other types 
of surfaces which can be used to decorate text. Users can also move, rotate, 
scale, and extrude words. 

Pixaro 
5123 Typestry ................................................ $184. 
4554 ShowPlace/MacRenderMan 1.1.1 CD-ROM. $318. 

Series 1 Photography Filters for Photoshop emulate 35mm camera optical 
filters. Now you can generate optical effects other than just painterly effects. 
Series I can even generate mezzo screens for your black·and·white photos. 
These filters are perfect for both the graphic artist and the photographer 
creating ads, brochures, and video presentations. 

Andromeda Software 
5161 Series 1 Photography Filters ............•...•.... $ 79. 

This 32·bit paint program offers the largest selection of tools, filters, and special 
effects for the money. Its extensive, completely customizable tool set will 
satisfy the demanding graphic artist and delight the novice user. BrushStrokes 
is fun to use and easy to learn. It even includes a unique painting guide for the 
"artistically impaired." 

Claris Clear Choice 
5699 BrushStrokes ................... ........................ $99. 

Discover even more about Adobe programs and the Mac. Design Essentials 
is a reference of tips and techniques, authored by Adobe Systems, for use with 
Illustrator and Photoshop. Everything You Wanted To Know About The 
Mac is the most comprehensive collection of Mac facts to date. Learn about 
cutting·edge topics like sound, multimedia, HyperCard, and the use of the Mac 
by differently·abled people. 

Prentice Hall 
527 4 Design Essentials ..................................... $26. 
5276 Everything You Wanted To Know About The Mac $21. 
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Color and motion 
come alive on your 
desktop. 

Adobe Photoshop 2.5 is the world's leading photo design and 
production tool. Design and produce color and black·and·white 
images, right at your desk. Start from scratch or with any scanned 
image. Add or correct color, execute delicate retouching, import 
illustration files, create duotones, tritones, and quadtones, and more. 
Then produce it with professional controls for four·color· process 
proofing and separations. 

Create OuickTime digital movies and videotapes with Adobe 
Premiere 2.0. Combine video, audio, animation, still images, and 
graphics using simple cuts or dramatic transitions and special effects. 
Import files from graphics applications and export to professional 
production equipment. 

Adobe Illustrator 3.2 gives you a variety of Postscript drawing 
tools. Start from scratch, alter clip art, or enhance scanned images. 
While supplies last, get Adobe Dimensions 1.0 bundled with your 
purchase of Illustrator. Dimensions transforms two dimensional art 
into a 3-D image. 

Adobe 
5948 Adobe Photoshop 2.5 .................................. $548. 
4990 Adobe Premiere 2.0 .......... ........... .... ........... $429. 
3942 Adobe Illustrator 3.2 ................................... $359. 
5351 Adobe Dimensions 1.0 ................. ............... $128. 

.· ; .. 

.. ~~ ..... /f,J(=\ -Create textures and blends will 

HSC Software O 

5854 Kai's Power Tools ......................................... $89. 

awesome new tools. 
The smash hit of MacWorld San Francisco, Kai's Power Tools 

gives you 33 powerful generators and filter plug-ins for Adobe 
Photoshop, Fractal Design Painter, and others, all in a fantastic 
interface. It includes a Gradient Designer, Texture Explorer, four 
Fractal Generators, and more, going far beyond traditional textures. 
And since your creations are saved as algorithms rather than 
bitmaps, less disk space is required. With the Texture Explorer, you 
can generate a virtually endless variety of textures and backgrounds 
to apply to images. The Gradient Designer allows you to use up to 
500 colors at once and to vary opacity. You'll create unprecedented 
blends and textures that aren't possible with other software 
products. "Kai's Power Tools is a landmark third-party plug-in for 
Adobe Photoshop, establishing new standards in user interface 
design, functionality, and features ... a creative explosion!," says Jeff 
Parker, Adobe Photoshop Product Manager. Try it and you'll agree. 

l-iSC srn=T W/;l3. l; 
( ) 
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Microtek 

5238 ScanMaker U w/ limited Pbotoshop .......... $898. 
5239 ScanMaker Ilxe w/ full Photoshop ......... $1,239. 
6017 ADF 600 Automatic Document Feeder ...... $511. 
6018 Transparency Attachment .......................... Call. 

The prool is in 
the printing. 

NewGen laser printers give you greatly enhanced type and 
graphics. A high-powered 25MHz RJSC processor in both the 880p 
& 440 B offer faster output than any other printers in their class. 

The TurboPS/ 880p offers full 800 x 800 dpi for higher 
resolution. That translates into 78 percent more dots per square 
inch than 600 dpi printers - without compromising speed! Includes 
I 2MB of RAM, upgradable to 32MB. 

The TurboPS/ 440 B provides 1 I" x 17" tabloid sheet sizes so 
you don't have to tile larger projects. Comes standard with 400 x 
400 dpi and 6MB of RAM, can be upgraded to 800 dpi and 96MB. 

NewGen printers incorporate Image Enhancement Technology 
to smooth lines, curves, and angles while improving text and line 
art resolution and enhancing gray scale output. Finally, get true 
plug and play with automatic emulation and interface switching 
between Macs, PCs, Sun workstations, and most other systems. 

ft' II W llewGen Systems Corporation 
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Scan these 
affordable prices. 

Create beautiful reproduction with vivid colors and extremely 
sharp definition. The ScanMaker II and ScanMaker Ilxe are the 
fastest color/grayscale flatbed scanners ever built by Microtek. 

With 24·bit color and 8·bit grayscale, both deliver crisp 600 dpi 
reproductions, and are capable of up to 1200 x 1200 dpi resolution. 
Easy·to·use controls allow adjustments of scaling, resolution, 
brightness, contrast, shadow, highlight, and more. The ScanMaker II 
is bundled with a limited edition of Adobe Photoshop. 

If you need to perform color separations, the ScanMaker Ilxe 
offers the full version of Adobe Photoshop. 

Save time and money with the new ADF 600 Automatic 
Document Feeder attachment. It works with the most popular 
Optical Character Recognition software and allows for unattended 
scanning of up to SO pages of text. 

MICROTEK 
Better 111"'8"5 111nlllgl1 lur101X1lio11. 

NewCen Syscems Corp. 

6019 TurboPS/880p .......................................... $2, 158. 
5260 Turbo PS/ 440 8 ......................................... $3,498. 
5259 TurboPS/ 400p .......................................... $1 ,698. 



SAWDUST AND 
SCSI PORTS. 

At first glance, the 4,000-
square-foot warehouse looks 
no different than most 
commercial cabinet shops 
with table saws, shapers, 
planers, and the usual tools. 
But closer inspection reveals 
some unusual equipment - a 
Ouadra 900, Mac IICX, 
Mac Hsi, and an older 
Mac II linked with a daisy
chain AppleTalk network 
and System 7 file sharing; 
some big 19" Radius 
monitors; and a Bernoulli 
MacTransportable 90 Pro. 

Park Avenue Construction 
Company in Seattle is a 
prime example of a small 
manufacturing enterprise 
taking advantage of the Mac 
for computer-aided design 
(CAD). The company builds 
custom residential and 
commercial cabinets -
reception desks, coffee bars, 
and conference rooms -
usually for businesses located 
in one of Seattle's sleek new 
skyscrapers. They design the 
cabinets using GraphSoft's 
Mini-CAD program. 

wner Charles Stratton 
founded Park Avenue more 
than seven years ago. Since 
then, he's tried many 
approaches to designing and 
building his company's 
product - including using 
other drawing programs. "We 
used to have a program that 
was written specifically for 
designers of kitchen 
cabinetry, but it was too hard 
to use. Mini-CAD is easy to 
learn and really flexible, so 
we can tailor It to our own 
needs." Some drawing 
functions can even be 
automated with the Mini· 

Pascal part of the program. 
Three of Park Avenue's 
desktop Macs are packed 
inside a small sound- and 
dust-proofed office adjacent 
to the shop. The fourth Mac 
is located in the shop itself. 
Stratton nods his head in that 
direction. "The shop foreman 
does some drawing out there 
on the llsi." (The photos on 
this page and the cover 
show Stratton at the shop 
Mac.) 

While Mini-CAD helps in 
the design of cabinets and 
their constituent pieces, an 
Excel spreadsheet program 
helps make a cutting list of 
those pieces. "The nice thing 
about Excel is that you can 
customize it, too," he 
emphasizes. "We also use 
it for inventory and 
job tracking." 

In the factory sits a large 
piece of cardboard covered 
with bar-codes. It's a very 
simple labor tracking device 
much like a punch clock. 
Each employee's name is 
listed beside a corresponding 
bar-code. A second list 
contains the names of all the 
current projects. And a third 
set of bar codes corresponds 
to each kind of task a worker 
might perform on the floor 
during the course of a day. So 
workers just pick up the 
cordless Videx bar-code wand 
and scan over their name, the 
project they're working on, 
and the task they're starting. 
The information is exported 
from the wand nightly into 
Excel, creating a print-out of 
hours worked per job, parts 
made, and other Information 
important to billing and 

m 

p(oject planning. 
barles Stratton some· 

times takes his portable 
Mac with him to residential 
sites for meetings with 
contractors and clients. He 
can make measurements, 
enter them directly into his 
portable, and generate 
cabinet drawings at the site. 
So he and the client can 
visualize how things are 
going to look, and be sure 
they understand each other. 
This allows him to go over 
details and anticipate 
problems, do preliminary 
troubleshooting, and even 
generate on-the-spot 
alternative design solutions 
when necessary. Then he 
takes his portable back to the 
office and downloads the 
new information to the 
project file on one of the 
desktop Macs. 

Stratton uses an 
lmageWriter LO and 
lmageWriter II for all of his 
printing needs. This includes 
proposals to the contractors 
building those downtown 
office buildings. "For my line 
of work, the near-laser 
quality of the LO looks just 
great." 

Charles Stratton says the 
Mac equipment saves the 
company time and money. 
Using CAD makes the 
designs easier for everyone to 
interpret, so communication 
is improved and fewer 
mistakes are made. Being 
able to show clients on-site 
what cabinets will look like 
also bridges a potential 
communication gap. Excel 
really saves time with the 
cutting lists and with the 

WHAT WORKS 

MINI-CAD 

c 
IS F:!~SY T C.EARN 

AND REALLY 

FLEXIBLE, SO WE 

CAN TAILOR IT 

TO OUR OWN 

) 
NEEDS." 

CHARLES STRATTON 

FOUNDER, 

PARK AVENUE 

CQ_NSTRUC ION 

Videx tracking of jobs. And 
the sawdust doesn't cause 
too many problems thanks to 
the dust-proofed room and 
the sturdy Bernoulli drive. 
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II ACCELERATORS/MEMORY 

Warp speed, Scottv. 

Radius 

4777 Radius Rocket 25i ....................................... $1,098. 

4779 Radius Rocket 33 ......•.................•............... $1,898. 

5227 RocketShare .................................................. $434. 

Your wait is over. With Radius Rocket accelerator cards, you get 
real system performance gains, not just faster screen redraws. Radius 
Rockets take over the computer-intensive commands, leaving your 
Mac processor free to handle the inpuVoutput functions. Each 
Rocket is powered by its own onboard CPU, the Motorola 68040. 
The Rocket 25i is a 25MHz speed demon that increases Mac 11 
performance by up to six times. 

The Rocket 33 races along at 33MHz and gives your Mac the 
additional boost of a floating point microprocessor. Your Mac II will 
see performance increased by up to eight times. Rockets work with 
any NuBus-based Mac II model. 

For even more performance, try RocketShare. This 
revolutionary software technology delivers the power of true 
multiple processing to the Mac. Work on one job while another 
prints, crunches, or churns in the background. It's like having two 
Macs in one. Install up to four Rockets, depending on the number of 
NuBus slots your machine has. 

rad Us 

New lower prices and more power 
Imm Davstar! 

PowerCache and the new Turbo 040 set the standard for Mac 
acceleration. The PowerCache has an award-winning design which 
gives you affordable 68030 performance and the best compatibility. 
Just plug it in and go - no downtime. And it works with everything. 
The universal non-NuBus design supports fourteen different Macs. 
And the new Turbo 040 with its revolutionary 68040 design meets 
the compatibility of the PowerCache accelerator, but at speeds that 
take you up to and beyond the Ouadra 950! 

Daystar Digital o 
PowerCache Accelerators 

3739 33 Milz ........................................................ $398. 
3742 33 MHzw/ FPU ............................................ $498. 

3740 40 MHz ........................................................ $598. 

3743 40 MHzw/ FPU ............................................ $698. 
3741 50 MHz ........................................................ $778. 

3744 50 MHz w/ FPU ............................................ $898. 

PowerCache Adapters 

II, llx, Ilcx, Ilsi, LC, LC II, SE/30, 

Performa 400, Classic, SE ....•..•............••••••••..•...•.• $46 ea. 

SPRING•1993 

Turbo 040 Accelerators 

5586 33 MHz (Universal) •••••.•.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1498. 
5585 33 MHz (Ilci) •••.•...•...•.••.•.•.••.••.•••..•.•••.•.••••••• $1498. 

DAYSTAR 
0 G T A L 
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Exra memory is affordable 
and easy to install. 

Today's Mac user often 
wants to move quickly 
between several programs 
running at the same time. For 
those using memory intensive 
applications, speeding up task 
processing is also important 
Mac's Place makes it all easy -
and affordable - with a variety 
of SIMMs (Single Inline 
Memory Modules). 

You won't have 
any trouble 
installing a 
SIMM yourself, 
thanks to our 
easy-to
understand, 
illustrated 
guidebook 
and a free 
SIMM Remover.* No more 
digging around with screwdriv
ers and risking your expensive 
equipment. In seconds, remove 

your old SIMMs safely with the 
SIMM Remover. It's made of 
anti-static plastic and works on 
desktop Macs and PCs. If you 
do get stuck, call our toll-free 
number for instant help. Every 
Mac's Place sales consultant 
has experience installing 
SIMMs in his or her own Mac, 
and will be happy to walk you 

through the 
procedure. 
All our 
SIMMs have 
lifetime 
warranties 
and they're 
manufac
tured by 

reputable 
companies like 

Toshiba, Fujitsu, Siemens, 
and Micron. 

Now, the question is, which 
SIMM do you need and how 

m 

many? Call our Mac consult· 
ants. They can answer your 
questions so you'll get the best 
performance out of your Mac. 

Call and talk to a 
consultant We'll help 
vou choose the right 
SIMMS to push the 
llmlts ol vour Mac. 

Just let us know what kinds of 
applications you're running, 
and we'll make sure you get 
what you need - a faster, 
more productive Mac. 

!J!Jt-' io chan1.•fr1,; marJ:er 
cc•nditions. SJ,\/.\/ prices :~Ert' 

_rlucil:rt!int.;· ai :1rt'ss rinu?. 
l):'ea.-..t' call/Or /ai:'< :.;r/cir1._;;· 

and a~ (;i/a;J/i:~ . 

Mac's Place 
POViler&>ok Pseudo-Static Memory 
14011451170 
3966 4MB ................. $198. 
3965 6MB ................. $269. 

PowerBook 
Pseudo-Static Memory I 00 
3963 4MB ................. $195. 
3964 6MB ................. $269. 

Single lnline Memory Module 
(SIMM) 
*The SIMM Remover works with 
specific sized SIMMs and is included 
free only with 1hese. 

*3179 tMB 80 ns ......... $45. 
*3701 2MB 70 ns ......... $79. 
*5555 4MB 70 ns ....... $158. 
4754 16MB 80 ns 

(High Profile) ...... $598. 
475516MB 80 ns 

(Low Profile) ...... $648. 

Video RAM/or LC, 
Quadra, and DuoDock 
4337 VRAM 256K ........ $35. 
4338 VRAM 512K ........ $69. 

Maflace 



• ACCELERATORS/MEMORY 

you install some 

ipment inside of a 

pact or modular Mac 

icon indicating the floppy e bumped and loosened 

and a phantom floppy 

disk asks to be forever 

initialized (you'll see an 

drive in the ''This is not a 

Macintosh Disk" dialog 

box), then you probably 

didn't fully seat your 

floppy drive cable. Or you 

the cable during your 

installation. Make sure 

that this cable is firmly 

seated andyou'vefixed it. 

\: 
Faster than a Quadra? 

You need an extremely fast computer to take full advantage of today's highly sophisticated software 
applications. The Variable Speed/ Overdrive Accelerator from Newer Technology increases the speed of 
your Ouadra 700 or 900 from the standard 25 MHz speed to a guaranteed minimum of 30 MHz! Individual 
machines may achieve speeds up to 33 MHz depending on different chip tolerances, NuBus cards, and speed 
of RAM. This accelerator installs in the ROM socket on the Quadra motherboard in a matter of minutes. The 

original 68040 is not removed, and no soldering is required. And to ensure reliability at high clock speeds, this 
accelerator includes a cooling unit for the 68040. So your Quadra will actually run cooler than it did at 25 MHz. 

Newer Technology 
5715 Variable Speed/ Overdrive Accelerator ........................ $298. 

Newer Technology 
5366 SIMM 8MB Low Profile ................................. $418. 
5367 SIMM 16MB Low Profile ............................... $798. 
5310 PowerBook (140/ 145/ 170) 

6MB Psuedo-Static ......................................... S314. 
5311 PowerBook (160/ 180) 6MB Psuedo-Static ..... $328. 
5368 PowerBook (160/ 180) 8MB Psuedo-Static ..... $458. 
5369 PowerBook (160/ 180) lOMB Psuedo-Static ... $564. 
5370 PowerBook (210/230) 8MB Psuedo-Static ..... $498. 
5371 PowerBook (210/230) 12MB Psuedo-Static ... $698. 

S P R I N G • 1 9 9 3 

Get all the memory 
you need. 

Even for the latest 160, 180, 210, and 230 Power Book models! 

Newer Technology specializes in low power consumption 
PowerBook memory with a card for every PowerBook, old or 
new. They are easy to install and were designed with all-important 
battery life in mind. 

And for your desktop Mac, Newer Technology has 8 and 16MB 
SIMMs. Their superior engineering provides flawless performance, 

just as you'd expect from the first manufacturer of these SIMMs. 

And you get two free utilities to really make your Mac fly. * 
F .A.S.T. lets your Mac take advantage of the new memory when 
copying files. And MacSWELL overrides Systems 7's memory 
allocation limitations. 

*For users not using System 7, OPTIMA from Connectix is 
included in place of the other two free utilities. 
See the Product Listings beginning on page 67 under Accelerators/ 
Memory for more great products from Newer Technology. 

Due ro cl1anging market 
conditions, SIMM prices were 

J711c1Uating at press time. 
l'lf'ase cal/for latest pricing 

and availability. 
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Now you can easily edit a received lax. 
Now when you receive a crucial document by fax that needs 

editing, you don't have to re-key it Because all PSI fax/modems 
now come with FAXcilitate, the only Macintosh fax software to 
incorporate OCR technology from Caere, the makers of OmniPage. 

PSI offers an entire line of fax/data modem solutions for 
desktop and PowerBook Macs. Choose from their desktop 
COMstations or their internal PowerModem series. 

PSI Integration 

Desktop COMstations 
5449 COMstation Four ........................................... $338. 
9600 bps send/receive fax/data modem w/11'.3,0 V.42, V.42bis, MNP 5 

5340 COMstation Fwe ............................................ $398. 
14!100 bps send/receive fax/data modem w/V.32bis, V.42, V.42bis, 
Mr./P 5; fax OCR package 

5453 COMstation Network ..................................... $198. 
Networkable 9600 bps send/ 4800 bps receive fax/2400 bps data w I 
V.32, V.42, V.42bis, MNP 5 

Internal PowerModems 
5454 PowerModem m ............................................ $279. 
9600 bps send/receive fax/data modem w!V.32, V.42bis, MNP JO 

lnterCon Systems Corporation 

5198 TCP /Connect II ...................................... $170. 
5199 NFS/Share ............................................... $268. 
5200 Planet X .................................................. $268. 
5195 WorldLink ................................................. $26. 

See the Produce Listings beginning on page 67 under 

Networks/ Modems for more great products from lnterCon Systems. 

:: P" , ~ I I 
~'.'' ffil'lll. 

- ~. 

5339 PowerModem N ...................................... $388. 
14J..400 bps send/receive fax/ modem w!V.32, V.32bis, MNP IO;fax 
Or..,'R package 

Prices good thru 4/31 / 93 

Break the 
connectivity ba11ier. 

InterCon provides Mac users with great ways to get connected. 
Dial up the Internet from your Mac with just a modem and 
WorldLink. You'll have access to all of the Internet's resources and 
be able to transfer files and send e-mail to millions of people. 

TCP / Connect II "is by far and av.ray the most complete, 
feature-laden product on the market," says Mac WEEK. This 
integrated package includes electronic mail, a network news reader, 
a file transfer client and server, and terminal emulation - all with 
the friendly Mac interface. 

NFS/ Share is an easy-to-use Chooser implementation that 
allows you to mount NFS (network file system) servers directly on 
your Mac desktop. It displays files stored on your server in familiar 
Mac file fonnat. 

Planet X is an X Window client for the Macintosh that allows 
you to control your Macs remotely from any X Window terminal. It 
lets you share your resources across multiple platforms. 

, .. ,,.Jl!JA~n ..... .,.. 
Maf4Place 
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Fax, voice, and data are yours in 
one package. 
Your Macintosh takes on greater flexibility with the Ultlma Home Office. You geta sophisticated voice messaging 
system that routes calls to individual mailboxes, lets you record personalized greeting.>, and lets you retrieve 
messages from any phone. The V.32bis data modem operates at 14,400 bps and features MNP·S data 
compression and error correction. Plus, enjoy 14.4 bps send/ receive fax capabilities. The included MaxFax 
voice/ fax software lets you print, view, delete, or re-send faxes with a single click. It fills in sheets, delays 

transmission, and sends a single document to a whole group, all in the background. And it's also available as an 
internal PowerBook version. 

Prometheus O 
4565 Ultima Home Office 14.4 ...................................................... $398. 
5915 Ultima Home Office for the PowerBook 14.4 ... ................. ..... $298. 
4564 Home Office 2400/ 9600 ...................................................... $198. 

Take the convenience ol laxes a 
leap further. 
Faxed documents you receive can be saved in editable text form with FaxManager Plus. Save all or part of the fax document 
to the Clipboard or your favorite word processing program. Using OCR technology, FaxManager Plus saves you the lime 
and money you spend re keying text. It replaces the Fax Manager application supplied with F AXstf LC 
and FAXstf Universal. 
FAXstf Net for the Macintosh is a hardware-independent software that makes sending faxes easy. Any computer in an 

AppleShare·based Mac network can send faxes. The computer with a compatible fax modem then sends the fax at a 
designated lime. Sending is as easy as selecting Print from within your favorite application. 
FAXstf Universal makes the same great features available to single system users. 

STF Technologies 
4633 FAXstfUniversal ..... ... ........... ......... .......... $55. ~ 
5102 FAX Manager Plus ........ ..... .............. ........ $74. ~ 
4635 FAXstfNet for the Macintosh ........... ........ $79. 

Save on true multitasking 
telecommunications. 

Get Maclntercomm for only 539 \vith the purchase of a modem! Then you'll communicate in ways you never before 
thought possible. Maclmercomm is the first telecommunications program to fully utilize the Macintosh computing 

environment. It's the only one with true multitasking. No matter what else you're doing on your Mac, it handles file 
transfers invisibly. 

As if background transfers weren't enough, other features abound. The scripting language is the most powerful available, 
yet is incredibly easy to use. The built-in editor and automatic script recorder help you automate even the most complex 

tasks. Maclmercomm even adjusts for area codes if you're on the road. Maclntercomm's features define a new standard in 
telecommunications. 

Mercury Systems, Inc. O 
5767 Maclntercomrn Modem Upgrade ... .......... . $39. 
5111 Maclntercomm .......... ................... ........ ... $78. 

SPRING•1993 m 
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Get a top-ol-lhe-line lax/data modem at 
an amazingly affordable price. 

The SupraFAXModem V.32bis features 14,400 bps data 
communications with up to 57,600 bps throughput using V.42bis 
data compression. On the fax side, you'll find yourself capable of 
sending and receiving faxes within minutes of installation. MacUser 

calls the V.32bis model a "top performer." 
A Special Silent Answer feature detects if an incoming call is fax 

or voice and handles the call appropriately. Optional Caller ID lets 
you screen incoming calls. And the external V.32bis model 
has a unique alphanumeric display panel that 
shows up to 26 different status messages to 
explain what the modem is doing. The 
MacPac also includes cables and fax software. 

The SupraFAXModem 144PB is the 
internal model which fits easily into your 
PowerBook with no extra outside boxes. A Wake Up mode turns 
your Mac on automatically when the modem receives a call. And it 
lets you schedule faxes for transmission when rates are lowest. 1:: ..... 

... t~ 1 

Supra Corporation O 

4017 SupraFAXModem V.32bis MacPac •.••..•••.. $345. 
4470 SupraFAXModem V.32bls ....................... $298 • 
5575 SupraFAXModem 144PB ..••••••.•..••••••.•••••.• $298. 
5935 SupraFAXModem PB Plus ........................ $428. 

Add teamwork to your network. 

Farallon O 
5931Timbuktu5.0 ........................................... $138. 
5933 Timbuktu for Wmdows PhoneNET Kit ...... $328. 
5932 Timbuktu for Wmdows 1.0 ...................... $138. 
4547 EtherMac SE-C •••..•. •••••.••••.•.•••••..........•....• $214. 
4532 EtherMac JI-C ......................................... $214. 

m 

Timbuktu is the easiest way to network Macs and PCs. Easy to 
install and easy to use, Timbuktu is the perfect cross-platform 
solution for workgroups. Now you can share printers, exchange 
files, and even control another Mac or PC over the network. It's 
available in Mac, Windows, and Wmdows PhoneNET Kit 

versions. The kit includes PhoneNET PC software and the 
AppleTalk adapter board connection. These allow DOS and 
Windows computers to access an AppleTalk network. 

Farallon also provides the EtherMac series of high performance 
Ethernet adapter cards. They are affordable and available for all 
Macintosh bus architectures and popular Ethernet media. They 
require no separate installer under System 7 for maximum 
compatibility. 

4534 EtherMac LC-1 OT .................................... $ 158. 
4531 EtherMac JI-1 OT ...................................... $ 158. 
4542 EtherMac 30i-t OT .................................... $194. 

-:: Famllon~ 
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taxing! 
Get your faxees' attention with FaxMania, an imaginative, customizable 
collection of 80 fax cover sheets designed for business, home, and fun! 
FaxMania works with popular word processing and graphics applications 
[WriteNow, MS Word, MacWrite, Paint, and more). Includes complete 
instructions for loading and converting cover sheets and design tips for 
creating your own faxes. 

T/Maker O 
4425 FaxMania ................................................ $19. 

Get connected tor hundreds less. 
The new P-Shooter Local Talk Active Star Controller lets you network two to 48 devices, using your existing 
phone wire. It's so sophistica:ed, it's the only controller with circuitry that doesn't require special control wiring 
or management software. The P-Shooter re·clocks, re·shapes, and regenerates every data packet instantaneously 

- increasing data integrity and network performance with proven star topology. Get up to speed with the only star 
that works for you. 

PC on 
P-Shooter 12-Port 
5207 Local Talk Active Star Controller •••••••••••• $498. 
5955 NuBus Apple Share Controller ............... $478. 

Asante 

5478 AsantePrint Thick IOBaseT ............................ $358. 

5687 AsantePrint Thick/ Thin ................................. $358. 

2887 MacCon+ IIET64 ............................................ $168. 

2586 MacCon+ IIE64 .............................................. $168. 
3403 MacCon+ 30IET64 ......................................... $168. 

4095 Asante Hub/ 8 ................................................ $258. 

SPRING•1993 

Trust your 
connections to 
the leader in 
Mac networking. 

Asante Technologies offers you a complete line of register-level 

compatible Ethernet cards and hubs so networking won't have you 

running in every direction. AsantePrint is an inexpensive converter 

which connects vno Loca!Talk printers or other devices to a high
speed Ethernet network. There are no switches to ser or Installation 

software to load. 
MacCon+ cards let you take full advantage of the power your 

Mac has to offer to provide maximum data throughput. The 11ET64 

and IIE64 are 32 bit NuBus cards for the Mac II family. They feature 

a 64K RAM buffer and are compatible with various environments. 

The 30JET64 is an Ethernet card for the IlsVSE 30 Mac and 
plug_) directly into the llsi's Direct Slot bus. It works on thick and 

twisted pair media and features a five-year warranty. 

And Asante products come with toll-free technical support. 
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Righi card, right connections, right price! 
DaynaPORT Internal Ethernet Adapter cards are a great 

value starting at only $148. And when you buy five or 
more, you'll get Network Vital Signs FREE*. (A $499 
value!] An Eddy award finalist, this network monitor 
lets you keep tabs on your network and see early 
warning signs of problems. DaynaPORT Internal 
Ethernet Adapters carry a full lifetime warranty and 
are backed by free technical support and guaranteed 
media compatibility. So if you change cable types in 
the first year, Dayna will swap your card free. 

,.., .. _ 
DaynaPORT SCSI/ Links feature the industry's smallest high

speed Ethernet connector and have two SCSI ports for daisy 
chaining with other devices. They are available for all three types of 
Ethernet. And DaynaPORT E/Z gets your PowerBook Duo or 
other Mac connected using a serial port. Other Dayna products 
include the EtherPrint family which offers you complete networking 
flexibility with easy "plug-and-print" Ethernet connection to 
LocalTalk printers. 

Lotus Development 

cc:Mail 
Platform Pack 

5921 cc:Mail Platform Pack ........................ $378. 
6160 cc:Mail 10-User ................................. $268. 
6161 cc:Mail 25-User ................................. $598. 
6162 cc:Mail 100-User ............................. $2198. 
6037 cc:Mail Remote for Macintosh ........... $224. 
6163 cc:Mail Platform Pack for Wmdows .... $378. 

Dayna Communications o 
DaynaPORT SCSI Links .......................... from $298. 
DaynaPORT Internal Ethernet Adapters .. from $148. 
3775 DaynaPORT E/Z .................................... $278. 

See our Product Listings beginning on page 67 under Network/ 
Modems for more great products from Dayna Communications. 

Use the world's 
best e-mail system. 

cc:Mail Platform Pack is a fun e-mail system that lets you 
send messages effortlessly across Windows, DOS, OS/2, Unix, or 
Macintosh without the need for gateways. 

Click on mail icons to check your lnbox, prepare messages, store 
messages, or send memos. Plus, send and receive text, files, faxes, 
OuickTime videos, and voice annotations - up to 20 mixed media 
items within a single message. 

Launch applications from within cc:Mail by double-clicking on 
enclosures. Misplace a memo? The Message Finder utility lets you 
search for messages according to subject, text, address, date, size, 
priority, or item. And don't worry about adding to the address list. 
A unique scalable architecture accomodates your growth, from 5 
people to 500,000. 

Purchase one cc:Mail Platform Pack per server. ccMail uses 
whichever file server you have - AppleShare, NetWare, LAN 
Manager, DEC Pathworks, etc. Also, purchase a sufficient number 
of cc:Mail User Packs to cover your total number of users. 

Winner of 1992 MacUser Editor's Choice award for best new 
network software and 1992 MacWEEKDiarnond Award. 

Maf>lace 



It's about time. H's about space. 
The Bernoulli name has crash. And the sturdy disks can 

become synonymous with survive a drop of eight feet! 
reliability in the removable disk For even more flexibility, 
storage field. Now, with an there's the MacTransportable 
ever-expanding product line MultiDisk 150. Enjoy the 
from Iomega, you can increase traditional benefits of a 
storage capacity using the Bernoulli with the added 
product that best fits your benefit of reading and writing to 
needs and budget: disks of varying capacities. Disk 

The Bernoulli capacities include 35MB, 
MacTransportable 90 PRO 65MB, 105MB, and 150MB. 
is designed especially for the Plus, the MacTransportable 
Mac, at a low price. This MultiDisk 150 is downward 
external, compatible so it 
removable-disk reads and writes 
drive comes to 90MB disks 
complete with a and reads 
90MB cartridge 44MB disks. 
and installs easily Both the 
without an MacTransportable 
interface kit. You'll 90 PRO and 
enjoy unlimited MacTransportable 
storage MultiDisk 150 
expandability, are internally 
lock-away !!!::===-- -==w terminated and 
security, and transportability. have a single external SCSI 
As with all Bernoullis, the connector so they must be 
patented design resists head installed as the last device on 

SPRING•1993 

your SCSI chain. Each is also 
packaged with the Iomega 
Driver and Workshop utility 
and free shareware. 

The MacFloptical 21MB 
Subsystem diskettes hold 15 
times more data than 1.44 
floppies. The subsystem comes 
complete with a bootable 
21 MB Floptical diskette with 
System 7 and shareware, a 
SCSI cable, and manuals. The 
drive is compatible with the 
Mac Plus and later Macintosh 
products. With a 21 MB 
capacity, users can transport 
and manage data more easily 
with fewer diskettes. The 
higher optical contrast with 
laser etching also means 
Iomega Floptical media offer 
better performance, increased 
reliability, and up to three 
times more durablity than 
other Floptical diskettes. And 
this system is 15% faster than 
other Floptical drives. 

Iomega o 
Bernoulli MacTransportables 
5012 90MB PRO ........... $499. 
5609 MulliDisk 150 ...... $799. 

Bernoulli Cartridges 
5721 150MB ................ $144. 
5720 105MB .................. $98. 
3531 90MB ................... $142. 
5719 65MB .................... $75. 
5718 35MB .................... $48. 
MacF/optica/ Drive 
5698 21MB ................... $478. 
MacRoptical Media 
5893 21 MB .................... $24. 
5712 21MB 5-Pak ........... $98. 
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Great hard drives and tree 
utilities Imm Mac's Place. 

The longer you own your 
Mac, the more you'll find 
yourself wanting more hard 
drive space. Our DP+ Hard 
Drives, bundled with four free 
utilities, offer an elegant and 
reliable solution. These are the 
most reliable drives around, 
preformatted using the latest 
technology in formatting 
software. And they're fast too. 
The two removable drives 
feature mechanisms from 
SyQuest, and they come with 
one free SyQuest cartridge. All 
DP+ drives feature a sturdy 
case, two metal·clad SCSI 
connectors, an external fuse, 
and an easily accessible 
SCSI ID switch. 

Each comes with manuals, 
cables, a two· to five-year 
warranty,** and instant 
technical support from 
Mac's Place. And if your drive 

should need warranty repair, 
Mac's Place will give you a 
free loaner. All drives come 
with MacTools 2.0, DP 
Formatter Plus, SpaceSaver, 
and Kaboom! SE. 

Drives are pre-formatted 
with DP 
Formatter Plus so 
they're ready to 
use right out of 
the box. 

MacTools 2.0 
is all the utility 
you'll ever need. 
It performs 
scheduled 
backups and disk analysis, 
speeds data access by 
defragmenting files, detects 
and cleans known Mac 
viruses, and much more. 

SpaceSaver compresses your 
files and folders so you have 
double the disk space! It 

compresses files an average of 
50 percent and some graphics 
files as much as 98 percent 
SpaceSaver automatically 
decompresses files when you 
open them and compresses 
them again when you're done. 

You'll find 
a myriad of 
sounds to 
make your 
Mac fun with 
Kaboom! SE. 
Each sound 
can be played 
when you 
start up your 

computer, insert disks, empty 
the trash, and more! Get great 
drives with great utilities and 
all the support you need from 
Mac's Place. 

DataPlaceO 

Removable SyQuest Hard Drives 
*Drives Include Cartridge 
4197 DP+ 44MB ........... $498. 
4198 DP+ 88MB ........... $628. 
2269 44MB Cartridges ..... $69. 
3458 88MB Cartridges ... $107. 

External Hard Drives 
Q = Quantum Mechanism 

HP= Hewlitt Packard Mechanism 

5277 DP+ 42MB Q ....... $318. 
5278 DP+ 85MB Q ........ $398. 
5279 DP+ 127MB Q ...... $478. 
5280 DP+ 170MB Q ...... $548. 
5306 DP+ 240MB Q ...... $754. 
4196 DP+ 425MB Q .... $1165. 
5290 DP+ 220MB HP ...... Call. 
5291DP+402MB HP ...... Call. 
5292 DP+ 1003MB HP .... Call. 
5293 DP+ 1025MB HP .... Call. 
5294 DP+ 1290MB HP .... Call. 
5295 DP+ 1290MB HP .... Call. 
5296 DP+ 1650MB HP ....... Call. 
5297 DP+ 2000MB HP ....... Call. 

Internal Hard Drives 
5281 DP+42MBQ ........ $218. 
5282 DP+ 85MB Q ........ $318. 
5284 DP+ 127MB Q ...... $378. 
5286 DP+ 170MB Q ...... $458. 
5307 DP+ 240MB Q ...... $694. 
4202 DP+ 425MB Q .... $1076. 
5298 DP+ 220MB HP ......... Call. 
5299 DP+ 402MB HP ......... Call. 
5300 DP+ 1003MB HP ........ Call. 

**Hew/etc-Packard drives come 
with a with a five-year warranty. 
Quantum drives come with a 
cwoyear warranty. 
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PLI provides options tor every storage need. 
Don't lorget to 
put on your 
seatbelt. 

Store more and 
retrieve laster. 

..._ A hard disk 
tor people on 
the go. 

.. ~;·:::~: :\ 
mm 

..._ Store tons ol 
data on a 
lloppy-size 
cartridge. 

..._ Looking 
tor speed and 
convenience? 

. \::~:\ 
mm 

..._ Try the lastest 
CD-ROM drive. 

~~~- ' ·.~:::::~:\ 
. mml 

PLl's MiniArrays give you the ultimate in speed and capacity. Transfer rates 
stan at 5MB per second - nearly three times that of a typical hard drive. They 
achieve fast performance by splitting data evenly across two drives. Reads and 
writes occur simultaneously to each drive resulting in high data throughput 
ideally suited for applications where large files must be moved quickly. 

PL!O 
5047 PLI MiniArray 660MB ...... .................. $2,948. 
5049 PLI MiniArray 1.04GB ........................ $3,598. 

The Infinity Aoptical puts 2 IMBof data on a 3.5" floptical diskette and gives 
you twice the speed that your floppy drive provides. Downward compatibility 
with l .44MB floppy diskettes makes reading and writing to your current 
floppies faster than ever. And the inexpensive disks mean lower cost per 
megabyte than other storage solutions. 

PL!O 
5039 Infinity Floptical 21 MB 3.5'' Drive ......... $394. 
5091 Infinity Floptical 21MB Media Disks ......... $28. 

The PLI External Totable Drive is a 2.5" Winchester hard disk drive ideal 
for transporting data. Its shock resistant design makes it perfect for travel. It's 
powered by rechargeable baneries, AC outlet, or ADB port, so you're not tied 
to an outlet. There's even an internal version, the Internal Go Drive, just for 
your PowerBook . 

PLIO 
5910 120MB External Totable Drive ............... $798. 
5733 120MB Internal Go Drive ....................... $698. 

The Infinity Optical drive cartridges may look like floppy diskenes but they 
store almost I 00 times as much data - l 28MB to be exact They're perfect for 
hungry applications like DTP and prepress. Access times are as low as 35ms 
and transfer rates are comparable to other removable drives. 

PLIO 
5036 Infinity Optical 3.5" Drive ................... $1 ,448. 
5037 Infinity Optical 5.25" Drive ................. $2,748. 
5038 Infinity MaxOptical 1 GB Drive 

with 4MB cache ................................. $3, 788 . 

Look to the Infinity line of removable drives. Enjoy an average access time of 
20ms and the ability to transport data. The new Infinity 88RW44 reads and 
writes to 44MB and 88MB cartridges. So you get more capacity and keep 
compatibility with over four million 44MB SyOuest cartridges . 

PLI O 
5092 Infinity Turbo 40 Removable Drive ......... $528. 
5093 Infinity Turbo 88 Removable Drive ......... $628. 
5728 Infinity Turbo 88 Removable Drive RW44 $698. 

This drive provides blazing 200ms access time and delivers sustained data 
transfer rates of 330K per second. It reads data at two different speeds - one 
for audio and another for data. It supports ISO 9660, High Sierra, Apple Photo 
Access, Kodak PhotoCD, HFS, and Audio CD formats. And it includes 
PlayCD HyperCard·based software for playing audio CDs from the desktop. 

PLIO 
5729 CD· ROM MS 200 .................................. $698. 

mPLI 
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Blue-ligl{t ~ afJecials 
without the fJruises! 

Every product in this 
ad is new or offered at a 
special price for a limited 
time at Mac's Place. 
From the 15th of March 
through the 15th of May. 
That's it. No exceptions. 

Don't fight with the 

I 

other frenzied bargain 
hunters. Just look for 
these blue pages every 
month for special low 
prices. And call Mac's 
Place from the privacy 
and relative safety of 
your own home. 

Ask all the questions 
you want. Nobody else is 
waiting to be helped, 
looking at you like you're 
stupid. Talk to 
consultants here who 
actually know what 
they're ta lking about. 

Come May 15th these great deals will be gone. 

<11111 Cachet 
Adjust colors accurately on screen, 
referencing previously corrected images. 
The 1992 Eddy Software Product of 
the Year! 
Efi 
6071 .............................. $398. 

\'.~ \ <11111 Public Utilities 
~ \ @ Fix problems before they put you and your 

\ rn ~ data in a fix. Works in the backp/ound. 
Voted an Eddy in '92 for Best Protection 
Program. 
Fifth Generation Systems O 

PowerBook Tools/ 
lnline svnc/f esserae 
bundle 
PBTools lets you know exactly how much 
PowerBook battery life remains, and sleeps 
your system to conserve it lnline Sync 
updates files on your PowerBook and 
desktop Mac to the latest versions. 
Tesserae has a simple but challenging 
premise - clear the board of colored tiles 
by jumping one over another in as few 
moves as pos.5ible. 
lnline Design O 

6051 .. .. ........ ............ ........ $92. 
See page48. 

What are you waiting 
for? There'll be another 
blue ad next month with 

more low prices, but t hese 
deals will be gone. So call. 
1-800-367-4222. 

Mattflace 

5661 ........... .. ..... ... ........ ... $68. 

<11111 SuperView 
Apple Talk ...,. 
Remote Access 

Connects your PowerBook 140 or 170 to 
desktop displays, video projection systems, 
and TVs. Get Magnet FREE, and 
automate and synchronize tasks. 

SuperMac/ No Hands Software 
5599 •. •.... ............ ......... .. $449. 

See page48. 

<11111 Supra FAXModem 
V.32bis MacPac 
bundle 
Get 14,400 bps communications with up 
to 57,000 bps throughput, plus 
Madntercomm Lite FREE. 
Supra!Mercuryo 
4017/6066 .......... .. .......... .. $329. 

See pages 30 and 31. 

Need a file from your Mac but you're off· 
site? Remote Access connects one Mac 
to another via modem. File sharing lets 
you access the files you need. 
Apple 
4610 .. ......... .... .............. . $149. 

Mac Transportable 
MulliDisk 150 
Enjoy all the benefits of a Bernoulli with 
disks of varying capacities. Use 3SMB, 
6SMB, lOSMB, and lSOMB disks, read 
and write 90MB, and read 44MB. 
!OMEGAO 
5809 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $799. 

Seepage34. 

IY("' .... 
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D Matflace 
_... Final Oran 2.0 

Write movie scripts, 1V episodes, and 
stage plays. Powerful word processing 
and professional script formatting let you 
focus on content, not appearances. 
Formatting rules are based on film industry 
standards. Margins, scene numbers, page 
breaks, 'more' and 'continued' inserted 
automatically. Built-in character list lets 
you type just a few letters of a name; the 
rest is added instantly. 

MacToo/kitO 
6034 --............ .... ... ..... .... $258. 

_... Kai's Power Tools 
Get 33 powerful generators and filter 
plug-ins for Adobe Photoshop, Fractal 
Design Painter, and others. Includes the 
Gradient Designer, Texture Explorer, 
Gradients on a Path, and four Fractal 
Generators. " A landmark plug·in for Adobe 
Photoshop ... together a creative 
explosion!," says Jeff Parker, Adobe 
Photoshop Product Manager. 

HSC Software 
5854 ............................ .. .. $79. 

See page23. 

Stacker 
_... for Macintosh 

The first safe and transparent software for 
doubling your hard disk capacity. Install it 
with a few mouse clicks. Patented llS 
technology srores your data more 
efficiently without changing the way your 
Mac works - you just have more disk 
space available. It's I 00% compatible with 
all your applications. Supports all hard 
disks and removable cartridges. No special 
hardware required. 

Stac o 
6062 ....... ... .... ...... .. .... ... ... $69. 

.._ ALERT! 
This desktop diagnostic software helps 
you find the cause of system crashes and 
frozen screens before they happen. Receive 
a FREE two-year subscription to a conflict 
database updated by user groups 
worldwide. A responder module lets 
consultants, MIS managers, and end users 
diagnoseandrepairsoftwareconflictsover 
a network without mounting the remote 
volume of the Mac being analyzed. 

MAXA Corporation 
6052 .. .. ..... ..... ..... ...... ... .. $118. 

See back cover. 

The6e great deal6 expire May 15, 1993! 

Lotus 1-2-3 
Presentation bundle 
A great deal at only S 128! Lotus 1-2-3 for 
Macintosh lets you blast through any 
spreadsheet project. A two-time winner 
of MacUser's Best New Word Processor 
award, WriteNow includes a 135,000· 
word spell checker and a I .4 million
word DA thesaurus. If you're not satisfied 
with your charts, DeltaGraph will give 
them new life with 120 chart types. 

lotus Development/ T/Makerl 
De/taPoint 
5964 .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. $128. 

See page3. 

Cricket Draw Ill ...,. 
The object-oriented bezier drawing 
program for all ability levels. Just double
ctick on an object to reveal its attribute 
dialog. Professional Color Toolkit (a control 
panel file) offers commercial-quality color 
support by simulating Pantone colors. 
Includes Postscript support, full-featured 
text processing, and special text effects 
like rotation and shadows. 

Computer Associates 
4218 ........ ... .. .... .. ... .... .... $142. 

See page JO. 

SuperPaint 3.0 
It combines painting, drawing, and image 
enhancement in one powerful , easy-to
use graphics program. With 24-bit color, 
textures, gradients, and full color TIFF 
and EPS graphics support, SuperPaint is 
ideal for anything from the simplest 
business illustrations to sophisticated full
color art. A six time winner of Macworld's 
"Readers Choice Award!" 

Alduso 
3545 ................. .. .. ............................ $88. 

Painter 2.0/ArtZ 
bundle ...,. 
Create original art or apply fantastic effects 
to other artwork, includingscanned images 
with new Painter 2.0_ New features 
include color separation, spatter airbrush, 
Cubist effect, and multiple light sources. 
Used with the ArtZ 6" x 8" tablet, the 
effects are astonishing. The latest from the 
premiere tablet maker, Arrl.'s stylus is 
cordless, batteryless, and detects 120 levels 
of pressure. 

Fractal Design Corporation/ 
Wacom Technology Corp. O 
565715355 ...................... .. $538. 

See page 17. 

I 
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The5e great deal5 expire May 15, 1993! 

...._ Spectre Supreme 
Face enemies like smart acid pools, cloaked 
robots, and deadly orbiter gauntlets. Need 
a breather? Duck through the transporter 
gates to negative cyberspace. Stunning 
OuickTime visuals. 

,::::::.. Velocity Development Corp. 
) 5951 .. ... .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . $45. 

See page SO. 

.... Bill Elliott's NASCAR 
Challenge 

~::::;. Capture the thrill of stock car racing. Bit 
·:']:Ji( .: map graphics and a scaling technique 
mml create great car detail as you race against 

NASCAR's finest drivers on eight NASCAR 
tracks. 

Konami O 
5942 .... .... ........... .. ..... ... ... $28. 

Seepage SJ. · 

...._ Out of This World 
Thrown through space and time by a 
nuclear accident, outwit and overcome 

· . . • .. monsters and earthquakes. "Highest rated 
\ ~A14cpl4>- (( .. :;::::: .. game ever" - Computer Game Review 

"' fl .: ..... ~ ; lnterplay o 
~ ' ...... . 6067 .................... ............ $34. 

...._ Capitalist Pig 
Build and run your own business under 
authentic economic conditions in this 
exciting simulation. Packed with sound, 
animation, and fun. 

Pluma Software 
4640 ........ ....................... $30. 

See page53. 

...._ A-Train Bundle 
Design a railroad in this award-winning 
simulation. It's a great value with the 
program, additional construction kit, and 
scrategy guide. Four stars from Macworlcft. 

Maxis 
6059 A-Train Bundle .. .. .... .. ..... $58. 
6060 SlmCllY Bundle . . .. .. .. .. .. . $38. 

.... Yearn 2 Learn, PEANUTS 
Match wits with Snoopy and the Peanuts 
Gang. Enjoy math, geography, reading, 
coloring, and Flying Aces games. Voice 
narration, zany sounds, increasing levels 
of difficulty for all kids. 

Image Smith 
5911 .. ... ......... ............... .. . $39. 

See page 57. 

Maftf lace It 
lnlinitv Removable ....,, _..Allll•"""_...,. 
88RW44 
Read and write to 44MB and 88MB 
cartridges. Enjoy an average access time 
of 20ms, the ability to transport data 
easily, and compatibility with over four 
million SyOuest 44MB cartridges. 
PL! O 

5728 ....... .. ...... ......... ...... $628. I 
See page36. 

PixelPlay ....,, .. . , 
Have fun watching your favorite . ((····: ... f 
OuickTime movies while your screen .. ~.. ~ .. t 
sleeps. Includes its own application, an -.::::'~ <: 
After Dark module, and ten Warren Miller 
action clips. 
Silicon Sports 
5901 ... ... ... ... .. .... ... .... ..... .. $34. 

son PC """' 
Professional 3.0 
Do the PC one better by bringing PC 
programs to the Mac. Emulates 80286 . 
and 80287 in real and protected modes, ( ""· 
and _vG~ graphics with 256 colors. .\,,,:* ::::\ 
Insignia g 
5925 ................ .. .. .... .. .. .. $168. 

See page44 . 

Power Pak Briefcase ....,, 
This rugged carrying case has all the 
organizational features you need in a 
convenient smaller size bag. It protects 
your portable and holds all your essentials. 

Tenba 
6072 ..... ...... ................ .... $68. 

See page 63 . 

Morph 
It's the hottest image effect of the nineties 
- transformation. Create amazing 
transitions. Eddy finalist for Best Special 
Effects Program. 1992 Byte Award- of 
Distinction. 

Gryphon Software 
5680 ......................... ....... $85. 

Seepage 16. 

Sony Storage 
Superior performance for all your storage 
needs. 
Sony 
3.5" MO Rewritable 128MB 
4478 .. ......... ...... .... ...... ..... $48. 
DD/HD Bulk 50 Pack 
3331 ....... .... ...... .... ..... ...... $49. 

See page61. 
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I, 

DP+ 44MB Removable w/ Cartridge 
4197 .............. .... ............ $398. 

Seepage35. 

<11111 Stingray 2.0 
This platinum trackball is designed to 
work with your hand. Its low profile offers 
a natural position, reducing strain on the 
hand, wrist, and forearm. 
Costar 
5959 ... ...... ...... .......... .. .... . $88. 

See page 60. 

--- ... ACCURA + FAX 144 
Everything you need is here to send and 
receive data and Group 3 faxes - data 
communications and fax software, cables, 
the fax modem itself, and the great Hayes 
quality. 

Hayes Microcomputer Products 
6068 ...... ........ ...... .......... $358. 

<11111 ArtZ/Sketcher 1.0 
Bundle 

L'iJ1\l4ilili!l 

The AITl tablet stylus acts as a pen or 
brush on your screen. Sketcher is the 
gray scale paint program dubbed best new 
graphics program by MacUser. 

Wacom Technology Corp.I 
Fractal Design O 
535516070 .. ..... ... .. ....... ..... $398. 

See page 17. 

• Call I ·800-367-4222 anywhere in the USA or Canada. Call (206) 883- 8312 for 
international orders. 

• Fax your order to 206·881-3090. 
• Mail your order to 8461 154th Ave. NE, Redmond, WA 98052. For electronic orders, 

use Compuserve (76635,660), GEnie (MACSPLACE), or America Online [MacsPlace). 
Mac's Place uses CE Software's OuickMail to check our --. ' . : . 

• Mac's Place is open from 6 a.m. to I 0 p.m. M·F Pacific Standard Time, and 6 a.m. to 
6 p.m. on Sat., 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sun. (For you East Coasters, this means you can call 
us until I a.m. weekdag(nd still receive your in-stock item that morning!) 

ld§M•tn.nw1.1.1 rmlerntm 
We must have the following information to process your order. 
• For all orders: your day and evening phone numbers, fax number jif available), full 

shipping address, type of Mac you own (so we can make sure your purchase is 
compatible with your system), what prompted your order (magazine ad, catalog. 
friend, etc.). 

• For credit card orders: full credit card number and expiration date, name 
as it appears on card, address where you receive your credit card bill. 

• Missing information can delay your order. Don't hesitate to call if you have questions. 
• No sales tax (except WA residents add 8.2%, OH residents add 6%, to total. 

including shipping. 
fiM11t§1ll•f:l!W 
•VISA, MasterCard, American Express, OPTIMA , and Discover Card gladly accepted. 

These great deals expire May 15, 1993! 

Frame Maker 
Competitive Upgrade 
Everything you need to create, edit, revise, 
and distribute memorable documents is 
here. Call Mac's Place to switch from your 
word processing or page layout program. 
Frame Technology 
5347 ......... ...... .. ... ....... ... $298. 

TCP Connect II 
Extended 
It's called "the most complete, feature· 
laden product on the market" by 
Mac WEEK Includes e-mail, network news 
reader, file transfer client and server, and 
terminal emulation. 

lnterCon o 
5338 .. ....... .... ....... ..... ..... $398. 

See page 29. 

DOS Mounter Plus 
Mount MS· DOS files on your desktop as if 
they're Mac files. Works with external 
Apple 5.25", removable media, magneto· 
optical, and SuperDrive. 

Dayna Communications 
5939 ... ... ..... ... .. ..... ... .. ...... $54. 

Sale Deposit ~ 
Get a real-time automatic backup program 
for all Macs and maintain up-to-date copies 
of files and folders on any Mac-compatible 
disk or file server. 
Dayna Communications 
5974 .. ............................ $118. 

• Your credit card is never charged until your product ships. 
• Most personal and company checks are approved quickly to ensure immediate st:ipmenL 

For non-standard chec~s and checks over S 1,000, allow ten working days for clearance. 
•Returned checks are subject to a service charge of S 15 dollars. 
•Government, school, and institutional P.O.s clear immediately. Corporate P.O.s are subject to 

credit approval for fi rst order. 
Shipping Information 
• All in-stock items ship same-day, !barring system failure, etc.) to your doorstep, for just $3 (USA) 

via Airborne Express overnight service. Rural locations may require an additional day for 
delivery. Areas not serviced by Airborne Express will be sent via Priority Mail. 

• Our $3 shipping charge includes insurance at no extra charge. 
• Wt.en a partial order is shipped, we pay freight on additional shipments. 
• International orders wi'.I be charged full shipping rates. 
International Orders 
• Call 206-883-8312 for our international sales line. 
• We ship throughout the free world via Airborne Express International. 
•International orders will be charged full shipping rates. 
• Mail, fax . or electronic orders gladly accepted. 

tm!DD 
• All products carry a 120-day limited warranty from Mac's Place. 
• Defective software is replaced immediately with like items. 
• Defective hardware items repaired or replaced at our discretion. 
• Some hardware items carry one-, two·, or five-year warranties. 
• Products with the 0 symbol carry a manufacturer's 30· or 60· day Money Back Guarantee. 
• No re turns accepted on special order products. 

like all a.specrs of Mac's Place operarion, this cmlog wa.s enrirely assemNed using Macinrosh rechnology. No pasteup . .Vo stripping. No kiddif16. ©1993 Mac's Place, Inc. Mac's Placeand rhe Mac's Place logo are t:ademaris 
or regiStered trademarks of Mac's Place, Inc. All other marks remain rhe property of their respeclii:e companfes. All prices and promotions are SJbject ro change without notice. Not responsible for typogr.Jphical erro-s. 



DEVELOP.ING A GUI 
WITHOUT THE MESS. 

All by itself, the Mac's 
graphical user interface (GUI) 
can place significant demands 
on software developers using 
traditional languages like C or 
Pascal. Many in-house 
developers and part-time 
programmers cannot spare the 
inordinate amount of time 
it takes to get that first 
traditionally-developed Mac 
program out the door. But for 
businesses co make the most of 
computers, custom applications 
are often what's needed. 

Mac's Place, for instance, 
didn't want the confines of 
existing software packages to 
diccace what they could and 
could not do with their 
information. To handle all the 
complexities of, say, cross· 
referencing a customer's 
system type with compatibility 
information for a software 
product, they needed 
something special. And they 
wanted something easy-to-use 
with lots of information 
accessible on-screen at once. 
They needed a custom Mac 
application. A mainframe 
just wouldn't do. And 
neither would existing 
commercial software. 

Many businesses find 
themselves in similar 
situations. And the costs and 
time involved getting a custom 
GUI application were often coo 
great. Bue several software 
publishers and even Apple itself 
have addressed this issue. 
While C is the most widely 
used commercial programming 
environment, others may 
better suit your programming 
needs. There are now several 
truly remarkable products 
available which can make the 

leap from concept to finished 
product much shorter and less 
dangerous. They do a lot of the 
interface work for you. So 
contrary to popular opinion, I 
believe which environment 
programmers should use 
depends more on the nature of 
the software they want to 
develop than any other factor. 
HYPERCARD 

pple developed and 
initially promoted HyperCard 
as a ''software construction 
kit." As such it has several 
advantages. The first and most 
obvious is its highly graphical 
nature. HyperCard lets a 
programmer place cext, 
buttons, graphics, and other 
window elements using paint 
program-style tools. It broke 
new ground in this arena and 
set a new standard for the 
programmer's interface with 
the development environment. 

The second powerful 
advantage is its tremendous 
ability to handle hypertext and 
"linking." If the software being 
designed is primarily involved 
with the interactive display of 
information (even QuickTime 
movies), then HyperCard may 
very well be the platform of 
choice. 

One drawback to HyperCard 
is that it is more or less an 
interpreted environment. The 
products you create are called 
"stacks" and they require the 
HyperCard application itself to 
run. This can be overcome 
with a third party product 
called Compileltl from Hezier 
Software. However, if the 
program requires extensive 
manipulation of data or 
working with the Mac toolbox 
or system software on a lower 

level, there's only one choice -
write (or buy) an extension in 
another language. 
4GL DATABASES 

As a group, generic 
programmable database 
development environments 
are often called "Fourth 
Generation Languages" (4Gls). 
Microsoft's FoxPro, Acius' 
Fourth Dimension, and 
Blyth's OMNIS 7 are some 
classic Mac examples in this 
genre. These products have all 
advanced to the point where 
they possess most of the 
screen development tools of 
HyperCard and some sort of 
underlying database language 
that is robust in terms of 
data manipulation and 
report generation. 

If your application has 
extensive data handling needs 
- including the abillty to allow 
users to lay out data-entry 
screens, design and generate 
reports on the fly, and do 
extremely fast indexed 
searches of data, the 4GL 
environments may be your best 
bet. All of these items are 
already pre-programmed and 
ready to include in the product 
with verv little overhead on the 

I / --i 
programmer's part. __,. 

ike HyperCard, however, 
these environments are usually 

.,... quite "high level," meaning the 
Programmer is insulated from 
low-level access to the Mac 
system software. Most 4GL 
environments do, however, 
accept extensions to these 
levels written in C or Pascal. 
OBJECT-ORIENTED 

DEVELOPMENT 

SYSTEMS 

Object-oriented 
programming lets programmers 

CONT. ON PAGE 38 

WHAT WORKS 
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PROGRAMMING 
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GUI WITHOUT THE MESS CONT. 

use existing blocks of code FutureBasic code co both written in C. However, the chosen. With it, M.O.M.M.A. 
or "objects," saving them the recreate and handle the Mac development scene is in (Mail Order Manager 
time of reinventing the wheel interface you have designed. transition. Speed of Macintosh Application) was 
for each and every project This The FutureBasic language development is becoming an developed and it now runs 
can dramatically decrease itself includes high·level overriding concern for almost most every aspect of the 
development time and costs for extensions tailored for the Mac all software producers, business. 
those footing the bill. environment, structured and including Apple. Many large Getting a program to do 

TGS Systems' Prograph, object·oriented programming companies are moving co C++ exactly what you need is 
Serius' products, and constructs, and all the low- in conjunction with the becoming less expensive and 
FutureBasic from Zedcor are level pliability any wild·eyed MacApp object libraries. Many time consuming all the time. 
some examples of object- hacker would want, including smaller companies, particularly The most important factor of 
oriented development systems. the ability to generate all cypes one· or two-programmer shops, all is to know your direction. In 
When combined with the of Mac code (DAs, CDEFs, are finding one of the software, where your 
screen design tool called XCMDs, etc.]. So you could environments discussed in this application is headed will 
PG:PRO, FutureBasic use it to write the extensions article to be a better choice. almost always determine the 
provides a powerful general or speed-critical code you need This is largely because more of best way for a programmer 
purpose development for a HyperCard or 4GL the software development is to get there. 
environment language-developed program - already done with these 

PG:PRO is a graphical and all within the friendly packages. 
development environment that confines of a BASIC compiler. All three development 
lets you "draw" the elements WHICH ONE IS environments provide the now-
of your program's interface THE ONE? obligatory screen design tools, 
much like you would with I'd be remiss if I didn't and all three have extensive 
HyperCard. It's also a source reiterate that most commercial third·party support. In the case 
code generator, producing Macintosh programs are of Mac's Place, OMNIS 7 was 

Object-oriented programming just got easier. 
FutureBASIC has high-level, object-like extensions to the 

BASIC language, so you can create windows, menus, buttons, and 
even scrolling text-edit fields with a single statement. It also sports 
an in-line assembler, unrestricted access to the Mac toolbox, and the 
ability to compile virtually any kind of Mac code resource. 
FutureBASJC's development environment includes a project 
manager, pre-compiled INCLUDEs, and a source-level debugger. 

PG:PRO adds a graphical development interface to 
FutureBASIC and other object-oriented extensions. It lets you draw 
your interface and then generate the source code and resources 
necessary to recreate it. Several powerful object classes are included 
like a text editor, spreadsheet cells, and a OuickTime movie player. 

To help you master programming the Mac and FutureBASlC, get 
monthly Inside Basic and Inside Basic on Disk. You'll learn inside 
information about FutureBASIC and the Mac toolbox - all in plain 
English with BASIC examples. 

SPRING•1993 

Zedcor!Staz Software/Ariel Pub/ishingO 
5647 FutureBASIC .......................................... $162. 
5713 PG:PRO ................................................. $166. 
5716 Inside Basic Subscription .......................... $32. 
Buy all three for only $328, a $32 savings. 



Phone 1-800-367-1'222 • Fax 1-206-881-3090 

AppMaker 1.5 speeds software development by letting you create the user 
interface for an application the same way you use your Mac -with pull-down 
menus and on-screen point and click. You can even create Balloon Help with 
the included editor. Version 1.5 is System 7 savvy and supports THINK C, 
THINK Pascal, TCL, MPW C, MPW Pascal, and MacApp 3.0. 

Bowers Development O 
4099 AppMaker 1.5 ..................... $214. 

HyperCard is the# I tool for creating custom Macintosh software. A ready· 
to·use version of HyperCard gets you started. A scripting program takes you 
further. Imaginative courseware, interactive video, and data retrieval from a 
mainframe are some of the possibilities. Features include variable window 
sizes; the ability to link text to graphics, sounds, and other cards; increased 
speed; and new commands. 

Claris 
3542 Hypercard v. 2.1 ................. $139. 

Metrowerks Pascal provides more bang for the buck. Not only does it include 
an integrated programming environment and Pascal compiler, it has a friendly 
user interface for those learning how to program in Pascal. Since its introduction 
a year ago, Metrowerks Pascal has been adopted by over 25 universities in the 
US and Europe. 

Mecrowerks 
5562 Pascal ................................... $49. 

What took a ~ 
month now takes 

a day! 

Your Mac can ~ ~~ 
have its very own ~ 

personality. J 
·~ 

A complete and 
affordable Pascal 

at last! 

: ~::;.. 
··~:·:::::~ } 

m 

Get multi-tasking with 4111 Dimension. 

AC! 
5646 4th Dimension v. 3.0 ............................. $628. 

4th Dimension v. 3.0 is a relational database that's fast, 
powerful, easy-to-learn, and easy-to·use. It's the first desktop 
relational database with its 
own built·in, preemptive 
multi-tasking system. 
With this system, even 
casual users can import 
data, print reports, and 
design fo rms 
simultaneously - all 
without programming. 

~ , .. ... , 

1"'"'1 .... lt•I l._.trhflt11 

~ :;:Qi. 
~ 

And 4D keeps pace with your needs as they grow in complexity 
and size. Its extensive programming language, automatic button 
scripting, multi·page layouts, and easy-to-use procedures make 4D a 
perfect development environment. 

4D databases can be used in multi-user mode without 
modification with 4D Server, ACl's native client/server architecture 
for 4th Dimension. It's the fastest multi-user database for the Mac. 

ACI also offers integrated application modules for the 4th 
Dimension environment: 4D Cale, Graph 3D, 4D Write, 4D Draw, 
4D compiler, 4D SOL Server, and much more. 

Maf4Place 



Program tor the Mac laster with THINK Reference. 

Symantec o 
5672 THINK Reference 2.0 ............................... $94. 
3524 THIN1C. C S.O .......................................... $198. 

New THINK Reference 2.0 is an on-line guide providing 
instant access to the critical information you need to program for the 
Mac. It contains descriptions of all the Toolbox routines from 
Apple's Inside Macintosh I-VI, including information needed to take 
advantage of the features of System 7. Special templates let you save 
time and avoid errors by copying Toolbox calls and code examples 
into your own program with one command. You won't have to 
worry about misspelling or keeping parameters in the correct order. 

THINK C is an award-winning Macintosh development 
environment. It integrates all five stages of programming - edit, 
compile, link, run, and debug - for fast turnaround time and ease of 
use. THINK C produces efficient, commercial-quality code. With 
THINK C, your applications can take full advantage of object· 
oriented programming (OOP) and System 7 capabilities. 

Get in on the next revolution in programming. 
Prograph 2.5 strikes the perfect balance between programming 

power and ease of use. This winner of an Honorable Mention in the 
1991 MacUserEddy Awards competition has a unique Visual 
Programming Environment that shows you exactly what's 
happening in your application. You build, edit, and debug programs 
while they're running. There's no need for C, Pascal, or any other 
textual language. Full support for object-oriemed programming 
features makes it the state-of-the-art Mac programming product. 

Prograph is fully System 7 savvy and includes an array of time· 
saving tools to significantly shorten development cycles. The 
Application Builder lets you generate user interfaces as quickly as 
you can draw them. Prograph Extension Products allow THINK and 
MPW users to include C and Pascal libraries. SOL database support 
is also available for building client-server applications. Prograph lets 
you program the way you think - building on ideas and solving 
problems as you go. 
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TCS Systems o 
3616 Prograph 2.5 .......................................... $298. 



hen bicycle designer closely with Patjick selector in lllustrator. Some 
Patrick Minervini opened the Minervini and have become color blends are created in 
fall issue of the Mac's Place the ultimate in U.S. cycle Pbotoshop. Working with 
cacalog and saw Mac's Place gear via GIT A. Minervini's the Italian textile manufac· 
company founder Bob crowning glory is Cicli turer, he outputs four-color 
Wilkins on the inside from Giordana - GIT A's own line. separations from Illustrator 
cover, he started to laugh. Minervini uses the Mac in and Photoshop and sends 
"First, l noticed him on a his work With Italian fabric, the separations to Italy. 
bicycle With a Power Book," bike, and clothing manufac· They're then enlarged to full 
says Minervini. "Then, l saw turers. He also designs GIT A size. Finally, the graphics are 
our jersey. And then 1 read catalogs and ads on the Mac. printed onto fabric, and the 
the Jetter apd realized Mac's "I wear a lot of hats here, fabric is cut and sewn. 
Place does everything on a and without a Mac, I'd be Working with DeRosa, 
Mac. I just had to give him a dead." He uses a Macintosh Eddy Merckx, and Pinarello 
call and offer him one of our IIFX, an HP LaserJet III, an on their frames, Minervini " I WEAR 

new Mac-designed jerseys." HP Scan.Jet Plus, a does a perspective rendering 
Minervini is the number Tektronics Colorquick of each manufacturer's 

one designer for GIT A Printer, a Wacom Digitizer, bicycles, using Illustrator 
Spotting Go,ods of Charlotte, and a Syquest drive. He and Pbotoshop. "Then I H ERIE,AN D 

North Carolina. He designs works in Adobe IJJustrator take a blank bicycle frame, fill 
cycling clothing, graphics for and Adobe Photoshop the frame With color, and 
bicycle frames, catalogs, and extensively, as well as Word skew it for perspective. At 

l ' D BE DEAD." 
advertising. All are produced 5.0, PageMaker, and this point, it's like word 
on the Mac. QuarkXPress. processing. I can change 

PATRICK MIN E-R Vl•I 
GITA Sporting Goods is While he says the Mac is colors and decals at the click D ESI G N Kll, G ITA 

the brainchild of Giorgio indispensable, Minervini of a mouse." S P O RTING G OOD8 

Andretta, woo grew up in admits he develops some inervini uses his bicycle 
northern Italy, an area clothing patterns "manually" and clothing renderings in 

• 
famous for itS cyclists. - the old·fashioned way. the deve1opment of a 
Andretta raced bicycles as a "After l've drawn up the "dummy" catalog, a page-by· 
child, eventually competing clothing patterns, I reduce page r01,1gh layout that's used 
for Canada in the 1972 them to 25 percent on the 

I 

extensively during the photo 
Munich Olympics. Through photocopier, scan them, and shoot. Photos and copy are 
his involvement with sports, refine them in Illustrator .. " 

~ •l • 
then sent to GITA's Italian' a'd 

Andrettabegan Importing A paper pattern is sent to agency. Tbe copy, written in 
Italian tennis and bicycle gear the manufacturers In Italy Word 5.0, is edited in the wit's funny, n says 
into North America. GITA where it's scanned into a lJ.S., lO avoid any transl<ltic;m Minervini, "sometimes whtn 
was incorporated in 1978. digitizer. The pattern pieces pr9,blems. Then the Word I go to rtaly to work with.the 
Andretta hired Minervini as a are arranged on screen for .p . files 'anq photoS'atesent to ad agency, I'll need to jump 
designer in 1989. most efficient use of the Italy where photos are on their computer. It's all in 

Through its catalogs, GIT A fabric, wasting as little as scanned into Photoshop. Italian, so the keyboard's a 
wholesales three imported possible. Then a computer The catalog is assembled little different, but since 1 
lines of bicycle frames: cuts the fabric. there with QuarkXPress. know the program and the 
PeRosa, Eddy Merckx, and To design the many Laser proofs are sent from Mac, it doesn't really 
Pinarello. Those names ring graphics used in GITA's Italy for final proofing in the matter." 
big bells for cycling enthusi- sports fabric, Minervini U.S., and the printing is The friendly Mac interface 
asts. All three makers work works With a Pantone color done in Italy. strikes again. 



CD-ROM 

Great Literature has 1,896 titles on a single disc! It includes the complete texts, 
pictures, and celebrity narrated passages of works by Hans Christian Andersen, 
Shakespeare, Lewis Carroll, and others. Monarch Notes popular study guides 
-over 200 of them - are available on this disc. It's fully indexed with synopses, 
character analyses, spoken passages, and pictures. 

Build your ...,. 
library with 

a single disc. 
Bureau of Electronic Publishing 

5693 Monarch Notes ............. ..... ..... $74. 
5694 Great Literature ...................... $7 4. 

Ever want to be a rock and roll star? Here's your chance. So You Want To Be 
A Rock And Roll Star teaches you to play guitar and keyboard. You even get your 
own professional backup band. You can play or just sing along karaoke-style. 
Song> include "Dock of the Bay," "Stand By Me," and four more. 

You play lead ...,. 
in this band. 

Interactive Records O 
5744 So You Want To Be 

A Rock And Roll Star ............... $62. 
,'.:::::~:\ -

Fonts, photos, and images - no key needed . ...,. 
Don't pay extra or make telephone calls to unlock fonts, photos, and images on CD. When you buy these CDs, you have 
full use and rights. Font Pro Volume 2 gives you more than 125 distinctive TrueType and Type One PostScript fonts. 
All include the complete character sets. Patterns of Nature, volume one of the Photo Pro series, offers you more than 
I 00 24·bit TIFF images, including waterfalls, trees, flowers, mountains, and sunsets. Browse images easily with a 
Preview Icons feature, Quick Time slide show, or the printed catalog. With Gallery of Dreams, you have more than 
500 24·bit TIFF images for slide presentations, newsletters, reports, multimedia presentations, or anywhere else you 
can use a modern, dreamlike image. 

Wayzata o 
5978 Font Pro Vol. 21 Types of Distinction .......................... $62. 
5979 Gallery of Dreams ....................................................... $62. 
5977 Photo Pro Vol. I/Patterns of Nature ............................ $78. 
5980 Magnificent 7 - Education and Games for System 7.0 ... $48. 
5981 CD Fun House 7.0 ............. ......................................... $31. 

Take Nautilus tor a test drive. ~ 
Get a taste of one of the top·selling Mac CD·ROM products with the Nautilus Mini-Subscription Kit. 
Along with the Introduction to Nautilus disk, you receive the next two regular monthly Nautilus issues. Each 
issue includes software demos and reviews, entertainment, multimedia presentations, educational projects, 
sound effects, and industry news. Nautilus Backpac Vol. III gives you the first six issues of 1992 plus a 
coupon for a free seventh CD·ROM. 

Metatec Corp. O 
5103 Nautilus Mini-Subscription Kit ........................ $20. 
4857 Nautilus Backpac Vol. 3 .................................. $44. 
4584 The Best of Midi Connection ........................... $31 . 
4856 The Best of Photography ................................. $31 . 
5929 Nautilus Mini-Subscription Kit: Windows ......... $20. 
5930 Nautilus Backpac Vol. 1: Windows ....... . .......... $44. 
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Go out tor a spin, and hold on tight! 

Texel 

5768 DM-5024 CD-ROM External Drive ......... $598 . 

The DM-5024 External CD-ROM Drive from Texel gives you 
twice the speed of previous models. Check out the instrument 
panel. Thanks to a proprietary motor technology, you get 265 ms 
average access speed and a 300 KB/sec data transfer rate. 

That sort of speed and a 64KB buffer make this drive perfect for 
demanding multimedia applications like animation, graphics, J D 
modeling, and full-motion video. 

Get trouble·free operation with the dust-resistant door, sealed 
chassis, connectors extending outside the chassis, and self·cleaning 
lens mechanism. 

A SCSI interface lets you daisy chain up to seven SCSI 
peripherals. With the appropriate software, you can play your audio 
discs via stereo headphone audio outputs on the front panel or the 
rear panel audio output. 

There's a year·long warranty on parts and labor, backed by a 
service department that PC World ranked first in the industry in 
service and support. 

Go CD with a package the whole 
family will enjoy. 

The world leader in CD·ROM technology brings you an easy, 
complete, and affordable way to enter the world of interactive 
compact disc technology. 

NEC CD Express bundles great hardware and spectacular 
software. The CDR·25 CD·ROM reader offers lightweight 
portability, fast seek times, and 64K cache memory to quickly access 
data. Two amplified stereo speakers, combined with CD Player 
software, lets you play your favorite music. 

You also get I 0 of today's most popular CD· ROM software 
programs, FREE, with exceptional graphics, quality, and sound. The 
software titles include Lucasfilm Game Favorites, Publish It!, Great 
Cities of the World, Vol. 2 (tour of ten cities), The Family Doctor 
[answers to 1,500 health questions), Discis Books Aesop's Fables, 
Total Baseball (the ultimate trivia source), Interactive Storytime, The 
Software Toolworks World Atlas, The Manhole [adventure game), 
and Best of the Bureau's works of literature. 

Installation is easy and you get a rwo year warranty. 

NEC 
5922 NEC CD Express ..................... $348. 
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Insignia Solutions 
5924 SoftPC Universal 3.0 ................... $104. 

5925 SoftPC Professional 3.0 ............... $199. 

4819 SoftPC with Windows ................. $318. 

Take System 7 
to new heights. 

With 7th Heaven Utilities, System 7 becomes faster, more 
flexible, more informative, and easier to use. A collection of 
applications and installers (no IN!Ts or CDEVs) Jets you 
customize System 7 without the memory- and space-eating 
tendencies of the alternatives. 

FinderExpress uses the Finder to fast-file copy up to 
l 20MB per minute. Informant lets you know your exact 
system configuration. FtleMapper allows double-click 
launching of orphan applications. Calendar, with stunning 
graphics, shows you one and three month views. RedAJert 

. adds a splash of color to your system icons. And a screen 
saver application lets other applications run in the background while 
protecting your screen using minimal processor power. Includes 
Chameleon 2.0. 

Chameleon 2.0 is the ultimate desktop pattern utility. The finest 
collection of Mac desktop patterns, including Artbeats marble and 
tile patterns, are available in color, grayscale, and black and white. 

SPRIN6•1993 

Do the PC one better. 
Bring PC applications to your Mac! There's no need to add 

hardware. With SoftPC products from Insignia Solutions, software 
does it all. SoftPC Universal 3.0 Jets you easily cut·and·paste text and 
graphics between Mac and PC applications. MS-DOS 5.0 and 
Microsoft's CD-ROM extensions are pre-installed and ready to run. 
Includes EGA graphics and math coprocessor capabilities. 

SoftPC Professional 3.0 emulates VGA graphics in giving you 256 
colors and the increased monitor resolutions to show crisp, realistic, 
and vibrant graphics. Run protected-mode MS-DOS applications 
which have been written to utilize extended memory. MS-DOS 5.0 
is pre-installed. 

SoftPC with Windows lets you run Windows applications, 
then click to get back on the Mac. VGA graphics are emulated. 
MS-DOS 5.0, CD-ROM extensions, and Microsoft Windows 3.1 
are pre-installed and ready to run. ( 68040 processor required.) 

Logical Solutions, Inc. O 

Insignia 
Solutions· 

6046 7th Heaven 2.5 ............................ $74. 

5927 Chameleon 2.0 ............................. $38. 
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Prevent disastrous system "crashes" with Help! It pinpoints system 
configuration problems and recommends solutions that anyone can 

understand. Analyzes your Macintosh for conflicts, incompatibilities, 
improperly installed files, memory problems, damaged files, etc. It's like 

having a Mac expert on call 24 hours a day. 

Teknosys 
4086 Help!t .O .........•........................................ $88. 

Help! is .,.. 
an on-call 

Mac problem 
solver. 

StuHlt is the complete 
compression solution. 

Only Stuftlt Deluxe 3.0 can solve all your compression needs from archiving to transparent compression. 
Stufflt will save you time and money on file transfers over your modem or network. It's the standard for 
all electronic services and the most efficient compression product available. Stufflt Deluxe 3.0 also 

includes Stuffit SpaceSaver. Unlike other compression products, Stufflt Space Saver increases 
disk space with lightning speed and without effort on your part. Direct it to work 

while your Mac is idle or when you request. SpaceSaver is the least expensive, 
most productive, and easiest·to·use compression product. 

~p Aladdin Systems o 
~'lfU 4971 Stuftlt Deluxe 3.0 ............................... $68. 

4969 Stuftlt SpaceSaver ..........•..................... $38. 

Problem? No problem - with Snooper. 
The next time you see a "Sad Mac" flashing on your screen or 

your Mac's performance isn't up to par, perform a desktop diagnosis 
with Snooper, the best·selling new standard for Mac diagnostic and 
testing tools. Snooper performs more than 250 tests, checks all your 
hardware, and identifies any problems. 

With a plug-in NuBus board, Snooper will focus on potential 
problems in the power supply, system clock, and ADB port. You'll also 
receive loopback plugs to be installed on the back of the computer. 
The plugs run serial port and modem port 
tests to verify integrity. ,_ ..... 

Snooper is easy to use and includes 
complete performance benchmarking and 
an emergency diagnostic boot disk. 

And to complement Snooper's 
hardware diagnostics, receive the 
complete Virex package to monitor 
software problems. Virex detects and 
repairs files infected by all known Mac viruses. And it's 
free with the purchase of Snooper. 

11111iJJlllllllll 
MAXA 

Maxa Corp. 
5376Snooper2.0with Vll'eX ••••.•••.•.••.••••••.•••••.•••••••• $128. 
5377Snooper2.0withNuBusandVrrex .•......•...••••.••. $168. 
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Get your 
~ drives up to 

speed. 

~ Upgrade printer 
performance 
with 
WonderPrint. 

RapidTrak is a complete Mac disk management and formatting utility that 
enhances the performance of your disk drives. It includes standard features 
like password protection and partition formatting. Intelligent disk caching 
software increases data access dramatically in database, spreadsheet, desktop
publishing, and word·processing applications. RapidTrak works with 
DOS·formatted removable drives used in combination with AccessPC or 
Apple's Mac/PC Exchange. 

Insignia Solutions 
5702 RapidTrak .............................................. $64. 

WonderPrint is a new utility that dramatically improves quality and 
performance when printing color and gray scale images to a black and white 
printer. A StyleWriter with WonderPrint prints better than a LaserWriter 
without! It also speeds up printing on the LaserWriter NT and NTX. 

Delta Tao Software O 
4325 WonderPrint ............................................ $38. 

Prevent data loss with Disk Cale. 
If you use drives from different manufacturers, you need to format them all with the same utility. This prevents a slew 
of problems including the loss of data. Disk Cafe is a complete storage formatting utility that works with nearly every 

drive available. So you won't ever have data stored in incompatible formats or have trouble mounting a drive. Disk Cafe 
supports Ouadra, PowerBook, and Mac Plus models (and all Macs in·between] and practically all SCSI hard disk and 

removable disk drives. 
This powerful format utility creates a variety of SCSI partitions to customize disk configurations, including both "old" and 

"new" partition types (as well as "none"]. Its advanced diagnostic tools detect and repair disk defects. And Disk Cafe supports 
System 7 Virtual Memory, AIUX, and auto sleep mode on PowerBooks. A multifunctional Control Panel Device gives you 

complete information and control of your SCSI disk drive. Disk Cafe is the ideal drive utility for a spectrum of fixed and 
removable disk drives. 

Bering Industries 
5121 Disk Cafe .......•....................................... $45. 

Expand your hard disk 
- transparently. 

Is your hard disk bursting at the seams? Get TimesTwo! An easy, one·tlme installation expands your disk capacity 
as much as JOO percent in minutes. Unlike file compression products, TimesTwo works by transparently compressing 

disk blocks, not files. So when you move a file from your TimesTwo hard disk to another device or across a network, 
it arrives in its original form. TimesTwo is compatible with all Mac software, including file recovery programs, and 

works with all SCSI disks. See for yourself why Times Two is a MacUser Editor's Choice finalist! 

Golden Triangle O 
5233 TimesTwo (l.44MBversion) ................... $99. ~ 
5600 TimesTwo (SOOKversion) ....... ... .............. $99. ~ 
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Make Ille most of your Mac and your lime. 
Enjoy working on your Mac even more with great productivity 

tools from Fifth Generation Systems. 
Suitcase is the premier resource management tool that lets you 

organize fonts, DAs, sounds, and FKEYs. Easily open and close sets 
of suitcase files that you customize by projec~ client, font family, or 
any other way you like. 

AutoDoubler and DiskDoubler create more space on your 
hard disk. AutoDoubler automatically compresses everything on 
your hard disk (except files you designate) to create up to 100% 
more space. You'll enjoy improved network performance, faster 
modem transfers, and decreased backup time. There are no 
interruptions because AutoDoubler compresses only when your 
system is idle. . ..... ~ 

Fifth Generation Systems o 
DiskDoubler lets you compress and expand a file, folder, or 

entire disk just by clicking. Files are compressed an average of 50 
percent. 4696 Suitcase ... .. ..................... ........................ $49. 

SuperLaserSpool 3.0 lets you keep working while your jobs 
are printed in the background. Even fonts are downloaded while 
you continue to work. A print status screen lets you monitor print 
jobs and rearrange them if you like. 

CPU (Connectix PowerBook Utilities) stretches your PowerBook battery 
life, secures sensitive files, and gives your trackball·weary thumbs a rest 
with automatic setting>. And Virtual 3.0 gives your Mac or PowerBook 
more memory. It's quicker, more flexible, and uses less hard·disk space 

than System Ts virtual memory. Now you can get both for only $62! 

ConnectixO 
4861 CPU .... .. .......... ............ ......... . $49. 
5916 Virtual 3.0 ............................ $49. 
5917 CPU-Virtual 3.0 bundle ........ $62. 

5316 AutoDoubler 2.0 ..................................... $62. 
2581 DiskDoubler 3.7 ..................................... $48. 
4207 SuperLaserSpool 3.0 ............................... $98. 

Get more lrom ...,. 
your Mac. 

Keep your Mac virus-tree. 
Virex is the ultimate solution to Mac computer viruses. The application detects and repairs files infected by all 

known Mac viruses. The Virex !NIT prevents infection by continuously monitoring files and performing instantaneous 
repairs. Virex also provides the most comprehensive network features available. You can perform network·wide virus 

scans and even schedule periodic scans to ensure the network remains virus-free. Virex is updated frequently to 
combat new viruses, and all registered users receive one free update. Every Mac user needs this 

.\:::'.~;::\ kind of comprehensive :;a:::;::· 

mm! 5234 Virex 4.0, Single User ...... ........ .. ........... ....... $62. 
5235 Virex 4.0, 10 Pak ...................................... $428. 

~I 
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~ Utilize your 
PowerBook to 
its fullest. 

~ Get your files 
in sync when 
using more 
than one Mac. 

~ Get these 
hot System 7 
utilities. 

"81 

Launch Mlcrvsoft Word Only 
launch wl1h Oefoult Document 
Open Other Fiia... •M 

Purchase Order form • t 
Newsletter •2 

~ TUrn files 
into easy 
access 
icons. 

PBTools gives you more power, without the llulf. Know exactly how much 
battery life remains, and sleep your system to conserve it Password-protection 
secures your PowerBook, and HotKey functions stretch keyboard power. 
Inline Sync updates files on your PowerBook and desktop Mac to the latest 
versions. Sync via file sharing, network, or SCSI connection. 

In line Design o 
5928 PBTools .................................................. $62. 
5650 lnline Sync ............................................. $78. 

Make sure you're working on the latest version of your files when using a 
Power Book and a desktop Mac, or any two Macs, with PowerMerge. It's the 
first software that not only tells you where the latest version resides - it puts 
all versions in sync. It includes conllict notification, a history log, and updating 
via network or removable media. 

Leader Technologies 
5010 PowerMerge .......................................... $79. 

Tired of pulling down menus? Mighty Menus, one of the Super 7 Utilities' 
software enhancements, lets you tear menus off and position them where you 
want Printer Picker lets you switch AppleTalk printers without using the 
Chooser. Instead, find printers on the menu bar. Plus get more control over Get 
Info comments, the trash container, Balloon Help, sounds, and the Finder. 

Attic us 
5175 Super 7 Utilities ............ ....................... .... $65. 

Square One stores all of your favorite files in an easy to use icon palette. To 
access a file, just double click on its icon. To switch between running 
applications, just click the Active Applications palette once. No more time 
wasted rummaging through your hard drive, and no goofy hierarchical menus. 
Just point and click with Square One. 

Binary Software 0 • q .. 5180 Square One ............................................. $49. ··r· , ....... . 
' . I " I 'L:.ik:::;'.i' -

Two Macs never got along better! 
Two utilities from No Hands Software help you communicate easily with other Mac users. Common Ground lets 
anyone view and print your documents even \vithout the applications or fonts you used to create the files. 
Text and graphics can be searched, copied, and pasted into other documents. Save in PICT or text format for further 
editing. The embeddable self-launching mini-viewer lets anyone view your document, even if they 
don't have Common Ground. 
Magnet, the first inteltigent agent for the Mac, automates any file-related task by creating agents to synchronize files 
between two Macs, back up files, or search the network for updated versions of files. 

No Hands Software O 
5899 Common Ground .... ............... ................ $124. 
4860 Magnet ................................................... $84. 
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Your Mac Plus s creen is 

shaking, jumping, or just 

blinking in and out. What 

to do'? Take your Mac to 
a dealer and replace the 

entire power supply (for 

about $300). Buy a 
replacement from a 

repair services 

advertised in the back of 

a Mac magazine ($80-

$150). Or buy a low- ~ 
power sol~ering iron, 

some solder, and a book 

called The Dead Mac 

Scrolls (PeachPit Press, 

5989, $19) for a total 

A system as fun as the Mac deserves better than a beep or clank. With 
Kaboom!, you get more than ISO wiJd and wacky sounds that play when 
you start up your Mac, insert a disk, empty the trash, and more. Traffic 
jams, telephone ringing, screams, and famous dialogue from "I Love Lucy," 
"The Twilight Zone," Ronald Reagan, and others. If you love your Mac, 
you'll love Kaboom! 

Nova Development Corp o. 
4491 Kaboom! ............................... $28. 

Retrieve It! quickly finds and displays any text on your hard disk, floppy, 
CD· ROM, or file server. ft searches inside files and file names for any specified 
text string. Retrieve It! displays a Golden Retriever icon and searches in 
the background then barks when the hum is over. Searches may be simple to 
complex with multiple qualifiers. 

Claris Clear Choice 
5700 Retrieve It! .................................. $65. 

Get over 1200 pages of tips, tricks, and shortcuts on all aspects of the Mac in 
the best selling Mac book ever, The Macintosh Bible. In the same well· 
organized and accessible style, the guides to FileMaker Pro 2.0 and 
MacDraw Pro are intended for users of all levels and give you thorough 
coverage of the programs. 

Peachpit Press 
4985 The Macintosh Bible, 4th Ed .................... $19 • 
5982 The Macintosh Bible Guide to FtleMaker Pro 2.0. $14. 
5983 The Macintosh Bible Guide to MacDraw Pro ...... $14. 

See the Product Listings beginning on page 67 under Books for 
more great products from Peach pit Press. 

Eddy award winner Star Trek The Screen Saver prevents burn·in with over 
1 S displays of Tribbles, Captain Kirk, Spock, and more. It's a stand alone 
product and fully compatible with After Dark's more than 30 displays. 

Berkeley Systems 
5341 Star Trek The Screen Saver ... $35. 
1232 After Dark ............................ $29. 
3430 More After Dark .................... $24. 
3523 After Dark/More After Dark . $39. 

Jazz up your System 7 desktop with Icon Gallery, the Mac world's largest 
color icon collection. More than 850 itty·bitty icon masterpieces will add 
pizzazz and personality to your desktop - even documents. You don't have to 
be an artist, just select Get Info and then Paste. Also works great in grayscale. 

Component Software O 
5519 Icon Gallery .......................... $38. 

of about $30. With a few 

safety precautions and 

a little soldering 
technique, it's flxed. 

And you'll have a great 

book with lots of iln 
not privy to many 

Mac "experts." 

Haawnk! ~ 
Rrring! Eeeiii! 

Riiiickiii! 

Find any text ~ 
anvwhere. 

Save on the ~ 
best-selling 
Mac book 

lrom Peachpit. 

. \,,~'\ -
Beam out ~ 

burn-in. 

Decorate your ~ 
desktop. 
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~ Conquer 
old worlds 
and new. 

~ Experience 
a universe of 
adventure and 
conquest. 

Diamonds 
is sparkling 
fun. 

~ The Lemmings 
are coming! 

With Strategic Conquest 3.0, you maneuver armies, planes, and boats 
to conquer every island and continent, taking on the computer or a friend. 
Explore and colonize the galaxy in Spaceward Ho! 3.0. Nly with or fight 
alien races. If you use your resources shrewdly, you'll conquer the galaxy. 

Delta Tao Software O 
2891 Strategic Conquest 3.0 ............................. $37. 
5906 Spaceward Ho! 3.0 ................................. $37. 

You control every aspect of a star·spanning empire. Economy, research, 
defense, espionage, exploration, and diplomacy are your tools. With Pax 
lmperia, you determine the right path. Rule an expanding empire while you 
pursue diplomatic relations with other emperors in neighboring star systems. 
Go where no Mac has gone before! 

Changeling Software 
4992 Pax lmperia ............................................. $34. 

"The most addictive game since Crystal Quest" (Bob Levitus, MacUserj 
Diamonds 2.0 is a challenging and entertaining game for all ages. Try to work 
your way through 30 levels of intense challenge and excitement. There's even 
a built·in editor so you can create your own fun levels. A 1992 Eddy award 
finalist for best game! 

Varcon Systems 
5162 Diamonds 2.0 .......................................... $26. 
5461 Jewelbox ................................................. $26. 
5462 Aces with Tens ....................................... $26. 

Demonstrate your game·playing smarts and test your sanity by saving mobs of 
imperiled green·haired rodents from certain doom. Featuring 120 levels of 
original and intellectually challenging gameplay. COMPlJTE magazine calls 
Lemmings "the most addictive, puzzling, and entertaining computer game 
released in the last live years." Winner of 21 international awards. 

Psygnosis 
5459 Lemmings .............................................. $35. 

Take part in breathtaking 
3-D arcade action. 
Spectre, hailed as one of the best arcade games ever, puts players into 3-D tanks to guard Hags and annihilate smart enemy 
RobotCraft in a cyberpunk battle world. Landscapes and scenery burst across the screen in near·movie quality animation. 
Spectre Supreme cranks up the action level with all new enemies like slicers, smart acid pools, cloaked robots, Hying 
hunter-killers and deadly orbiter gauntlets. Fight back with smart missiles, proximity mines, grenades, scattershots, and 
spinners. Need a breather? Duck through the transporter gates and experience negative cyberspace. Quick Time has been 
integrated for even more stunning visuals. 
High·quality digitized sounds elevate the intensity in both versions. 

Velocity Development Corp. o 
5951 Spectre Supreme ........ ..... .... ....... . $45. 
3596 Spectre ....................................... $38. 
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Now you can experience the colorful, high-flying thrill of an F- 16 fighter. More 
than 12 missions put you into instant action. Engage in a dogfight with a MiG 
29, while dodging anti-aircraft missiles. Then knock our enemy resources -
factories, power plants, tanks, truck convoys. In full color. 

Spectrom HoloByre O 
5382 Falcon MC .............................................. $42. 

Bill Elliott's NASCAR Challenge captures the thrill of stock car racing and 
is co-designed by Elliott, a Winston Cup Champion. Bit map graphics and a 
scaling technique are combined to create great car detail as you race against 
a field of NASCAR's finest drivers. Features eight official, perfectly-scaled 
NASCAR tracks. 

Konami O 
5942 Bill Elliott's NASCAR Challenge ........ ........ $28. 

You and your buddies go for a ride. Only it's WWII, it's a long way to Germany, 
and your ride is an M4 Sherman tank. Full color, sound, and voice commands 
give this authentic simulation a dramatic realism. 

Deadly Games o 
5360 M4 Tank Simulator (w/headphones, color}$34. 
3895 Battle of Britain II( color} .... ..................... .. $34. 
3894 BOMBER 2 (w/ headphones} ....... ............ . $31. 

Hellcats is the most realistic flight simulator ever! In Missions At Leyte 
Gulf, you load your Hellcat with torpedoes, rockets, or bombs. Support a 
ground assault and neutralize enemy tanks and ground vehicles, or protect 
your fleet positions against sub attacks. 

Graphic Simulations Corp. 
4070 Hellcats Over the Pacific .......................... $39. 
4998 Missions At Leyte Gulf ......................... .... $22. 

Battle in _.. 
an F-16. 

·.'.;._._._.~:\ 
m 

Take the ...,. 
checkered -

flag. _ 

Experience _.. 
WWII in an M4 
Sherman tank. 

Rule the _.. 
skies. 

Greater game success ...,. 
is in your hands. 

Get greater control and precision when playing games. Mousestick II is a joystick with programmable 
settings. Its five software-configured fire buttons and programmable stick control provide 

compatibility with virtually all Mac action games - even games with only keystroke control. 
The Mac GamePad is a combination hand-held video game control pad and table-top joystick. Its 

four software-configured fire bunons and directional controller provide compatibility 
with virtually all Mac games. 

Advanced Gravis o 
5079 Mousestick II ........................................ $65. 
5172 Mac GamePad ....................................... $34. 
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You rack up points while these games 

Casady & Greene O 

3883 FunBundle ...................................................... $68. 
3882 Glider 4.0 ....................................................... $34. 
5372 More Glider .................................................... $20. 
4346 Mission: Thunderbolt ...................................... $41. 
5616 Pararena 2.0 ................................................... $41. 

-11111 Grab your car 
wax and bun 
your bumpers. 

-11111 Only you 
can save the 
human race. 

-11111 This story 
line is as 
sophisticated 
as any 
feature lilm. 

SPRING•1993 

rake in awards. 
Glider 4.0 holds a place in the 1992 Macworld Game Hall of 

Fame with its weird obstacles - jumping goldfish, lighted candles, 
and paper shredders - through which you try to fly your paper 
glider. And all inside a 60·room, eerie old mansion! More Glider 
presents you with seven new, strange, and challenging houses. 

Mission: Thunderbolt is also in the 1992 Macworld Game 
Hall of Fame. You seek out and capture the anti-matter bomb from 
hostile, anti-human aliens in this surrealistic world of choices 
and challenge. 

FunBundle has three award-winning games in one package. Sky 
Shadow, Mission Starlight, and Crystal Quest with Critter Editor are 
hours of fun with something for everyone. 

Pararena 2.0, award candidate for 1993, is from the author of 
Glider. Galactic opponents on air-hoverboards battle in an outer 
space arena with great sounds, great graphics, and great fun. And 
it's networkable so you can play against real·time opponents. 

See the Product Listings beginning on 
page 67 under Entertainment/or more &W/5'l'~~ 
great products from Casady & Green. (!) 

ChaUenge your J to 7-year·olds with this entertaining interactive story. 
Putt Putt Joins the Parade has puzzles and activities to educate and please 
young;ters. Digitized voices bring characters to Life. The parade takes different 
routes depending on a child's responses. Includes a 48·page Adventurer's 
Handbook with supplemental learning activities, but no reading is required to 
enjoy the fun. 

Humongous Entertainment 
6022 Putt PuttJoins the Parade ......................... $32. 
6164 Putt Puttjoins the Parade (CD-ROM) ........ $44. 

Humanity has been destroyed by a deadly plague and you are the only 
surviving human being in the whole universe. In your space capsule, you have 
genetic material and the biotechnical power to bring it to life. Manipulate 
DNA, conceive life, and watch cells divide and grow in vivid animation. But 
beware of mutations. The fate of humanity is in your hands. 

ISM, Inc. 
5460 G-Netix ................................................... $35. 

Take a ride through time - from the prehistoric past to future worlds in this 
incredible 3-D interactive adventure game. The Journeyman Project 
features an original soundtrack and more than 30 minutes of OuickTime 
video. As a member of the elite Temporal Electorate, your sole purpose is to 
safeguard history from sabotage. Requires 8MB of RAM and a CD-ROM drive. 

Presto Studios 
6033 The Journeyman Project ........................... $62. 
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~ Hard Dav's Night Jam Session ..... 
Enjoy video and soundtrack from Now in color! You provide the solo 
the Beatles' 1964 comedy converted and jam along with the band. No 
to OuickTime. Soundtrack includes external hardware is required. 
"All My Lovin'," "Can't Buy Me Bogas Productions O 
Love," and "Hard Day's Night." 5621 ........................... $34. 
Voyager 
5442 ........................... $24. 

Hole-in-One ..... 
~ Sailing Master Miniature Golf 

Don your sailing cap and deck Play 90 holes of 3D excitement on 
shoes as you race against your Mac five different courses against up to 
and learn how to sail without three other players. 

~ c "" ';'4 
0 getting wet. DigiTek Software 

Starboard Software 4250 ........................... $24. 
----, .. _ .... - 5318 ........................... $42. 

Hell Cab 
~ Minotaur 1.0 Take a ride with Raul in this 

(2-pakl interactive adventure through New 
The Labyrinths of Crete holds York and the past. 3-D graphics, 
weapons and spells to battle sound effects, and music make it 
your friends or other human worth the fare. 
opponents via modem, AppleTalk, Warner New Media 
or serial cable. 5961 ........................... $68. 
Bungie Software 
5007 ........................... $45. Lottery Tracker 

& Wheeler 
This is the most comprehensive 

Defend your castle in a fight to the lottery software package for Pick·S, 
finish against ruthless opponents and Pick-6, Pick· 7, and Powerball lotto 
armies that range from conventional games. Track past winning numbers 
infantry to dragons. Up to 8 players. and dates. 

Strategic Studies Group Triad Publishing, Ltd. 

3933 ........................... $38. 4578 ........................... $29. 

Surgeon 3, 
~ Capitalist Pig The Brain 

The must-have game of the year! It doesn't take a brain surgeon to 
Battle for billions or bankruptcy as know you'll love the challenge 
you build and run your own business. of diagnosing and operating in 

Pluma Software this intense, realistic glimpse at 

1'640 ........................... $34. brain surgery. 

ISM 
4326 ........................... $32. 
4377 B&W version ..... $28. 

~ Big Business Spaceship ..... 
Up to 3 players compete to create Warlock 
the greatest net worth. Run a An award-winning game! Embark 
business, initiate takeovers, start on an interactive science fiction epic 
lawsuits. Power tie not required. aboard a pirate vessel. 

DiglTek Software Reactor, Inc. 
5257 ........................... $24. 5100 ........................... $58. 
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~ A game that 
will live in 
infamy! 
··13· ~ :::: . ;; "" 

The ultimate 
minefield 
game! 

~ We're looking 
for a few good 
players. 

Seek out and destroy enemy carriers, neets, and air forces as you re·enact six 
crucial carrier battles from World War II. Pearl Harbor, the Coral Sea, Midway, 
the Eastern Solomons, Santa Cruz, and the Philippine Sea are vividly brought 
back to life with superb graphics and exciting animation. 

Strategic Studies 
6029 Carriers at War (color only) ....•............•.... $43. 
6030 Carriers at War (Windows 3.5") ............... $43 . 

You'll need logic and a lightning·fast mind as you race to uncover the mines 
in each of Super Mines' intriguing and colorful minefields. If you've enjoyed 
playing Minesweeper, Mines, or Bombs, you 'II be amazed and confounded by 
Super Mines. Quality sound and graphics combine to make Super Mines fun, 
challenging, and addictive. 

Callisto o 
5686 Super Mines ............................................ $31. 

Take on the role of a combat infantry officer in Full Metal Mac, a conflict 
simulation game. Play through sweat, fear, chaos, pres.5ure, and unpredictability 
of small arms infantry combat. One or two players. 

Soft Wars 
4528 Full Metal Mac ........................................ $26. 

Engage your emotions, trv your luck, and 
test your skill. 

Enter a land where magic is real in The Legend of Kyrandia 
and pursue the elusive jester Malcolm. This thrilling fantasy 
adventure has dozens of animated characters and objects with 
which to interact 

In Vengeance of Excalibur, you seek the Shadowmaster. 
Morgan Le Fay unleashed his evil and now you must find and stop 
him before his spells sicken and kill all of Britain. 

Caesars Palace beckons you into a land of bustling card tables, 
jingling coins, and dazzling lights. Be a high roller and try your luck 
at Blackjack, Poker, Roulette, Baccarat, or the Slot Machines. 

Club Racquetball serves up fun with 256-color graphics and 
digitized sound. Dive for returns and send off shots to the walls. 
Choose from four different opponents and three difficulty levels. 

Scrabble Deluxe outshines all earlier versions. It features nine 
skill levels, an anagram option showing word possibilities, .and the 
expandable Scrabble Player's Dictionary of l 00,000 words. :-/· .. 

See the Product liffi"C" t,eg;nnlng on f)'ge 67 unde< t,,.~"j 
Entertainment for more great products from Virgin Games. 
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Virgin Games 
6165 The Legend of Kyrandia .................................. $34. 
5520 Caesars Palace ................................................ $19. 
5521 Club Racquetball ............................................. $19. 

4984 Vengeance of Excalibur ................................... $31. 
4000 Scrabble Deluxe .............................................. $31. 
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Your children ages 4 to 8 will love learning with Stickybear. Four activities 
created by educational experts use clear speech, pictures, text, music, sound 
effects, and colorful, animated graphics to teach English and Spanish. You can 
change between the two languages at any time, so children can learn one or 
both languages while having fun. 

Optimum Resource, Inc. 
Stickybear's Reading Room 
4877 ............................................................... $34. 

New Math Blaster Plus, the world's best·selling math program, takes 
children through a space odyssey of activities to learn math and problem· 
solving skills. Ages 6 to 12. 
Kid Works 2 lets children create and hear their very own illustrated stories. 
A word processor, paint program, and text·to·speech technology combine for 
hours of fun. Ages 4 to I 0. 

Davidson & Associates, Inc. O 
3390 Math Blaster Plus .................................... $34. 
5149 Kid Works 2 ............................................ $34. 

KidDesk was designed by early childhood experts to give kids creative control 
over their computing environment - without putting yours at risk. Parents 
select which programs appear on KidDesk. No reading or computer skills are 
required. Also designed by early childhood experts, Millie's Math House 
gives children ages 2 to 6 the building blocks for a solid foundation in math. 

Edmark O 
5182 KidDesk .................................................. $26. 
5183 Millie's Math House ................................. $31. 

Based on the popular dictionaries, the Berlitz Interpreter provides quick and 
accurate translations for business people, travelers, students - anyone who 
encounters foreign words in correspondence, literature, or language studies. 
This word·for·word translation program allows you to instantly translate 
individual words between five major languages simultaneously: English, 
Spanish, French, German, and Italian. 

Microlytics O 
5231 Berlitz Interpreter .................................... $35. 

Kids like ...., 
reading with 

Slickybear. 

Combine ...., 
learning with 

tun to get 
results. 

Home 
computing tor 

the whole 
tamilv. 

Instantly ...., 
translate 

words in live 
languages. 

Give young readers and writers the 
latest learning tools. 

Children discover a world of sights, sounds, and word meanings on a fantasy railroad trip 
in Reader Rabbit 2. This program helps motivate first· and second·grade children to read on their own, 
and develops skills in word building, vowel sounds, word concepts, and early dictionary use. Graphics, 

animation, and sounds captivate young readers through four carefully sequenced games. For ages 5 to 8. 
Create high-impact output with The Writing Center. It's specifically designed to meet the 

writing and publishing needs of students, families, and social groups. Rich word-processing capabilities 
matched with powerful page layout and over 200 color pictures give A+ results. It's perfect for 

students' school reports. For ages 7 to adult. 

The learning CompanyO 
1719 Reader Rabbit 1 (For ages 3 to 6) ...................................... $35. 
5569 Reader Rabbit 2 (For ages 5 to 8) ...... ................................ $35. 
3974 The Writing Center (7 to Adult) ........................................ $50. 
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77ie Voyager Company 

Reading has never 
been like this. 

Now you can read on your PowerBook or a desktop Mac. 
Voyager's Expanded Books have received rave reviews in the 
international press. They retain the look and features of traditional 
books while including features that enhance and enliven your 
reading. Turn and dog-ear electronic pages, make margin notes, 
copy passages to a word processor, search for a particular word, 
and more. 

The Expanded Book Toolkit lets you publish your own 
electronic book. It's the same tool Voyager uses to create its books. 
Transform text files into an electronic book; define dynamic links; 
and add sound, pictures, and even video. 

5272 Expanded Book Toolkit .................................. $198. 

Voyager's series of books includes Zen 
and the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance, Lila, The Complete 
Stories, Vol I by Isaac Asimov; and 
The Picture of Dorian Gray. 

5271 Lila/Zen and Art of Motorcycle Maintenance .... $17. 
5269 The Complete Stories, Vol. 1 by Isaac Asimov .. $17. 
5270 The Picture of Dorian Gray ............................... $17. 

See the Product listings beginning on page 67 under Education for 
more great products from Voyager. 

Learn a loreign language by reading 
interesting literature. 

It's true. You'll learn by reading and understanding rather than 
by drill and memorization. "Does it work? 
Yes," writes Associated Press. Just place your 
cursor on any text you don't understand and 
you instantly see the meaning of the word, the 
meaning of the full sentence, special phrases, 
grammar, and more. So you just glance at the 
help you need, and keep on reading. You read 
real literature that grabs and holds your 
interest, all in the original French, German, 
Spanish, Italian, or Latin. You also hear the 
stories on the included audio cassettes. 

• file Find ront Size Show Help J:!:l..~ 
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MacUsersays, "Transparent Language has revolutionized 
computer-based language learning." And Macworld gives 
Transparent Language four stars saying, "this is a superb tool 
for bolstering language skills through reading." 

Transparent Language O 

4865 Transparent Language French .......................... $88. 
4866 Transparent Language German ........................ $88. 

This special package contains Transparent 
Language software, three great stories in the 
language of your choice, and all the stories are 
on audio cassette. 
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Mac User 
Mogozine 

ttttt 
4864 Transparent Language Spanish ......................... $88. 
5703 Transparent Language Italian ........................... $88. 
4867 Transparent Language Latin ............................. $88. 
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Stunning graphic animation and digitized human voice combine to teach 
basic reading skills in two languages to youngsters ages 3 to 8. The bundle 
David the Dinosaur/ Can a Dinosaur? is available in English/Spanish and 
English/French. Each storybook includes the software, an animated 
dictionary, a quiz, and the ability to print pages to create a child's own story 
or coloring book. 

ISM, Inc. 
5115 David the Dinosaur/Can a Dinosaur? 

(English/Spanish) Color .•..•................•.... $32. 
5113 David the Dinosaur/Can a Dinosaur? 

(English/French) Color •...•.••.•••.•..•.•••••.... $32. 

Kids can join in five fun activities as they learn and practice math, geography, 
reading, coloring, and Flying Aces games. Real voice narration, zany sounds, 
and the appearance of Charles Schulz' much-loved characters make this a 
program popular with kids of all ages. Increasing levels of difficulty keep games 
challenging but not difficult. 

Image Smith 
5911Yearn2 Learn, PEANUTS ........••.....•••...... $39. 

!... 
If you have important 

business or personal 

files on your machine, 

you may be a little edgy 

about your kids using it 

too. Consider one of the 

new simplified desktops. 

Both At Ease from 

Apple and Kid Desk from 

Edmark solve the 

problem. You choose 

which applications 

appear on the new 

desktop and kids can't 

Young children 
can learn 

languages 
quickly. 

Match ..,. 
wits with 

Snoopy and the _..·: 
Peanuts Gang. J: :.: 

".'::::: 

access any other files 

(or throw them away!). 

Tragedy is prevented 

and your kids will benefit 

from some computing 

independence. 

• 
Leam programs the easy way. 
Videos let you see each technique on the Mac screen. MacAcademy videos 
have no blurry screens, no paid actors reading scripts, and no frills. Each 
features one of their top trainers recreating the classroom atmosphere and 
teaching you a program from start to finish. Macworld readers chose 
MacAcademy as the top trainer in the nation in 1992. There's a video for 
nearly every popular program. And compare these videos with other training 
options -you can't beat the price. 

MacAcademy O 

5734 Excel 4.0 Video #1 .......................................... $32. 

5737 FlleMaker Pro 2.0 Video #1 ............................ $32. 

5738 Macintosh System 7 Video # 1 ......................... $32. 
5739 Macintosh System 7 Video #2 ......................... $32. 

5742 Microsoft Word 5.1 Video #1 .......................... $32. 

5741 MacroMind Director Video #1 ......................... $32. 

5735 PageMaker 5.0 Video #1 ................................. $32. 

5743 PhotoShop 2.0 Video #1 .................................. $32. 
5736 QuarkXPress 3.1 Video #1 .............................. $32. 

5740 Quicken Video #1 ........................................... $32. 

See the Product listings beginning on page 67 under Education for 
more great produces from MacAcademy. 
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MacKids 
Preschool Pack 
Six activities use speech and color 
graphics to teach preschoolers basic 
skills. They'll learn letter, number, 
and shape recognition; memory 
skills; and counting. 

Nordic Software O 

1964 .......................... $35. 

~ Kid Pix 1.2 
This paint program is as creative as 
your kids. Connect the dots or paint 
a masterpiece. Sounds, special 
effects, and fun features keep kids 
entertained. 

Broderbund 
3603 ........................... $34. 

Kid Pix Companion 
Enjoy Kid Pix more with pages of 
outlinestocolor, l 12rubberstamps, 
19 hidden pictures, and a Slide 
Show feature that lets you show a 
series of drawings. 

Broderbund 
4622 ........................... $24. 

~ The Complete 
Annotated Alice 
Lewis Carroll's classics come alive 
with this electronic book that lets 
you type notes in the margins and 
search for specific passages. 

Voyager 
5418 .......................... $17. 

~ DaisyQuest 

SPRING•1993 

Children learn pre-reading skills in 
this interactive fantasy adventure. 
A wizard withdigitizedspeech helps 
them search for a delightful dragon. 

CreatWave Software 0 
5850 ........................... $35. 

Scary Poems tor 
Rotten Kids 
Help children ages 7 + read and 
learn with the music, sound effects, 
and real voice narrations in this 
CD·ROM book. 

Disc is 
'4838 ........................... $42. 

Fun Physics ..._ 
Create an unlimited number of 
experiments on this animated 
drawing board. It turns your Mac 
into a new educational medium. 

Knowledge Revolution 
ti580 ........................... $74 

Algebra I ..._ 
Homework Tutor 
"The best algebra tutorial program 
I have seen." ( Macworld, 4·91) This 
program can generate problems or 
take problems from a student's 
text book. 

Missing Link Software O 
5150 ........................... $49. 

SAT Personal 
Trainer 
Six individualized training 
programs strengthen weaknesses 
and raise scores on the infamous 
SAT. A free 360·page book, How to 
Take the SAT, is included. 

Davidson & Associates O 

3607 ........................... $36. 

Mavis Beacon ..._ 
Teaches Typing 2.0 
Now in color! Customized lessons 
based on your progress will get your 
fingers flying. Includes a new l O· 
key teaching mode. ,.-· ····. 

The Software Too/works /. ... /j(':::\ 
5954 ........................... $32 . ..... - . 

Super Solvers 
Spellbound! 
The Master of Mischief challenges 
you to the ultimate spelling bee. 
Includes three challenging spelling 
games and five levels of action. 

The Leaming CompanyO 
4869 ........................... $35. 

Reunion 
Document, store, display, and print 
genealogical information easily and 
graphically. Print charts, birthday 
calendars, mailing lists, and more. 

Leister Productions O 

5473 ......................... $115. 
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Practica Musica is a patient electronic tutor for music theory and ear training. 
One of MacUser's "Best 200 products of 1989," it teaches you how to 
recognize and write intervals, chords, melody, and rhythm. It can identify 
chords you play and generate its own short tunes for ear training. Plays realistic 
sound through a Mac speaker (also MIDI compatible] and includes textbook. 
Great fun! 

A~NovaO 
1209 Practica Musica .............. $68. 

MusicTirne is the fast, fun way to compose, play, record, and print your own 
sheet music. Enter music Jive or one note ata time from your MIDI keyboard, 
or with your mouse, and see it displayed immediately in standard music 
notation. Then hear your composition being played back through 
MIDI instruments. 

Passport Designs 0 
4831 MusicTime ................ $164. 

See the Product listings beginning on page 67 under Music 
for more great products from Passport Designs. 

This is the best package to get novices started making music on a Mac. The 
EZ Music Starter Kit includes Band In A Box, the automatic accompaniment 
program; EZ Vision, a music composition tool; a MIDI Translator interface; the 
Book of MIDI; and FREE Performing Arts Network membership. The only 
other requirements are a MIDI synthesizer and your Mac! 

Opcode Systems 
3534 EZ Music Starter Kit. ................ ...... $178. 

With Super Studio Session, you compose song.s with up to eight tracks of 
music and play them using only your Mac's built·in speaker. No external MIDI 
hardware is required! Select any combination of the 95 digitally sampled 
instruments for realistic sound. Enter notes and rests easily with a mou~. An 
extensive phrase library and 22 original song.s get you started. 

Bogas Productions 0 
5620 Super Studio Session .................... $64. 

Performer is the sequencer of choice for professional musicians. Do real·time 
editing in event list, graphic, and musical notation windows with full SMPTE 
support. Use automated sliders for mixing volume and pan. Mosaic is a pro· 
fessional music notation publishing program. Click and drag notes, dynamics, 
and symbols, and use MIDI for real· and step·time entry of your music. 

Mark of the Unicorn 0 
5412 Performer ......... ........ ..... $374. 
5416 Mosaic ........................... $448. 
5417 Midi Time Piece II .......... $448. 

Songworks not only prints your song.s, it helps you to compose them. Play a 
tune on the computer keys or a MIDI keyboard and watch Songworks handle 
the notation. It can suggest chords, generate tune ideas, and transpose, play, 
and print your song with melody, chord symbols, and lyrics. 

A~NovaO 
5153 Songworks .................. $68. 

Be your own ~ 
Mozart. 

Make sweet ~ 
music on 

your Mac. 

Compose and play ~ 
eight tracks with 

only your Mac. 

Compose and ~ 
publish at 

professional 
quality. 

Compose music ~ 
the easy way. 

o' '0 ... 
0 ' ... · .·· 
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"A significant advance to 
the category DI input devices." :!e~2:nn!~~~:,1Review 

CoStarO 

You don't use a cue stick when working on your Mac, so why 
have a trackball that gives you a billiard ball? 

Stingray Trackball 2.0 was carefully designed to work with 
your hand. Its low profile offers a natural position, reducing strain 
on the hand, wrist, and forearm. The ball is 75% smaller and lighter. 
And the jumbo size buttons mean no matter where your hand rests 
on the Stingray, it's resting on 
a button. 

Stingray uses the same 
mechanism found in the 

PowerBooks. It has 200 CPI resolution, ultra smooth tracking, and 
automatic acceleration. And it is designed to maintain its precision 
for 300 miles of use. A simple slide switch underneath lets you set 
each of the Stingray's buttons for regular click or click-lock. 

5959 Stingray Trackball 2.0 (platinum) .................... $88. 

Limited lifetime warranty. Winner of the Gold Award from 
the 1992 l.D. Design Review. Two great colors - platinum and 
stealth black. 

5960 Stingray Trackball 2.0 (stealth black) ............... $88 . 

. ~ This 
keyboard's 
just your 
type. 

Reduce mistakes and cype faster with the Mac I 0 I e keyboard. It's 
ergonomically designed and works on all Macs, including the Mac Plus. Get 
a keypad, an extended I 05-key layout, 15 function keys, and the ability to 
define macros. Then automate your keyboard with QuicKeys. Few programs 
do more to save you time. 

DataDesk o 
3599 Mac tote Keyboard with QuicKeys ........ $t49. 
3320 Mac tote Keyboard ............................... $t29. 

~ OuHit your office 
with the right equipment. 

Organize disks in three-ring binders with Disk Page. Each holds 12 disks and includes snap-on hooks if you'd rather hang them 
in a file drawer. The Diskette Storage Tray stores up to 80 diskettes on your desktop, safe from dust and damage. The 

Elite Line Surge Protector gives you unequaled quality and maximum protection. Get six outlets, a phone jack, 
and an LED status indicator. The I ·Line Plus is a line-sharing device that answers and electronically routes 

your fax, phone, and modem traffic. The View-Clip Copyholder attaches to either side of your 
monitor to keep documents within easy viewing. 

~ 
•••• . ACCO, USA 

~)'(;; / ~~ t027 Disk Page/ to pages (holds t20) ......................... $35. 
----~ ~- 4953 Diskette Storage Tray {holds 80) •••••••••••.•••••••••••••• $ t 4. 
'.' '.' r, 4922 Elite Line Surge Protector (6 out. w / phone) ••••••••••• $47. 

' • • 4925 t-Line Plus Fax Switch •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ t 05. 
~ $ 
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4929 View-Clip Copyholder ••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••• 8. 
See our Produce Listings beginning on page 67 under Accessories 
for more great products from ACCO. 
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Introducing the label printer that does it all. 
Finally there's a label printer that handles all your labeling needs. 

LabelWriter II Plus prints more label sizes, and holds bigger label 
rolls, than any of its competitors. 

This remarkable printer comes with easy-to·use software that lets 
you print labels at any time, without interrupting your 

main programs. You can combine text and graphics to 
:'&\\ , produce custom labels. Print address labels with 

the POSTNET bar code for more accurate mail 
delivery. Or print entire mailing lists directly 
from your favorite programs - up to 350 labels 

in just 25 minutes. There's even a built-in bar code generator for 
printing inventory labels. 

l.abelWriter II Plus handles l · IAl" x 3-1!2" labels in white, clear, 
or yellow, as well as 2-V4"x 4," 3.5" disk, and videocassette labels. 
It is compatible with ATM and TrueType. An AppleTalk option is 
also available. 

See our Product listings beginning on page 67 under Accessories 
for more great products from Costar. 

Costar 
3457 LabelWriter II Plus ........................................ $248. 

3993 LabelWriter Address Labels (700 qty) .............. $ l 6. 

4623 LabeIWriter Disk Labels (100 qty) ..................... $9. 

462 l LabeIWriter Shipping Labels (300 qty) ............. $ l 9. 

Get superior data storage performance. 

Sonyo 
56 l 2 Double-Density Color l 0 Pack ......................... $ l 0. 

3090 High-Density 10 Pack ...................................... $15. 

333 l High-Density Bulk 50 Pack .............................. $58. 

3687 DAT 4mm DG 90m 2GB .................................. $22. 

4474 5.25" MO Rewritable 650MB ........................ $118. 

4478 3.5" MO Rewritable 128MB ............................ $58. 

Sony's Double- and High-Density 3.5" Floppy Disks both 
feature full lifetime warranties and an exclusive magnetic particle 
formulation for unsurpassed performance. 

The demand for compact, high-capacity, external mass storage is 
met by DAT 4mm Data Cartridges. The super-stable metal tape, 
cartridge, and hard case maximize performance, and it stores up to 
two gigabytes! 

And the Sony 5.25" Rewritable Optical Disk carries a 30-year 
warranty. Each and every sector of it is I 00 percent tested, so your 
disk will perform perfectly when you need it. When you use a Sony 
3.5" Rewritable Optical Disk, you get superior performance and 
reliability because the disks are precisely tuned to perform across all 
1800-3600 rpm ISO standard drives. 

Please see the Product listings beginning on page 67 
under Storage for more great products from Sony. 

SON"Y; 
SONY RECORDING MEDIA 

Mafllace 



~ A to z, Kev Ironic keyboards cover it all. 
~\-) 

~· ~~v~ 

These keyboards from Key Tronic combine quality, productivity, and innovative design. The MacPro Plus 
features a I OS· key layout based on the Apple Extended Keyboard. The I 0 I ·key TrakPro gives you point-and· 

click convenience by integrating a trackball onto the keyboard. 
The TrakPro includes custom Speed Key software that lets you assign custom functions to seven keys, 

including four on the trackball. 
Both keyboards also feature a Custom Key Feel Kit to let you personalize the keyboard response, 
a limited lifetime warranty, interchangeable Control and Caps Lock keys, and a Comma·Period 
Lock that makes typing capital letters with periods and commas a snap. And you'll find the Control, 
Option, and Command keys on both sides of the spacebar. 

KeyTronic O 
3129 MacPro Plus ...................................... $124. 
3600 TrakPro ............................................ $218. 

Type long hours without wrist fatigue. 
Put the WristSaver in front of your keyboard and work in greater comfort than ever before! The 

ergonomically designed contoured pad supports your wrists in the proper position, and daily use 
can reduce the risk of painful carpal tunnel syndrome. Use with the Table·Xtender in areas 

where there is not enough room in front of your keyboard for the WristSaver. 
The WristSaver MousePad provides the same comfortable rest for your wrist, plus a 

conventional mouse pad. Simple finger movements replace sliding the entire arm or hand. 
The WristSaver Mini-Mouse Pad measures only S"W x 8.5"L and works very well in a crowded 

work area. 

LB Innovators, Inc. 
WristSaver .............................................................. $12. * 
WristSaver Mouse Pad ............................................. $12. * 
WristSaver Mini-Mouse Pad ..................................... $10. 
4087 Table Xtender ................................ ... ........ .. ... $14.* 

*Buy any two and save $4; any three and save $6! 

Please see Product Listings starting on page 67 
under Accessories for colors and item numbers. 

We've got 
your number. 

Get the speed and convenience of automatic telephone dialing, right from your 
Mac. Highlight a number, press a key, and Desktop Dialer takes over. It 
works with virtually every application. One- or two·line analog system, pulse 
and tone dialing - all are supported. If you keep your telephone directory in 
your Mac, Desktop Dialer will make you more efficient. 

.. ~;·:::~:\ Sophisticated Circuits O - 5361 Desktop Dialer ........................................ $48. 

~ Turn your 
PowerBook 
into a 
powerhouse. 

The PowerPad I 0-key pad turns your PowerBook or other Mac into a 
numeric powerhouse. Its ergonomic design lets you manage numbers and 
functions comfortably and accurately. You get a customizable key pad and a 
desk accessory that acts like a calculator's paper tape. A hard cover case and 
mere 8·ounce weight make transporting easy. Also available in platinum color. 

Sophisticated Circuts O 
4993 PowerPad Granite ................................... $78. 
4994 PowerPad Granite with OuicKeys 2.1 ..... $118. 

S P R I N G • 1 9 9 3 
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Travel in stvle . ..,. 
These PowerBook cases not only look good - they're functional, too. The Notepac 

PowerBook Case combines a carrying case, briefcase, and portfolio into a single portable 
system. Exterior and interior document pocke!S give plenty of space for paperwork. The 
Universal PowerBook Case features two individual padded compartments - one for a 

notebook computer, the other for a printer or accessories - and has pockets for pens, disks, 
etc. The Premier Leather PowerBook Case has full grain cowhide exterior and a leather 

handle. Along with a padded computer compartment, it has three fully·lined document sections 
and a zip·down workstation section for storing pens, diskettes, eyeglasses, business cards, etc. 

Targus o 
5683 Notepac PowerBook Case ............................... $34. 
5682 Universal PowerBook Case ............................. $68. 
5684 Premier Leather PowerBook Case .................. $138. 

Keep vour PowerBook 
running longer. 

The PowerBook Battery runs 25 percent longer between charges than the original 
140/ 170 Power Book battery. And it's built better. A hard plastic cover keeps the 

plates from getting dirty and any poor contacts from short circuiting. 
The PowerCharger keeps your batteries from losing capacity like they can if they're 
not exercised over their full charge range. Charge a battery to 80 percent in 2.5 hours 

and to full capacity in 5 hours via either of the included adapters - power or auto 
lighter. A timer circuit prevents overcharging. The PowerBook Battery rms the 

PowerBook 140, 145, 160, 170, and 180, and the PowerCharger charges BT! and original 
PowerBook batteries for the same models. The Start-Up Kit includes both for only $138. 

BT/ 
5196 PowerBook Battery .................................. $62. 
5725 PowerCharger ......................................... $94. 
5726 PowerBook Start-Up Kit ......................... $138. 

"The best case ..,. 
I have ever seen. '~acUser 

The Power Pak 415 is a rugged equipment carry case that organizes like a 
briefcase and gives the extra room of a travel bag. Ifs designed for all PowerBooks 

and expands to 7 inches wide for carrying other essentials. A padded front 
pocket has 16 divisions to hold diskettes, a calculator, datebook, checkbook, 
pen, and other loose items. Stash a newspaper in the open rear pocket. A 

zippered rear pocket is convenient for airline tickets or a passport 
Unzipping the bag doubles i!S capacity. A leather hand grip and wide firm 

shoulder strap help keep travel comfortable. Waterproofed and guaranteed 
for five years against everything but deliberate destruction. 

Tenba 
5589 Power Pak 415 Carrying Case ..... ............. $94. 
6155 Power Pak 416 Carrying Case ................ $104. 

Maf4Place 



Protect your PowerBook against lhell 

Kensington O 

5388 MicroSaver Security System ............................. $42. 
4692 Turbo Mouse 4.0 ..••.•.•.•••.•••.••••••.•••..••••.•••••••• $108. 
4345 NoteBook Keypad ........................................... $74. 
5958 Notebook Keypad with Software ..................... $98. 
5390 Notebook Traveler Executive ........................ $108. 

~ Access 
more 
peripherals. -!((' 

~ This cartridge 
lamily takes 
center stage. 

~ The intelligent 
wavto 
make labels. 

, 
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MicroSaver discourages theft using the security slot built into 
your PowerBook. No adhesives or brackets are necessary - simply 
insert and wrap the 6-foot galvanized steel cable around any 
immovable object 

Get full keyboard performance with the Kensington Notebook 
Keypad. Compact and lightweight, its calculator-style layout makes 
data entry easier. Reduce keystrokes using 15 function keys. 
Adding Machine Software gives you all the functionality of a 
traditional adding machine on your Mac. Calculations appear on 
a paper tape display. Copy and paste the data, then print it in a 
multi-column format 

The NoteBook Traveler Executive carrying case 
accommodates all portable computing and travel accessories with 
three padded compartments, two large outer pockets, several utility 
pouches, and an accordion-style file storage compartment. 

And when you return to the office and your desktop Mac, get 
smoother, superior cursor control with Turbo Mouse 4.0, the 
award-winning trackball with advanced acceleration and enhanced 
mouse button commands. KENSINGTON® 

With the AXiON Switch, you're no longer limited to the use of one peripheral 
per serial port on your Mac. It gives you the flexibility to have up to three serial 
port peripherals accessible through the control panel or pull·down menu. Now 
you won't have to disconnect and reconnect your modem and other peripherals 
when you need to switch devices. 

AXiON 
517 4 AXiON Switch ....................................... $124. 

Don't throw away inkjet cartridges that can be refilled. TwoJetFill refills are 
the same price as a single new cartridge. One clean single step reftlls the ink 
reservoir in your existing cartridge. It's the economic and environmentally· 
conscious way to go! 

JetFill, Inc. 
JetFill Cartridges 
5952 Black (HP 516008A) •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• $16. 
5953 Black (Style Writer /BJ 1 OE) ....................... $16. 
5984 Black (HP High Capacity) ......................... $22. 
5985 Black (HP 500C High Capacity) ................ $62. 

m 

Create labels for envelopes, folders, Rolodex cards, and more with Smart 
Label Printer Plus. No more hand· or type· written envelopes. Print personalized 
labels or mailing lists from your applications. The integrated software works as 
a desk accessory with WYSIWYG screens and background printing. Includes 
label printer, software, power supply, printer cable, and a roll of labels. 

Seiko Instruments o 
5676 Smart Label Printer Plu~ ......................... $138. 
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Get one of these '~ ~ FREE 
when vou buy one of these: 

:. ~ ·. 
l 1 . . . ... ' 

~ Performer 
Nearly double your Mac Classic 
speed with this I 6MHz 68000 
accelerator. Lifetime warranty. 

Harris labs 

3828 ............ s~. $258. 

~ MacMoney 
Save time with taxes, check ·writing, 
and reports for your personal or 
small business finances. 

Survivor Software 

2254 ................ ~ $38. 

~ Proclaim 
Get 600MB of clip art, backgrounds, 
sounds, Quick Time video, and color 
photos for business presentations. 

Compact Designs 

4643 .............. s;n. $58. 

~ Agent DA 
Point, click, and drag to plan 
projects and manage time with this 
scheduling desk accessory. 

Team Building Technologies 

4776 ................ ~ $58. 

~ On Cue II 
Find, launch, and manage files, 
applications, and system extensions 
with the click of a mouse. 

!COM 

2579 ................. Sjt.' $28. 

~ Datalink Express 
V.42 bis, SIR Fax 
Send and receive faxes to any 
Group 3 unit with this external 
fax/modem. 

Color-II! 2.0 .,... 
Create dramatic effects in minutes 

with this easy·to·learn image -
editing and paint program. 

Timeworks, Inc. 

4773 .............. $).28. $98. 

Helix Express .,... 
Manage your entire business -

contacts, billing, lists, documents 
- with this straightforward yet 

powerful database program. 

Helix Technologies 

4931 ........... s;n. $298. 

Duplocator .,... 
Locate duplicated files scattered 

across multiple volumes, networks, 
or your entire floppy library! 

Midnight Software 

4527 .................. ~ $49. 

Primetime .,... 
This collection of multimedia 

animation clips contains more than 
100 actors, sound clips, and props. 

Motion Works 

4340 .................. s,r. $48. 

GreatWorks 2.0 .,... 
Get eight full-featured and popular 
applications in one powerful, easy· 

to·use, integrated program. 

Symantec 

4320 ............... s}ri. $78. 

Easy Alarms .,... 
A fully·customizable appointment 

calendar with alarms. You can 
even send reminders 

on a network. 

Applied Engineering Essential Software 

3674 .............. $)48. $98. 4816 ................. SJt. $49. 

m 
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INSIDE MAC'S PLACE 

THE MAc' s PLACE GUARANTEE: 
We guarantee to provide you with the best and most 

knowledgeable service around. If you are unhappy with a 
product, let us know. We want you to be completely 
satisfied every time you sho at Mac's Place. 

GREAT DEALS! I 
When it comes to bargains, the buyers at Mac's Place are no 

different than you. The prices you see in this catalog are inserted at 
the last possible minute so you get the benefit of the best pricing we 
can find. Plus, our great service is added to every order free of 
charge. For the latest pricing, just call one of our sales consultants. 
Use the toll-free number (another bargain!). And check out the blue 
pages in the middle of the catalog. They're full of fantastic deals 
featured in our monthly MacUserand Macwor/dads. But hurry! 
They're only good for a limited time. 

GUARANTEED SERVICE 
If you ever have a problem with an item you've purchased from 

us, give us a call. When you're happy, we're happy. That's why we 
back up our service with warranties and guarantees. Check out the 
specifics at right under "returns." 

MAC EINSTEINS 
When you order a product from Mac's Place, you deal with a 

sales consultant who tests and uses the products we sell. Our sales 
consultants do more than handle your orders. They enjoy helping 
you find out what you need to know before you buy. So give us a 
call. And don't be afraid to ask us anything. We won't just read you 
an answer off the side of a product carton. We'll help you get the 
right product for your needs. 

NEARLY INSTANT GRATIFICATION 
You've settled on purchasing a new product. Now you've got to 

have it right away. Arrrrrrrr. You want it You want it. Now. Now. 
Now. Relax. With our overnight delivery service (see specifics listed 
in the next column), you can literally start unwrapping that new 
product just hours after calling Mac's Place. Ahhhhhh. What a 
relief. 

HEADQUARTERS: PLANET EARTH 
We fully intend to remain headquartered on planet Earth. With 

that in mind, we're doing what we can to make sure the world is 
going to be around for awhile. That's why we use a grain-based 
starch, rather than Styrofoam, to protect your order during shipping. 
When you add water, you subtract the packing material. 

Our service knows no boundaries. So if you need products 
shipped overseas, just fax us your order and we'll deliver. 
No prob/ema. 
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Ir's EASY TO ORDER! 

ORDERING OPTIONS 
• Call l ·8()(}367·4222 anywhere in the USA or Canada. 

Call (206) 88J 8312 for international orders. 
• Fax your order to 206·88 l ·3090. 
• Mail your order to 8461 154th NE, Redmond, WA 98052. 
• For electronic orders, use Compuseive [76635,660), GEnie 

(MACSPLA.CE), or America Online (MacsPlace). Mac's Place 
uses CE Software's OuickMail to check our mail regularly. 

ORDERING HOURS 
• Mac's Place is open from 6 a.m. ~O p.m. M·F 

Pacific Standard Time, and 6 a.m, to 6 p.m. on Sat., 
7 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sun. (For you East Coasters, this means 
you can call us until 1 a.m. weekdays and still receive your 
in·stock item that morning!) 

F !\/., ELECTRONIC, AND MAIL ORDERS 
• We must have the following infairli~tion to process your order. 
• For all orders: your day and eve"*g phone numbers, fax number (if 

available), full shipping address, ~e of Mac you own [so we can make 
sure your purchase is compatible with your system), what prompted your 
order (magazine ad, catalog, friend, etc.). 

• For credit card orders: full credit card number and expiration date, name 
as it appears on card, address where you receive your credit card bill. 

• Missing iniormation can delay your order. Don't hesitate to call if you 
have questions. 

• No sales tax [except WA residents add 8.2%, OH residents add 6% to 
total, including shipping.) 

p AYMENT OPTIONS 
•VISA, MasterCard, American Express, OPTIMA , and Discover 

Card gladly accepted. 
•Your credit card is never charged until your product ships. 
• Most personal and company checks are approved quickly 
to ensure immediate shipment. For non·standard checks and 
checks over $ ! ,000, allow ten working days for clearance. 
Returned checks are subject to a service charge of SI 5 dollars. 

•Government, school, and instirutional P.O.s clear immediately. 
Corporate P.O.s are subject to credit approval for first order. 

SHIPPING INFORMATION 
• All in·stock items ship sarne-dayllJJ· g system failure, etc.) to 

your doorstep, for just $3 (USA) :A.irborne Express overnight 
service. Rural locations may req an addltlonal day for 
delivery. Areas not serviced by rborne Express will be sent 
via Priority Mail. 

• Our $3 shipping charge includes insurance at no extra charge. 
• When a partial order is shipped, we pay freight on 

additional shipments. 
•International orders will be charg~~ full shipping rates. 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS . 
• Call 206·883-8312 for our international sales line. 
•We ship throughout the free world via Airborne 

Express International. 
• International orders will be charged full shipping rates. 
• Mail, fax, or electronic orders gladly accepted. 

RETURNS 
• All products carry a 120-day limited warranty 

from Mac's Place. 
• Defective software is replaced immediately with like items. 
• Defective hardware items repaired or replaced 

at our discretion. 
•Some hardware items carry one·, two-, or five·year warranties. 
•Products with the 0 symbol carry a manufacturer's 

3(). or 6Q. day Money Back Guarantee. 
• No returns accepted on special order products. 

likt all arpttu of Jfac 's Pl act optratJon. 1Jiis catalog M11J tntinh aJJtmbled using Mannrosh 
trchnolog." No pasrt-tip_ No stnpp1ng. No kiddmg 
<0199J Mar's Plact. Jnr. ,\ far'r /'lace and tht Mar 's Place logo art trt1dtmark.s or rtgi.H; rf!tl 
tradtmarb of Afac'J Plucr, lt1c. All othtr rJarb rtmam 1hr profNm· oftlttir rtsp«tlW! 
companits All pricts and promollons ure s11bjert to rhangP "itl1ou1 notirt. Nor rr5pon.rih.'r for 
1)710grt1phfcol error.t 
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But wait, there' 5 more! 
We carry even more products than you've seen on the preceding pages -

over 2000 af them! f So if you haven't found what you're lool<ing for, you're in the right 
place. Just find the category af product you want, then look for the manufacturer's 

name. Their products will be listed with prices. And if you see this symbol 0 
it means that manufacturer provides a money back guarantee. 

This listing. has lots more afthe products we sell, but not all afthem. 
you still haven't found what you're looking for, (' just call 1-800-367-4222. 

We'll be glad to help. We know these produCts like no one else. 

BUSINFSS 4357 Excel 4.0 Urgrade .......................... S94 
5838 Excel for Wond<Mos ........ .. ............... S294 
5645 Office 3.0 ....................................... $478. 

ACI 5688 Office 3.0 CO ROM ............... .. .... $478. 
5646 4th Dimension 3.0 ......................... S598. 5840 Office 3.0 f()( Windows .................. S478 

Advanced Software 5537 PowerPoint 3.0 ........................... ... $324. 
!ml lnTooch2.0 ...................................... SS6 
5940 lnTooch 2.0 NetworUPack ........... $139. 

AEC 
4695 FastTrack Schedule .. ...................... S168. 

After Hours Software 
&Xl9 DateBook Pro ................................... S78. 

5841 Poweri'oint 3.0 for Windows ......... $324. 
5258 l'roJect .3.0 ...................... .. ........... $445. 
5566 Powerl'oint 3.0Upgrade ................. S98. 
5842 Project 3.0 for Windows ................. $478 
5567 Word 5.1 .... .. ............ .. ................... $294. 
5571 Word5.1 Upgrade ..................... $124. 
5843 Word for Windows ...... .................. $308. 

6010 TouchBASE Pro ................................ $78. 5068 Works 3.0 ........ .. .... .. ....... $158. 
5941 T oochBASE·DateBook Pro Burole .... S95. 5071 Works 3.0 Upgrade .......................... $79 

AldusO 5846 Works2.0forWindows .. ............... $124. 
4058 Persuasion .. .................................. S325. 5847 Works 2.0 for Windows Upgrade ..... $79. 

Attain Corp.O 
5660 In Control 2.0 .............................. ..... $89. 

Bananafl sh Softwa reO 
4740 ThoughtPattern 1.3 .......................... $94. 

CheckMark SoftwareO 
55ffi Multiledger 3 O ............................. S228 
5504 PayRoll 5.0 .................................... $174 

Chana Software 
4625 Fair Witness 11 .......................... $185. 

Claris 
5007 Clans Works .................................. $195 
59Xl Claris Works for Windows ............ ... $94. 
'DJ7 RleMaker Pro 2.0 ........................... S265. 
5556 RleMa~er Pro 2.0 Upgrade- .. .. ... SBB. 
5058 RleMaker Pro-Comp Upgrade2.0 .... .. $99. 
5411 RleMaker Pro 2.0 f()( Wandows ...... S278 

5649 Micmsoft Schedule S.pack ........... . $138. 
5651 Mkmscft SdElUl IXmse Paci 20 user ...... S53ll 

Nolo PressO 
4226 Nolo's living Trust ........ ................... $45. 
1958 Will Maker 4.0 ............ ..................... S35. 

Pantone 
5914 ColorUP ...... .................................... $62. 

Pastel DevelopmentO 
5261 OayMaker 2.0 .................... . .......... $78. 
5263 OayMaker Network 5 Pak ............. $328. 
5264 OayMaker Network 10 Pak ........ .. S568. 

Peachtree SoftwareO 
4481 Accounting for Mac .. ...... .. ............... S78. 
4!ll7 Inside Accounting for Mac ............. S298. 

Portfolio SoftwareO 
5477 D)nodex 3.0 .................................... $49. 

5701 MacWrite Pro ................................ S169. 5493 Oyoolex 3.0 Comp Upgrade ............ S38. 
3542 HyperCardV2.1 .............................. S139. 

Computer Associates 
1336 ACCPAC Simply Accounting ........... $!32. 

Contact SoftwareO 
4970 Act! For The Mac ........................... $249. 
5273 Act! For Windows .......................... $249. 

Coral Research 
4002 Timelog .......................... .. .............. $62. 

DeltaPoint 0 
5098 DeltaGraph Pro ........................... SlOO. 

Heli x Technologies 
4931 Helix Expr'ess ................................. S298. 

Inspiration SoftwareO 
5523 Inspiration 4.0 ......... .. ................ $174. 

l ntuitO 
3601 Ouickeri 3.0 ..................................... $40. 

Konami 
5B65 Sl'ortlist 1.1 .................................. S72. 

Lotus 0 
4008 Lows 123 ..................................... S298 
4349 Lotus 123 Comp. ~ade ................ S98. 

MECA SoftwareO 
m Managing Your Money .................... $32. 
5678 TaxCut 92 Final Edition ..................... $33. 

Micro Planning lntl.O 
3889 Micro Planner Manager ................. $448. 

Microlyti csO 
5711 Wordfinder Plus ............................. $39. 

MicrosoftO 
4356 Excel 4.0 ..................................... ... $294. 

6002 OynOOex 3.0 live Upgrade .. .. .. .......... $28. 
59'.l5 Oynol'age 2.0 .............. .. ................. $49. 

DymPapcr 
4438 6Ring-White .............................. .... .. S12. 
4441 7Ring-Grey .. ................................ .... $12. 

Prescience 
4973 Expressionist 3.0 ..................... ..... $118. 

ProVUE DevelopmentO 
34liO Panorama II .. .... ...... ............ .. ..... $238. 

SAS Institute Inc. 
4576 JMP Statistical Visual. .................. $598. 

Shana CorporationO 
2626 lnfooood Oesigner ..................... $158. 
5943 Informed Foundation .... . .............. $334. 

Software VenturesO 
5484 MicroPhone Pro ............................. S208. 

Strategic Mapping, l nc.O 
5458 Atlas Pro ...................................... $498. 
59'7 local Expert ......................... .......... $83. 

Synergy SoftwareO 
4431 VersaTermV4.6 ............................. SBB. 

T/MakerO 
5300 WriteNow Workshop Bun ................ $84. 
6025 WriteNow Comp. Upgrade ............... $39. 

Te lewareO 
2751 M.Y.0.8 ......................................... $139. 

Timeslips 0 
4096 TimeSlipslllV2.I ........ .. ................. $192. 
5110 laplrack ............. .. .................... $52. 

Vi rgin Software 
flll.7 Entreprerieurs Guide To Business ... $45. 

WestwareO 
5223 Contact Ease 2.0 ......... ... ...... Call. 

Wolfram Research lnc.O 
4678 Mathernanca Enhanc .................... S788 

WordPerfect Corp. 
4111 Wordf'erlect 2.1 ............................ $278. 
5691 WordPertect Office 3.03 .................. $98. 
5692 LenerPertect for Mac ....................... S94. 
5926 WordPertect Works ...................... S158. 
5986 WordPertect Worlcs Comp. Upgrade .... ... SSS. 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
Abra cadata 0 

4749 Sprout! ...... .. ...... $39. 
Design Your()lm Mane 

4500 Architecture ................................... $48. 
Adobe 

5351 Dimensions ............ ...................... S128. 
3942 Illustrator 31 wf01mensions .......... S359. 
5948 Photoshop 2.5 ................................ $548. 
4!al Pternier 2.0 ....... .. ....................... $429. 
4991 Prernier2.0 Upgrade ...................... $149. 
5346 Streamline 21 ...... .. ....................... Sl 19. 
5658 Type Set Valu Pack ...... ................... S39. 
6044 Super ATM ..................................... $98. 
6045 Super ATM Upgrade ........................ $49. 

Agfa Corp. 
5539 AgfaTypeCD·ROM3.1 Intro-Pack .... S60. 

AldusO 
4035 Freehand 3.1 .................................. $394. 
3586 Gallery Effects ...................... .... .... $128. 
4771 lntelltOraw .................................. ... SlOO. 
4024 Pagemaker 4.2 ...... .. .... ........ .... .. ..... $495. 
4324 Personal Ptess 2.0 .. .............. ......... $98. 
3545 Supe!l'aint 3.0 ................................. S98. 

AltsysO 
4263 Fontographer 3.5 ............ .... ............ $258. 
4563 EPS Exchange .................................. $98. 

Andromeda Software 
5161Series1 Photography Filters ............. S79. 
5950 Series 2 Three-0 Filters ............ .. .. .. .. $79. 

Appl e Computer 
5248 Apple ~t Pack .............................. $68. 
4608 Quick Time Staner Kit .. .. ................. $145. 

Ares SoftwareO 
5673 FontMonger Vl .5 ............................. S96. 

Bro derbund 
127il Print Shop ............................ .. ........ S35. 
37$ TypeStyler 2 0 ....................... ....... $125. 

Ca ereO 
3837 Typost + Graiks ........................... S328. 
4997 OmniPage Professional 2.1 ............. $678. 

Claris 
4691 MacDraw Pro 1.5 ........................... $275. 

Computer Ass ociatesO 
5001 Cricket Graph Ill ............................. S128. 
4218 Cricket Draw Ill .............................. $158. 

Custom Appli cations 
4556 Freedom of Press lite ....................... S86. 

DenebaO 
3394 Canvas V3.0 ....... .. ........... $258. 
5002 Dencba artWORKS .... .. ............... S 118. 

DesignCAD, Inc. 
5531 DesignCAO 20/JD .............. .. ......... $158 . 

DiVA CorpO 
4525 VideoShop ............. .. .. .. ...... ............ $200. 

ExperVision 
500l Typel'oeadel 1.0 ........................... $388. 

Fractal DesignO 
5656 Painter 2.0 ..................................... $284. 
5659 Painter 2.0 f()( Windows ................ S284. 
5052Sketcher 1.0 .................................. .. $98. 

Frame Technology 
3410 FrameMaker .. ................................ ™8. 
5347 FrameMaker Comp. Upgrade ......... $328. 

Gryphon Software 
5600 Morph .. .. .... ..................................... $95. 

HSC Software 
5854 Kai's Power Tools .... ...... .. .. .. ............ $89. 
5855 Kai's Power Tnols·CD·ROM ........... Sl 24. 

M acromedia 
4354 MacIOMind Direc. 3.1 .................... $848. 

Passport Designs 
5383 Passport Producer .......................... $248. 

PhotoDisc lnc .O 
PllOODS: (]).ROM 

4183 Vol.I Business & lndusuy ................ $288. 
4484 Vol II People & lifestyles ................ S288. 
4485 Vol Ill 8ackgrotnls & Textures ....... $214 
5342 Vol.IV Scierice Tech & Medicine .... S288. 
56<0 Vol.V World Commerce & T r<Mll .... S288. 
5641 Vol.VI Naua & Wildlife ................ $288. 
5522 Mult1Media Sampler CO ................ . S37. 

PixarO 
5123 Pixar Typesoy ................................ $184. 

Qu ark Incorporated 
40C6 XPress 3.1 ..................................... S548. 

Seattl e Support Group 
Vifitl;cl'haoCD 

5944 Vol 1: Medley ...... ......................... .. SBB. 
5945 Vol 2: Mosaic .................................. SBB. 
5946 Vol 3: All & Sundry ........................... $88. 
5947 Vol 4: Melange ................................ $88. 

Strata, lnc.O 
4082 StrataVision 30 V2.5 ...................... $628. 

T/MakerO 
Clicko\n 

4424 Color Graphics-Presentations ....... ... S84. 
5IXXl Artisuy & Borders ............................ S74. 
2725 Business Cartoons .......................... $34. 
22i5 Business Images .............................. $38. 
4421 Events & Holiday Cart00ns ............... $34. 
4422 Newslelte! Castoons ....................... S34. 
2272 Personal Graphics ............................ S34. 
4423 Publications ..................................... $34. 
4419 EPS Animals & Nature ..................... $74. 
2744 EPS Business Art ............................. S74. 
2276 EPS Illustrations .............................. S74. 
4418 EPSSporu&Games ...................... $74. 
4420 EPS Symbols & lndusuy ................... $74. 

Vid eo Fusion 
5165 Videofusion ................................... $448. 

Virtus 
39139 Walk lhro!JQh ................................. S298. 

Maf>Iace 
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Vivid us 
4205 Cinemation ................................... S362. 

GRAPHICS HARDWARE 
Artix Technologies 

4853 Tamaracl:!l{XOCw/f'hotoShop .... S1498. 
CalComp 

5665 OrawingPad w/ Pressure Tip Pen ... $248. 
E-Mach i nesO 

5353 Powerlink ......... .. . ..................... $688. 
5352 Powerbook Presenter . ................... $488. 

Color Interface Cards 
3724 Futura SX •... ....................... ......... S498. 

lapis Technologies lncO 
5633 ProColorServcr8•16PDS/31l ......... S36B. 
6026 L-TV .... . .................................. $298. 

P10ColorSetver 8 
5628 NuBus .............................. S298. 
5636 LC IPerforma 4001 POS . . ..... $298. 
5632 PDS/31l .................................... . .. $298. 

P10Colo1Setve18• 16 
5629 Nu Bus ......... .......... ........... ..... .. $378. 
5637 LC IPerforma 4001 PDS .... .. S378. 
5633 PDS/31l .................. ............ .. $378. 

ProColorSetver 24 
5630 Nu Bus ......... ......... ..... . .. .. S458. 
5638 LC IPerforma 4001 POS .. .. .. . . .. ..... .. S458. 
5634 PDS/30 ........ S458. 

ProColorSetver 24X 
5631 N11Bus S53B. 
5639 LC (Performa 400) PDS .... 
5635 PDS/31l ... 

Monitors 
4700 Dual Page -Mono ....... . 
4698 Full Page Monochrome 

Logitech 0 

.. . .. $538. 
. .. $538. 

. . . 5600. 
.... $378. 

4983 FotoMan ................................... . S538. 
Microtek 

52311 ScanMaker II ........ .. ...................... $898. 
5239 ScanMaker Ille ............. ... ........... $1239. 
6018 Transparency Attach. .. .... . .. Call 
6017 Automatic Document Feeder ......... S511. 

NEC 
5918 Mac FG 24Xp f.olor Display Interface . S498. 
3838 3FGx 15· Color Monitor .................. $694. 
3839 4FG 15· Color Monitor .................... $794. 
5919 Multisyrc SFG 1r Color Monitor .. $1398. 

Newer Technology 
5715 VS()(Ouadrn 700/900) . .............. . $298 

lmageMagie 
5465 Ouadra/PDS .. $756. 

Radius 
6041 VOOiVision ..... .. . ........... $1798. 
6040 Vl!blVISion w/Adion & Premiere 2 O ... $2148. 
5663 Vl!blVisionw/Ac1ion &Videos/w ..... $1998. 

Monito1s 
5896 Precision Color Pivot ....... S988. 
4797 Two Page Oisplay/21 Mono ..... ... $1 198. 

Powe18ook Video Adapters 
4798 Power View .... 

Video Cards 
$498. 

4803 Color Pivot II Interface ..... .. . ..... S498. 
4791 PrecisionColor 8XJ ...... . $498. 
4794 Precisior1Color 24XP . . .. S498. 
4795 PrecisionColor 24XK .. .................... $798. 

Seiko l nstrumentsO 
3826 CM 1445 14" T rinitron .................... S498. 
5675 CM 1760LR 17"Trinitron .............. $1 149. 

SuperMacO 
5011 ThunderStorm ............... .. ............. S8SB. 

24 Bit Oisp/oy Cards 
5!Xl7 Spectrum/24 Selies N ............ .. S828. 
5094 Spectrum/24 PDQ Plus ................. $1545. 

Monochrome/Greyscale Monitors 
4169 Plat 2r 2·Page .................. S998. 

Supe1Mateh Co/01 Monito1s 
4167 lT MultimodeColor ..................... $998. 
5200 17-T Color ...... . ..... . ...... $1098. 
4168 20" Color .................. ..... .. ....... ... $1498. 
5101 2().TColor ....... . ... ...... ... ... $2548. 
5542 21"TwnPage Oisplay ........ ..... .. .. $2498 
4154 Display CalilJrntor ........... ............... $498. 

Video Caprure/Multimedia 
4148 Spigot&SoundNuBus .. ............... S478. 
4145 VideoSpigotlC .............................. $248. 
4143 VidenSpigot NuBus ........................ s.Jn. 
4144 VideoSpigot si .... .. .. ...................... $328. 

SPRING•1993 

UMAX Technologies Inc. 
6021 Scan Qffice-B&W Scan. .. $918. 
5516 UC 840 Flatbed $1498. 

WacomO 
5355 ArtZ ADB 6XB Tablet .. . .. . ..... $328 

12Xl2 Digitizers w/Co1dless Srylus 
ll31 Electro Static Firm .. $698. 
3032 Electro Static Soft . . .. $798 
3030 Standard Firm .. . ... S698. 
3029 Standard Soft ....................... ........ S698. 

Extra Styluses 
400 Pressue Sensitlll! Sl)lus·SOO/Cadiess ... ..... $98 

CD-ROM 
Bureau of Electroni c Publishing 

5695 Multimedia World Fact B< .... S38. 
5694 Great Literature .. .. ... $74. 
5693 Monarch Notes .......... . ............ S74. 
5696 U S. History ..................... . .. S298. 
5697 Countries-World Encyclopedia ....... $298. 

Metatec/DiscoveryO 
Nautilus 

5103 Mini Subscription Kit ...... . .. $20 
5929 fo· Windows .... . .. $20. 
3956 BackPac Vol. 1 . .. S44. 
4108 BackPac Vol. 2 ... . ...................... ... S44. 
4857 BackPac Vol. 3 ........................... .... $44. 
5930 BackPac Vol. 1-Windows ................. $44. 

NEC 
5922 CD Express ..................... ............. $428. 

Tex el 
5768 CD-ROM Drive· DM5024 .. ............ $659. 

Voyager Company, 
4862 A Silly Noisy House .......... .............. $46. 
5437 Baseball's Greatest Hits.... . ..... $60. 
5438 Comic Book Confidential ................. S22 
5440 Criterion Goes to the Movies ...... .. $19. 
5442 Hard Day's Night (The Beatles) ........ $24 
5443 I Photograph to Remember ............... $30. 
5444 last Chance to See .. .. ..... S45. 
5445 Poetry in Motion ............................. $22. 
5446 Rodney's Wonder Window ............ .. $30 
5447 To New Horizons ... ........ ..... ............. S22. 
5448 You Can't Get There From Here ........ S22. 

Warn er New M edia 
5184 Funny-The Movie In Quicklime ........ $28. 
5185 Desert Storm .... . ......... . .. S28. 
5186 TheView FromEanh ...... . .... $54. 
5187 The Magic flute (Cd Rom) ..... . S44. 
5188 The String Ouanet ......... .. S44. 
5189 A German Requiem ........ $44. 
51!ll The Orchestra ... . .............. $54. 
5191 Murmurs Of Eanh. .. ...... S40. 
5192 WordTales ............ .. ... ... . .. ........ $40. 
5384 Si Sports Almanac Cd ....................... $40. 
5987 How Computers Work .................... $54. 

Wayzata TechnologyO 
trol B8S in a Box·Arizona M.U.G Vol VI .. ..... S74. 
5981 CO FLn house 7.0 t PC .......................... S31. 
!mi Disc to the Future Pan 11-Prog. Ref. . .. ..... S78 
~ Down ToEar1h! .......... ...................... ... $158. 
5997 EPS Pro Volume 2 ............. .................. S124 
5971 EPS Professional Vo!urne 1 ............ .. $188. 
6001 Font fun House: PS Foots(Wir\IMacJ ....... S31. 
5900 Font Pro Vol. 1· The Essentials . ..... ........ S62 
5978 Font Pm Vol. 2· Types of D~tiri:tion ........ S62. 
5972 GAIA envirorunental resource .. .. ...... .... $158. 
5979 Gallery ofOrearns . ·················-··· . $62. 
6007 GEM Macintosl'(Public Dornain)2.0 .. ... .. S74 
5980 Magnif~ent 7-Educ/Games for Sys 7 ..... $48 
5999 MusicMadness . ..... . ... $62 
roll (kmn in MotionCoaSt.11 Ouicktirre alJlS ....... S114 
5977 Photo Pro Vrl.. l ·Panems of Nature ........ S78. 
5996 Photo Pm Vol. 2-People Domg Things .... $78. 
5973 Pho1ollank Vol. 1 . . ..... ..... ..... Sl 18 
5970 Quick Art De!uxe(1700TIFF Images) ..... $124 
SOOS Quick Art Deluxe(3300 TIFF Images) ..... $218. 
5976 Sound l i!Yary 2tXXl . ............................. $78. 
6003 Space,firre.& Art.f'ict. of the Unverse Sl24 
im; The Laser Printer Companion .................. $31. 
IID1 World factlxlok 1991 • Navigato: .... ..... S31 

Costar 
5553 Addressfl<press .. . ..... . $648. 
3947 AddressWriter ............................ $468. 
5669 AddressWriter RilJbon Canridge ....... $14. 
3456 labe!Writer 11 ........ .. $188. 

3457 labelWriter II Plus .. . ............ $248 
3992 labelWriter II labels 1260 labels) ....... S9. 
3993 LabelWriter II Labels 1700 labels) ........... S16. 
4613 Lab!IWriter Clear lalJels (2ffi labels) .. _ $9 
4623 l.atEM'rit!l' llistene l.ah!ls l200 labels) _ S9 
4621 labelWrit!l' ShiW'1'9 l.li:e!s IDl ~be~) .... Sl9 
4482 labelFeeder-1 Up Pin . . S65. 
4624 LabelWriter 2-Up l abels l700 labels I ...... S19. 

General Parametrics 
5903 Spectra Star Model OlOE ............ $3799. 
5379 Spectra Star Model 010 ............... S4598 

NewGen Systems 
5259 TurboPS 400p ....... 
5260 T urboPS 4408 . 
6020 T ulboPS 800p ..... 

Seiko lnstrumentsO 

. .... $1698. 
. ....... $3498. 

. ......... .... $2158. 

5676 Seiko Sman Label Printer Plus ....... $138 
Texas Instruments 

5481 Tl Microlaser PSl7·w/ AWetalk ........ S1248 
5479 TIMicrolaser PS 35 Tur!Jo.fWetalk .. $1598. 

ACCElERATION & MEMORY 
DayStar OigitalO 
FastCache Ouad1a 

4982 1700 & 900 Only) . 
4981 (700. !nl & 950) .. 

Turbo040 

. .. .. ....... $268. 
...... .... $398. 

5849 25Mhz Universol ......... $1198. 
5848 25Mhz !lei ... $1 198. 
5586 33Mhz Universal .. .. .... $1498. 
5585 33Mhz llci ........... . . ... $1498. 

Unive1sal PowerCache Aeeeleraw s 
3739 33Mhz .............. ................. . ..... S300. 
3740 40Mhz ............ ... . .. .. ... S59l 
3743 40Mhz w/FPIJ .. . ....................... $698. 
3741 50Mhz ··········································· S77B. 
3744 50Mhz w/FPU ....... . .......... $898. 

PowerCache Adaptors 
II. X. CX. Si, LC. SE. SE/30. Classic ea . ....... S46 

Newer TechnnlogyO 
SIMMS 

5366 8-MB low Profile..... . ..... $454. 
5992 16·MB .............. $657. 
5367 16-MB Low Profile ......................... S798. 
5993 16-MB · Radius Rocket ........... ....... S789. 

PowerBook Memory 140/ 145/170. 
5310 6-MO Pseudo-Static. 

PowerBook Memory 160/ 180 
. ... $314. 

5610 4-MB Pseudo-Static ....................... $221l. 
5311 6-MB Pseudo-Static ......... $328. 
5368 8-MB Pscudo·Static .. . . ..... S458. 
5359 IO·MB Pseudo-Static ...................... $564. 

l'owe1Book Memory 210/230 (ORAM/ 
5594 4·MB Base Module ... .. ........... $239. 
5595 4·MB Upgrade Module ...... $284 
5596 8·MB Up<Jrade Module ................ $499. 
5370 8·MB Module .............. $498 
5371 12-MB Module ... . .. .... $698. 

Radius 
5227 RocketShare .. . ..... S448. 
5674 SCSl-2 Booster ......................... .. ... $268. 

Accelerators 
4777 Rocket 25i .... ..... .... . ........... $1218. 
4779 Rocket 33MHz .... . .. .. ......... $1898. 

SIMMO 
5606 4-MB 70ns w/PALChip Ill & !IX) ..... $198. 
5555 4·MB 70ns l4x8) ........ . ....... $158. 
3964 6·MB Psuedo-Statc (PB 100) .......... $269. 

PowerBook Memory 140/170 
3965 6-MB Psuedo-Stati: ............ . .. $269. 

Single lnline Memory Modules 
3179 1-MB 80ns 
4754 16-MB High Profile ..... . 
4755 16·MBLowProfile ... . 
3701 2-MB 70ns .. 
2770 SIMM FX 4-MB 80ls 

Video RAM for LC. Ouadra 
4338 512K . .................... . 

Stratos Innovat ions 

............... $49. 
. ........ $598. 

. ... .. $648. 
. ... S79. 
. ... $138. 

. ...... S69. 

5319 SIMM Remover ........................ S9. 

NEIWORKS & MODEMS 
Apple Computer 

4611 Appleshare Server 3.0 .. . .......... $958. 
4610 Appletalk Remote Access .............. $149. 

Asante 
5687 AsantePrint Thick/Thin ....... $358. 

5478 AsantePrint Thick/lOBASE/T .. ....... $358. 
AsanteHub 

4095 lOTHub/ll .... . ... ...... S258. 
3445 lOTHub/12 ................................ S528. 

EUierNet Cards 
II, /Ix, /lex. /lei. 11/x 

2586 MacCont llE64 
2887 MacCon+ llET64 
3705 MacCon3 NB .. 

llsi &SE/30 

..... Sl68. 
...... $168. 
. .... $205. 

3403 MacCont 301ET64 ......... ....... ......... $168. 
SCSI M apte1s 

4091 EN/SC ....... ............. $298. 
4092 EN/SC-lOT ...... S258. 
4093 EN/SC PB .... . ................... S36ll 
4094 EN/SC-1 OT PB .. . . . . . . .......... .. S288 
5745 EN/SC PB SCSI Adaptor Cable ......... $56. 

CE SoftwareO 
OuickMail 2.5 

3424 10 Users ... . ................... ........ $365. 
Dayna CommunicationsO 

5939 DOS Mounter Plus ..... . ........ $54. 
4958 NetScope Console ........ ............. S268. 
4961 NetScope Probe ........................... . $368. 
4959 NetScope System Boodle .......... .... $658. 
4955 NcllWrl< Management System ...... $748. 
4956 NellWrl< Vital Signs . . S268. 
5229 PathRnder ..... .. .. $648 . 

OaynaPORT Ethe111et Ca1ds 
3766 E/30-T .. . ........ $148. 
3763 f/11 ...... ······· $148. 
4989 E/11·3 ........... . ........ $198. 
3769 EJl.C-f P ............. . ............... S248. 
3768 EJl.C-T . ..... . .... $148 . 
3770 EJl.C-TFP ............ . .............. $248. 
3773 E/si·FP ... $248. 
3772 E/si-T.. ........ $148. 
3774 E/si-Tf P ..... . ..... $248. 

OaynaPQRT External Ethernet Adap1ers 
4601 SCSI/link Thin .... $278. 
4602 SCSl/link-3 .... . ........... ........ $328. 
4603 SCSl/link-T .. .......................... .. .... $278. 
4295 SCSI/link PB ........ .... .. . $298. 
4297 SCSVUnk-3 PB ..................... ..... $348. 
4296 SCSl/Link-T PB ............................. $298. 

OaynaSTAR Ethernet Hubs 
4334 lOT Hub/8 ................... .. 
4336 lOTHW/12 ... . 

LocalTalk to E;hemet Adapte1s 
3240 EtherPrint Plus ... .. . 
3241 EUierPrint-TPlus 
5228 EtherPrint 3 ...... .. . 
5230 EtherPrint 3 Plus 
4602 OaynaFORT SCSl/link·3 

Ec l ectec Software 
5164 NetVantage II ... 

FarallonO 

. ... S248. 
. ........... $698. 

. ... . $468. 
......... S4S8. 

. ... $398. 
.. ... ........ $498. 

... $328. 

. ..... $698. 

5931 Timbuktu 5.0 ..... . ... $138. 
5936 Timbuktu 5.0110 Pl<J ........ . ... $684. 
5938 Timbuktu 5.0 130 Pl<) . .... .. .... .. .. ... .. S 1498. 
1572 Timbuktu Remote 3.0 .................... $139. 
5932 Timbukru 1.0 for Windows .... .. ...... S138. 
5853 localPath Software ....................... $142. 
5727 PhoneNe: Card PC Localtalk IPN381) ..... $269. 
5852 Powerl'ath .... ................................ $104. 
4238 StarController 124 Pon) PN377 ...... $1296. 

Ethe1Mae Networking Cards 
4532 EtherMac 11-C .... $214. 
4534 EthcrMac LC- lOT . . .... $158. 
4531 EtherMa: 11- lOT ............ ..$158. 
4542 EtherMac 30i-10T ..... ... . ........... $194. 
4547 EtherMac SE-C . . . ......... $214. 

Global VillageO 
Power Pon 

4815 Bronze 2400 ..... . ................. S178. 
4813 Gold v.32bis .. . ....... $419. 
4814 Silver 9600 ..... ............................. $368. 

TelePon Desktop 
5549 Bronze 2400 .. $198. 
5547 Gold v.321Jis ............................... S425. 
5548 Silver 9600 ... $368. 

Hayes 
5655 SmanCorn 11 3.4 .. ................. S79. 
4916 Optima 24 Mac Bundle ........... .... $148. 
4917 Optima 96 Ma: Bundle . . ..... S388. 

lnterConO 
5195 Woildlink ......... . ..... $26. 
5400 lnterPrint .......... . Sl 70. 
5200 Planet X ..... .... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. S268 
5199 NFS/Share .... . .... ...... ... $268. 
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5198 TCP Connect II .............................. S170. 
5400 NFS/Share/TCP Coonecl II ............. SS18. 

Lotus Development CorpO 
5921 cc:Mail Pla1fonn Padc .................... S399 

Mercury Systems, lnc.O 
511 1 maclNTfRCOMM ........................... S78. 
5767 madNTERCOMM Bundle Ed. .......... S39. 

PCDN 
2874 Hyper-Ne! Din 8 ............................... $15. 

P.Shoorer 12 Port 
5207 locall alk Acuve Siar fUJ .............. S498 
59'.iS NB Apple Share Comroller ............. $478. 
5920 Punch 1»M1 Block ........................... $88. 

Prometheus ProductsO 
5915 Ullima Home Office PB .................. $298. 
4565 Home Office Ultima 14 4 ................ $398. 
4564 Home Office 24196 ............ ... ......... $198. 

PSI lntegretionO 
COMstition 

5452 1·9648 FAX/2400 Modem .............. S148. 
5451 2-9600 FAX/2400 Modem .............. S258. 
5450 3.m Modem 14.4 V.32bis ............ Call. 
5449 4·0000 FAX/MOdem ...................... $338. 
5340 5144 FAJW.32bs14.4 Mcmnw,ool _ $398. 
5453 Comstation Nel\vOO: ...................... Sl98. 

Po\\aMocbn-PB 
5456 ~0048 FAX/2400 Modem ............ $148. 
5455 1~m FAX/2400 V.42bts Modem .. S248. 
5454 111·0000 FAX/0000 V .32 Modem ..... $329. 
5339 rl-144fAXN.321is.144Mmnw,ool _S388 

Relisys 
4854 Tefax2136 .................................... $698. 

Software Architects Inc. 
5267 laplop Liberalllf ............................. Sl98. 

Spider Island SoftwareO 
TclcFir<b-

3945 Group Ed..lJnlimited ....................... $272. 
STF Technologies, Inc. 

4633 FAX Stf Universal ............................. S55. 
5102 FAX Manager Plus .......................... $74. 
4635 FAX Stf Net .................................... $79. 

Supra Corp.O 
SupmMoclcm 

2252 2400 ................. .. ............ .. .. $78. 
2589 24~ .......... -..................... $116. 

&v.i FaxModcm Po\\\'rllook 
5575 144PB ............................................ $298. 
5935 144PB Plus ................................... S428 

Su(r.l FaxModcm Dcokrql 
3931 Plus MacPac ................................ $168. 
4469 V.32 ............................................ $252. 
4016 V.32 MACPAC ............................... $298. 
4470 V.32bis ··················-······················ $298. 
4017 V .32bis MACPAC ···-············· ....... $345. 

T/ Maker 0 
4425 FaxMania ··············-························$19. 

STORAGE 
Applied EngineeringO 

2982 AEHD Supe!drive ........................... $219. 
DataPlaco Ltd.O 
Extcmal I Jani Drives 

5277 OP+42·MB Quanum ..................... $318. 
5278 OP+ 85-MB Quantum ..................... $398. 
5279 DP+ 127·MB Quantum ................... $478. 
5300 DP+ 240-MB Ouantum ................... S754. 

lntcmal I !uni Drives 
5281 DP+42-MB Quantum ..................... $218. 
5282 OP+SS.MBOuanum ..................... $318. 
5284 OP+ 127-MB Quantum ................... $378. 
5307 DP+ 240-MB Ouanl!Jrtl ................... SS94 

Removable S}~ Hord Drives 
4197 DP+44·MB w/can ......................... $498. 
4198 DP+88-MBw/can. ........................ SS28. 

IDMEGAO 
5698 MacAoptical 21MB ....................... $478. 
5893 MacAqitical 21MB Media .............. $24. 
5712 MacAoptical 21MB Media 5 Pak ..... $98. 

Bcmoulli Ori\'CS 

5012 MacTransportable90PRO ............. $499 
3501 Transponable90 FRQ .................... $898. 
5609 MacTransponableMultiOisk 150 ... $799. 

llemoulli Mcdi:i 
3531 90·MB Cart ................................... $142. 
2737 Tri·Pack 44-MB Cartridges .. .. ......... S285. 
3503 Tri·Pack 90-MB Cans ..................... $418. 

llcmoulli Mcxfa- MultiDisk ISO Only 
571 B 35-MB Cans .................................... $48. 

5719 65-MB Cart ··············-···················· $75. 
5720 tlJ5.MBCans .................................. $98. 
5721 150-MB Cans. ............................. $144. 
5710 Tri·Padc35-MBCans .................... $138 
5709 Tri-Pack 65-MB Cans ..................... S221. 
57<Jl Tri-Padc H&MBCans ................. $288. 
5707 Tri-Pack tSO-MBCans ................... $424. 

M ac's Place 
Exrcm:tl Drive Enclo6ures 

4062 Half Height ...................................... S98. 
PLIO 

5040 CO ROM Drive ............................... S579. 
5910 Pll 120MB Ext. Totable Drive ......... $798. 
5733 l\J 12™8 lit Go OrM! for PtM1irilook.. .. 5600. 
5729 Pl.I CD ROM Drive MultiSession ..... $698. 

Infinity 
5728 Removable 88 R/W 44 ................... $678. 
5039 Aoptical 21 MB .............. $394. 
5036 Optical 3.5" ........... ....................... $1448. 
5037 Optical 515· .................. .. ............ $2748. 

SonyO 
SaiyDNrcrJ<s 

3109 Double SideClOPak .......................... $9. 
5612 DoubleSided4Colllf 10 Pak ............ SlO. 
31<Jl Double DensittBulk 50 Pa~ ............. S30 
:ml High Density 10 Pak ......................... Sl 5. 
5897 High Oensity4 Color 10 Pak ............. SIB. 
3331 High Densi1y-l!ulk 50 Pak. ··············- SS8 
5857 3.5· 4MB 10Pak .............................. $74. 

Tope-Dora Gutridgcs 
5869 1/4" DIC 150MB .............................. S21. 
5870 1/4" DIC 250MB .............................. S28. 
5872 114· DIC 525MB ............................. $32. 
5868 1/4" Mini O,t 12™8 ...................... $19 
5866 1/4. Mini O,t 40MB ........................ S15. 
sen 08Bmm2.5/5.0 GB ......................... $15. 
5800 08 Cleaning Cart ............................. S27. 
3687 OAT4mm DG 90M 2GB .................... S22. 
5882 DAT 4mm Cleaning Cart .................. $14. 
5873 OICOO OOMB Fomlatted ................... S 19. 
5874 OICBO 120MB Formatted .................. $24. 

Magneto Oplical Disks 
4478 3.5" · 128 MB Rewritable ................ $54. 
4474 5.25" · 650 MB Rewritable ............. $1 18. 
5856 5.25' -594 MB Rewri1able .............. $118. 
5891 3.5" lens Cleaning Can .................... $36. 
5892 3.5' Disks Cleaning Kit ..................... $42. 
5886 515· Lens Cleaning Can .................. SSS. 
5890 5.25· Jewel Case ............................... $9. 

Sy quest 
2269 44·MB Cartridges ............................ S69. 
3458 88-MB Cartridges .......................... $107. 

PROGRAMMING 
Ariel Publishing 0 

5716 Inside Basi: Subscription ................. S32. 
5717 CDEV.City ........................................ $32. 

Bowers DevelopmentO 
4099 AppMakerl.5 .................. $214. 

Staz Software 
5713 PG:Pro ..................... .. .. ..... $166. 

SymantecO 
3524 THINK C 5.0 ............. . ............... $198. 
3584 THINK Pascal 4.0 ........ ................. $164. 
2257 Just Enough Pascal .......................... $49. 
5672 THINK Reference 2.0 ....................... $75. 

TGS Systems O 
3616 Prograph 2.5 .. . ............................ $298. 

UserLand Software 
4211 Frontier 2.0 ................................... $184. 

ZedcorO 
5647 FutureBASIC .................................. Sl62. 

With PG:Pro & Inside Basic .................... S328 

Add ison Wesley 
5653 l\ldPixAroundtheWor1d ................ $10. 

Inside Macinta;h 
4893 Files ................................................ $22. 
4892 Mac T oobox Essentials ................... S26. 
4895 Memoty .......................................... $18. 
4894 Processes ....................................... Sl 7. 
4891 DverView .......... . ........... St5. 

Inside Out Series 
3594 learn Cw/Thin C Lite ....................... S2B. 
2997 ResEdit Cornpl. w/Disk .... .. ............. $23. 

Bantam Books 
3039 HyperCard Handbook ...................... $21. 

m 

Peachpit Pross 
4879 An of Darkness ............... . ...... $14. 
3757 Camas 3 0 The Book ....................... $18. 
4052 Little Mac WOid 5 Book ................... $14. 
4985 Macintosh Bible 4th Edition ............. $19. 
5343 Mac Bible 4lh/Disk Canbo .............. $32. 
5344 Mac Bible 41h/Super Comoo ............ $40. 
3752 Macintosh Font Book ....................... $18. 
3755 OuarkXPress Book ........................... S20. 
5989 The Dead Mac Scrolls ...................... $19. 

Prentice Hall 
5274 Design Essentials ............................ S26. 
5644 Usuig FileMaker Pro 2.0 ................... $19. 

Prima Publishing-
5226 PageMaker 4.2: Everything 10 Know $14. 
5543 QLicktime: Making Movies· Mac .... $18. 
5225 Superl'aint 3: EVCf'(lhing to Know .... $18. 

Ventana Press 
4820 Mac Shareware 500 Book & Disks ... S28. 
4432 System 7 Book/Disk Set .................. $24. 

The Voyager Company 
~Book Series 

5272 Exparded Book Toolkit ................... S198. 
5995 The Autobiography of Malcolm X ..... Sl 7. 
5-113 AirusirYJ Ot.wsell'es/ Brave 11\!w Wald ... $17. 
5415 Backlash .......................................... $17. 
5418 CompleteAnno1atedAlice ............... $17. 
4897 Compfete HitdtH1kelsGtide ........... $17. 
5269 CornpleieStoriesVol. 1 ·Asimov ..... $17. 
5419 Diet for a New America ................... $17. 
5420 Gone to Soldieis ............................. Sl7. 
5421 Guardian Angel/Double Indemnity ... S17. 
5-129 lrt.'isibleMan ................................... $17. 
5422 Jurassic Parle .............................. ... .. $17. 
5-124 Ncuromaocei/Count Zero,IMooa Lisa ...... $17. 
5270 Picture of Dorian Gray-Wilde ............ $17. 
5426 Revolution from Within .................... $17. 
S427 Sailllf Song ...................................... $17. 
5428 Savage Inequalities ......................... $17. 
5430 Selected Stories of Eudoca Welty ..... $17. 
5423 The Mind's Sky ............................... S17. 
5425 The Pelican Brief .............................. $17. 
5431 The Sound and the Ful'( ................... S17. 
5271 Zen/MOto<cycJe Maintenance .......... $17. 

Abbott SystemsO 
4182 Cale+ ............................................... $38. 
4008 CanOpener 2.0 ............. ................... S62. 

Aladdin SystemsO 
4971 Stuffft Deluxe 3 0 ............................. SSS. 
4969 Stufflt SpaceSa\'e1 ........................... S38. 

Amaze Inc 
5348 Far Side Daily P1amei Vol. 2 ............ $49. 
4590 Cathy Planner .................................. $39. 

Apple Computer 
5247 At Ease ............................ ................ $46. 
4609 Macintosh PC Exchange ................... S59. 
5255 System 7.1 Personal l)fzyade .......... $89. 
5485 System 7.1 Group U~rade ............ $388. 

Berkeley Systems 
1232 After Dar1c 2.0 .................................. $29. 
3430 More After Dark 2.0 ........ ................. $24. 
3523 After Dar1c & MA D. Bun .................. $39. 
5341 Siar Trek Screen Saver .................... $35. 

CE SoftwareO 
3388 OuicKeys 2.1 ·············· ......... . ......... $89. 

Central Point SoftwareO 
4626 Mac Tools Deluxe Version 2 .......... Sl 12. 

Claris Clear Choice 
5699 BrushSuolres ................................. S98. 
5700 Retrieve It! ...................................... $62. 

Component Software Industries Corp. 
5519 Icon Galleiy ..................................... $38. 

ConnectixO 
4861 CPU.connectix PB Utilities ............... $49. 
5916 Vi111Jal30 ................. ...................... S49. 
5917 CPU-Virtual 3.0 Bundle ..................... S62. 

CSG Technologies 
5147 COPYnglt ........................................ S31. 
5253 COPYright Pro .................................. S49. 

Dat aViz 
5373 Maclink Plus PC V7.0 W/Cable ....... $128. 

Dantz Development 0 
5491 DiskFit Direct .................................. $30. 
3925 DiskFit Pro ....................................... S72. 
6048 Retrospect 2.0 ....... . ....... S145. 
6049 Retrospect 2.0 w/Remole 10 pk ..... $268. 

Dayna CommunicationsO 
5974 Safe0eposi1 ................................... s11a 
5975 Safelleposit ~ ........................ S27a 

Delta Tao SoftwareO 
4325 Wrnlef Print .................................. $38. 

Fifth GenerationO 
5316 AutoOoubler .................................... $62. 
2581 DisklJoubler ..................................... $48. 
4600 Suitcase Vl.1 .................................. S49. 
4207 Supert.aserSpool ............................. $98. 
5661 Public Utilities .................................. $91. 

FWB 
3935 Hard Disk ToolKil ................... ... .. ... $126. 
5732 Hard Disk ToolK~·Personal ............... $54. 
5731 CD ROM ToolKit... .. ............. $54. 

GDT Softworks 0 
4753 PowerPrint ....................................... $94. 
5722 Powerl'rinl/L T ................................ $268. 

Golden TriangleO 
5233 TimesTwo ....................................... $99. 

lnline DesignO 
5928 BillySteirbef!fSPll Toofs ................. $62. 
4852 lnit Picker 3 ..... ................................ $38. 
5650 lnline ~ ...................................... S78. 
!illil PB TooMnlineSyoc/Tesserae ........ $1!'1. 

Insignia Sol utions 
5702 RapidTrak ........................................ $84. 

Soft PC 
5924 Universal 3.0 .................................. $104. 
5925 Professional 3.0 ............................. $199. 
4819 With Windows .............................. $318. 
4693 AccessPC 2.0 ................................... S59. 
5923 Soft Node 2.0 .................................. $'95. 

Kent MarshO 
3978 FolderSolt ........................................ $75. 

Leader TechnologiesO 
5010 PowetMerge ................................. $79. 

Logical Solutions, lnc.O 
6046 7th Heaven 2.5 ................................ $74. 
5927 Otarneleon ...................................... $38. 

MAXA Corporation 
5376 Snooper2.0wMrex ................. ..... $128. 
5'5Tl Sooopei 2.0 Nubus Kil wMrex ...... $178. 

MicroMat 
4417 MacEKG2.0 ................................... $89. 

No Hands SoftwareO 
4860 Magnet ........................................... $78. 
5899 Common Grcml ............................ $124. 

Nova Development 
4491 Kaboom! ......................................... $28. 

Now SoftwareO 
5017 NowUtilities 4.0 .............................. S84. 
5400 Now Ufrlo-Date 2.0 ........................ SS4. 
5410 NowUp-To-Date2.05User ........... m4. 
5409 Now Up-To-Oa1e 2.010User ......... $598. 

SymantecO 
5654 Nonon Essentials for PB .................. $88. 
4303 N0rton Utilities2.0 .......................... $95. 
5591 SAM. 3.5 ....................................... $65. 

Teknosys 
4086 Helpl .......... .................................... $89. 

ENTERTAINMENT 
Accolade 

3530 Hardball II ........................................ $32. 
3290 lshido:The Wiff of Stones ................ S32. 

Activision, Inc. 
4435 lost Treasures ol lnfocom Vol. 1 ...... S38. 

Amtex Software 
5032 TriS!an ........................................... S39. 

Baseline PublishingO 

2659 Talking Moose ································· $22. 
Broderbund 

1281 Carmen Sao Diego (U.SA}? .............. S29. 
1200 Camten San Diego (World)? .......... _. $29. 
44li Carmen San Oiego(WOl1d. Oeluxe" ... _. $47. 
4437 Playmaker Football: Color ................. $18. 
4549 Prince of Persia ....... ......................... S29. 
3604 The Playrotrn 2.0 ............................ S29. 

Bungie Software 
5007 Mino1aur1D(2·Pakl ........................ $45. 

Callisto Corp. 
5686 Super Mines ............................ .. ...... $31. 

Casady & GreeneO 

,,. °"""'"'MijP~ce 



• PRODUCT LISTINGS 

3883 Fun Bundle .. .. ...... ... $68. 
3882 Glider 4.0 ................. ...................... S34. 
5372 More Glider .... .. .................. $20. 
4340 Mission Thunderbolt . .. ...... $41. 

Changeling Software 
4992 Pax lmperia ........ 

Deadly GamesO 
.. .... ... $34. 

3895 Banle of Britain II ............................. $34. 
3894 Bomber 2 fw/Headphones) .............. $31. 
53fiO M-4 (w/Headphooes) ....................... S34. 

Delta Tao SoftwareO 
2891 Strategic Conquest 3.0 ................... $37. 
5006 Spaceward Ho! 3.0 ... .. ...... $37. 

DigiTek Software 
4250 Hole-In-One Golf .............................. $24. 
5257 Big Business .................................... $24. 

Electronic Arts 
4557 40 Boxing ........................................ $32. 
3496 PGA Tour Golf .................................. $38. 
4175 T oumamem Coorse Disk .................. $16. 
6022 Putt Putt Joins the Parade ................ $32. 

Graphic Simulations 
4070 HEllCATS ... ................................ $39. 
4998 HELLCATS-Missions at lsyte Gulf .... $22. 

ICOM Simulations 
Sherlock Holmes CD-ROM 

3f157 Consulting Detective Vol. I ............... $39. 
5396 Consulting Detective Vol. II .............. $44. 

lnline Design 
3493 3 in Three .................... ................. $31. 
5358 Cogito .. .. ................ $38. 
3494 Mutant Beach .......... .. .................... $38. 
5359 S.C.OUT ......................... .. ... S38 
5356 Swamp Gas · Europe ....................... $38. 
3492 Swamp Gas · USA ........ .. ....... $31. 
3134 Tesserae .............. ... $31. 
5357 The Tinies ............ . ................ $38. 

Interplay Productions 
3821 Battle Chess .......................... ....... $29. 
3822 Checkmate .................... .. ...... $32. 

ISM, Inc. 
4326 Surgeon 3. The Brain .. .. .... $32. 
4377 Surgeon 3, The Brain· B&W ..... ..... $28. 

KonamiO 
5942 Bill Elliott's Nascar Challenge .......... $28. 

lucaslilm Games 
2697 Indiana Jones/last Crusade ............. $32. 
4472 Secret of Monkey Island .................. $38. 

Maxi s 
5679 A Train .......................... .. .. $45. 
5689 A Train Construction Set ......... $22. 
3326 Robosport ................................ .. .... S35. 
5492 Sim Life .................................. .. ..... $42. 
3928 SimAnt .................................. .. ...... $35. 
7$7 SimEarth .... .. ..... $41. 
5952 Sm:ity~wta&WTenain f.Ota- ..... $34. 

MicrosoftO 
3532 Flight SimulatOl 4.0 ........................ $42. 

Pluma Software 
4640 Capitalist Pig 

Prima Publis hing 
.. $34. 

5224 Maivelous Mac Games .............. .... $18. 
Psygnosis 

5459 lemmings ............ .. .... ........... .. ....... $35. 
Reactor Inc. 

4079 Creepy CasUe .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... $32. 
5100 Spaceship Warlock .......................... SSB. 

Sanctuary Woods 
5168 Victor VectorNampires Coffin .. .. .. ... $39. 

Sierra On-line 
4030 King's Ouest V .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ........ .. .. ... $42. 
4737 Red Baron ...................................... S42. 

Soft Wars 
4528 Full Metal Mac ............. . .. ... $26. 

Software HeavenO 
3120 OIDS .. .... .. ........ .. .. .. .... .. . .. .... $24. 

Spectrum HolobyteO 
5382 Fa I coo MC ........ .. .. ..... S42. 
5146 SuperTetris .. .. .. ...... .............. .. .... ... .. $28. 
3939 WordT ris ........ .. .. .. ........................... $29. 

Starboard Software 
5318 Sailing Master .......... .................. ... S42. 

Strategic Simulations 
5082 AD&D: Pools of Darkness ................ $38. 
3849 AD&D: Silverblades ........ .. .... ........ .. . $38. 
2704 AD&D:Curse of Azure Bonds ...... .. .... $38. 

SPRING•1993 

5083 AD&D:The Dark Queen of Krynn ....... S38. 
Strateg ic Studies Group 

2240 American Civil WarVol 1 ................. $31. 
3933 Warlords ........................................ $38. 
6029 Carriers at War (Color Only) .............. $43. 
603{) Carriers atWar(Windows) .............. $43. 

Three Sixty Pacific 
2706 Harpoon .......................................... $39. 
5086 v IOI ViCtOIY .................................... $38. 

Triad Publishing, LTD 
4578 Lottery Tracker & Wheeler 4.0 ......... S29. 

Varcon Systems 
5162 Diamonds....... .. ... $26. 

VelocityO 
3500 Spectre ........... .. ........... S38. 
5951 Spectre Supreme .. ......................... S42. 

Virgin Games 
4001 Monopoly ........................................ $31. 
4428 RISK ................................................ $31. 
4000 Sr.rabble Deluxe .............................. S31. 
4429 Spirit of Excalibur ............................. $31. 
4984 Vengeance of Excalibur ..................... S31. 
5520 Caesars Palace ................................ $19. 
5521 Club Racquetball ............................. $19. 

Warner New Media 
5001 Hell Cab ............ .. ............ $68. 
5184 Funny-The Movie in Ouiclctime ......... $28. 

EDUCATION 
Broderbund 

5600 Arthu(s Teacher Trouble-CD ............ S49. 
3603 Kid Pix Vl 2 ..................................... $35. 
4622 Kid Pix Companion .............. $24. 
4257 MacGlobe ....................................... S35. 
4258 MacUSA ......................................... $29. 
4210 Spelunx ........................................... S29. 

living Books 
4284 Just Grandma and Me-CD ............. $35. 

Carina Software 
5714 Vcr1ager II .................................... .. S98. 

Davidson & Ass ociatesO 
5149 Kid Works 2 ..................................... $35. 
3390 Math Blaster Plus ............................ $36. 
3607 SATPersonalTrainer ....................... $36. 

Edm arkO 
5182 Kid!lesk ........................................... S26. 
5183 Millie's Math House ........................ $31. 

Great Wave SoftwareO 
5850 Daisy Quest ........... .. ...................... S35. 
3306 Number Maze • Color . .. ......... $36. 

Image Smith 
5911 Yearn 2 Lsam Peanuts ................... $39. 

ISM, Inc. 
4363 Stocymation · Color ............. .. ......... S32. 

Knowledge Revo lution 
4580 Fun Physics .................................... $74. 
4581 Interactive Physics 11 ..... .. ....... $298. 

learning CompanyO 
1720 Math Rabbit ...... . .. .... $35. 
5569 Reader Rabbit 2 .................... ........... S35. 
4009 Super Solve!s Spellbound! ............... S35. 

Leister ProductsO 
5473 Reunion 3.0 ........ .. ........ $115. 

MacAcademy 
Vidro Training 

4th Dirrension-6 levels ea . ..... .. ......... $32. 
Accountant lnc.·2 levels ea .................. $32. 
Canvas 3.0.3 levels ea ................. .. .. ... S32. 
Claris Works-4 levels ea . ..................... S32. 
Excel 4·5 lcvels ea . .. .. .. ................ .... ... S32. 
fileMaker-4 levels ea . ................ .... .. .. . $32. 
Freehand 4·levels ea .............. ............ $32. 
Hypercard 3 ·Levels ea ................... .. .... S32. 
lllustratOI 3.2-3 levels ea ..................... S32. 
lotus 1·2·3·3 levels ea . ......... .. .. .... ..... S32. 
MacDraw Pro · 2 levels ea . .................. $32. 
Macintosh Sys. 7· 3 Levels ea . .... .. ........ $32. 
MacProject Pro -3 levels ea . .. .... ...... ..... S32. 
Macromind Direct014 levels ea . .......... S32. 
MacWrite II · 2 Levels ea ...................... S32. 
MS Word 5.1-4 levelsea ....... .. ............. $32. 

5820 Netwocking System 7 .......... ........... $32. 
PageMaker 5.0-4 Levels ea ................... S32. 

5821 Paints & Draws · Video .. .. .. .. ........ .... $32. 
Persuasion 2.1 ·2 levels ea ................... S32. 
PhotoShop 2.0. 4 levels ea .............. .. ... $32. 

5826 PowerBooks . Video ......................... S32. 
PowerPoint 3.0 ·2levels ea .................. $32. 
QuarkXPress 3.1· 3 levels ea ................ $32. 
Quicken- 21.evels ea ............................. S32. 
Quick Time ·2 levels ea. . .. ............... $32. 
Resolve -3 levels ea ............................. $32. 
SuperPaint ·3 le-leis ea ........................ $32. 
WordPerlect 2.1 ·2 levels ea ............... $32. 
Works 3.0 ·Video 4 Levels ea .............. $32. 

MECCO 
3484 The Oregon Trail .................... ........ S28. 

Microlytics 
5232 Random House Encyclopedia ........... $69. 

Missing Li nko 
5150 Algebra I HomeYlllrk Tutor .............. $49. 

Nordic SoftwareO 
Md<Xls 

1004 Pre·Schoolpack ....... $35. 
Optimum Resource, Inc. 

4877 Stickybear's Reading Room .. .. S34. 
Personal Training Systems 
Word 5.I 

4568 Wl Beginning Word ................ ...... $48. 
4569 W2 Intermediate Level ..................... $48. 
4570 W3 Advanced Word ............ $48. 
4571 W4 Additional Features ................... $48. 

E.xce14.0 
6012 XL 1 Beginning Spreadsheets ............ $48. 
6011 Xl2 Intermediate Sp.-eadsheets ....... $48. 
&113 Xl3 Advanced Spreadsheets ............ $48. 
6014 XL4 Creating Bvsiness Graphs .......... $48. 
6015 Xl.5 Powerful Spceadsheets ............. $48. 
6016 XL6 Macros .............. .. ....... $48. 

Sierra On-lineO 
5533 Alphabet Blocks ....... .. ......... $31. 

Software Toolworks 
5954 Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing V2.0 . $32. 
4878 New Grolier Elect. Encyclopedia.CD $238. 

Transparent languageO 
4865 French .. .. .................... $88. 
4866 German Package .. .. ........................ $88. 
5703 Italian Package ................................ SBB. 
4864 Spanish Package ........................... $88. 

MUSIC 
Ars NovaO 

1209 Practica Musica 2.3 ......................... $68. 
5153 Songworks ...................................... $68. 

Interactive Records O 
5744 So You Want to be a Rock aA'.I Roll Star . $62. 

MacromediaO 
4552 MacRecorder Pro .. ....................... $248. 

Mark of the Unicorn Inc. 
5412 Perlormer ...................................... $374. 
5414 Digital Perlormer ........................... $674. 
5417 MidiTime Piece ll .......................... $448 
5416 Mosaic . .. ................. $448. 

Opcode SystemsO 
3534 EZ Music Starter Kit ....................... Sl 58. 
3083 MIDI T ranslatOI ............................... S42. 
2900 Vision ............................................ S348. 

Passport DesignsO 
4831 MusicTime .................................. $164. 
2917 Audio Trax. .. ......... $198. 

Software Toolworks 
4072 Miracle (Piano T eacherl ........ .. ..... S348. 

Voyager Company 
5475 Voyager CD Audio ToolKit .............. $146. 

ACCES.SORIFS 
3M 

5033 Disks·Optical 128 MB 31/2" .. ........ $44. 
ACCO USA Intl. Inc. 

4925 1-Line PlusFaxSwitch ... $105. 
4918 ClampCopyholder .. .... ..................... $28. 
4949 Diskette Suspend-A· Tray .............. .. ... SB. 
4947 DislceneTubl00) .............................. $14. 
1027 DislcPage/10 Pages/120 Disks .......... $35. 
4945 Partition light Black ...... .... ...... ......... $55. 
4943 Partition Light Platinum .................... $55. 
4923 Power Master Center .. .......... .. ...... .. . $88. 
4926 Space Maximizer Copyhoider ........... S25. 
4942 Space Maximizer light Black ........... $54. 
4941 Space Maximizer Light Platinum ...... $54. 
4929 Virm Clip Copyholder .... .. ................... $8. 

4932 Weighted Base lijlt Black .............. $52. 
4930 Weighted Base light Platinum ......... $52. 

Diskette Storage Tray 
4954 Holds 1301 .......................................... $7. 
4953 Holds 00 .......... .. ................. $14. 

Light Cyfu.rical Shade 
4938 ClamJTOO light Black ....................... SSS. 
4939 Clamp-on li~ht Platinum .................. SSS. 

Light S)'11111l!1rical Shade 
4936 Clamp-on light Black ....................... S54. 
4934 ClarJl)-Ofl light Platinum .................. $54. 

Surge Prorector 
4919 2 Outlet .............. .......................... $25. 
4920 4 Ou!let .............. .. .......... $29. 
4921 60Ullet ........................................... $41. 
4922 6 Outlet w/Phone .......... .. $47. 

Advanced GravisO 
5079 Mousestick II . .. ....... ....... $62. 
5217 GamePad Mac ............................ ... $34. 

Apple 
1205 Toner/laserWriter II ............... ....... $98. 

AXiON 
5174 AXiON SwitJ:h . $124. 

Battery Technology Inc. 
5100 PB Battery(140,145.160. 170,100) ..... $64. 
5725 PowerCharger PB Battery Charger .... $94. 
5726 PowerBook Starter Kit ...... . $138. 

Colorado SpectrumO 
4826 The Mouse Yoke............. .. .. S29. 

CoStarO 
5959 Stingray 2.Q. Platinum ... . $88. 
5000 Stingray 2.0.Stealth Black ........ .. $88. 

DataDeskO 
3599 Mac 101Ew/Quickeys ................... $149. 

Hunt Data ProductsO 
4364 laserRak Printer Stand ....... .. .......... $28. 
4362 MacStand ..... .. .. $14. 

Jetfill 
JctFill Cartridges 

5952 Black (HP 516008A) ......................... $16. 
5953 Black (StyleWriter/BJ 10EI ............... $16. 
5984 Black IHP High Capacity) .................. S22. 
5985 Black IHP DeskJet !'OOC) .................. $60. 

KensingtonO 
3540 Anti Glare Filter-Mac Classic ............ $47. 
3336 Anti Glare Rlter·Platirtun IMac.+,SEI ...... $36. 
5387 Anti-Glare filter Apple 12· ............... $64. 
5388 MicroSaver Security System ............ S42. 
4345 NoteBook Keypad ............................ $74. 
5958 NoteBook Keypad with Sohware ..... $98. 
5389 Notebook Traveler Deluxe ................ $74. 
5390 Notebook Traveler Execu!ive .......... $108. 
4692 Turbo Mouse V4.0 ...... ................... $108. 

Key TronicO 
3129 Mac Pro Plus Keyboard . ............... $124. 
3600 TrakPro ......... ................................ $218. 

l B Innovators. lncO 
4087 Table·Xtender ................... ............. $14. 

WtistSaver 
3949 Chan:ool .......................................... $12. 
3951 Navy Blue ........................................ $12. 
3948 Red ................................................. $12. 

WtistSaver Mouse Pad 
3953 Charcoal .......................................... $12. 
3955 Navy Blue ........................................ $12. 
3952 Red .................... .. ............. $12. 

logitechO 
4450 MouseMan ....... .. ........... m. 

MicroSpeedO 
5013 MacTrac2.0(ADB).. .. ............ $74. 

Solidex, Inc. 
4368 PowerBook Case • Coskin ... .. ...... .. . $58. 

Sophisticated CircuitsO 
5361 Desktop Dialer .............. .... ...... .. ........ $48 
4005 PowerKey w/Quicl<ey Lt ................... $75. 
3335 PowerKey Remote ...................... .. .. . $32. 
4993 PowerPad: Granite ........................... $78. 
4994 fW.oe!Pad w/Quickeys:Granite ...... $118. 

STATX Brands Company 
Sf A TX Cl<ming i'nJWjs 

4975 Complete Cleaning System .. .. ...... .... $19. 
TargusO 
Powcrl3ook Case 

5683 Notepac ...... .. .. .. ............. .... .. .. .. .. ..... $34. 
5684 Premier lsather ............................. $138. 
5682 Universal PowerBook Case .... ........ .. $SS. 

Tenba 
5589 PowerPak Bag .............. . .. ....... S94. 
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The easiest 
way to upgrade. 

~ ovnodex 3.0 
Qualifying products: 
Any previous version of Dynodex ror 
Live Upgrade, any contact software ror 
Competitive Upgrade. 
Proof or ownership: 
•Mail or rax us the first page or your 
Dynodex or other contact 
software user manual. 
No expiration date. 

Portfolio Systems O 
5477 Dynodex 3.0 ...................... $49. 
6002 Live Upgrade ..................... $28. 
5493 Competitive Upgrade ........ $38. 

WordPerfect 2.1 
Qualifying products: 
Any previous version of WordPerfect. 
Proor of ownership: 
•Mail or fax us the first page of the user 
manual or the license number. 
No expiration date. 

WordPerfect 
4111 WordPerfect 2.1 .............. $278. 
5608 Upgrade ............................ $78. 

~ FileMaker Pro 2.0 
Qualifying products: 
Any previous version or FtleMaker. 
Proof of ownership: 
•Mail us the original program disk, or 
•Mail or fax us the first page of the 
user manual. No expiration date. 

Claris 
5057 FlleMaker Pro 2.0 ........... $268. 
5556 Upgrade ............................. $88. 

~ Excel 4.0 
Qualifying Products: 
Any previous version of MS Excel. 
Proof of ownership: 
•Mail us the original program disk, or 
•Mail or fax us the first page 
of the user manual. 
No expiration date. 

Microsoft O 
4356 Excel 4.0 ......................... $294. 
4357 Upgrade ............................. $94. 

m 

Qualifying Products: 
MS Excel, lnformix WingZ, Claris Resolve, 

Ashton·Tate Full lmpacL 
Proof of ownership: 

•Mail us the original 
program disk, or 

•Mail or fax us the first 
page of the user manual. 

No expiration date. 

Lotus Corporation O 
4008 Lotus 1 ·2·3 ....................... $298. 
4349 Upgrade .............................. $98. 

" Works 3.0 ..,. ~-
Qualifying Products: 

Any previous version of MS Works. 
Proor of ownership: 

•Mail us the original program disk, or 
•Mail or fax us the first page of the user 

manual. No expiration date. 

MicrosojtO 
5068 Works 3.0 ......................... $158. 
5071 Upgrade .............................. $79. 

PowerPoint 3.0 ..,. 
Qualifying products: 

Any previous version of PowerPoint. 
Proof of ownership: 

•Mail us the original program disk, or 
•Mail or fax us the first page 

of the user manual. 
No expiration date . 

MicrosojtO 
5537 PowerPolnt 3.0 ................ $324. 
5566 Upgrade .............................. $98. 

Word 5.1 ..,. 
Qualifying Products: 

Any previous version of MS Word. 
(Note: if you purchased Word 4.0 after 

1/1/91, the upgrade to Word 5.1 is free 
direct from Microsoft). 

Proof of ownership: 
•Mail us the original program disk, or 

•Mail or fax us the first page or 
the user manual. 

No expiration date. 

MicrosojtO 
5567 Word 5.1 ........................... $294. 
5571 Upgrade ............................ $124. 

• 

• 

• 
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Dear Mac's Place, 

I use my Mac to publish a magazine. A Doberman Pinscher 
magazine. Before I bought the magazine in 1989, I had tried a 
KayPro and had thrown it away in disgust. I had never used a 
computer. I bought a Mac Plus and a Radius full-page display, 

--------~.--· ...... 
~";...-

reasoning that by 
the time I knew 
enough to utilize a 
more complex 
computer, it would 
be obsolete. I 
didn't have time to 
read manuals or 
go to school. I just 
turned on that 
Plus and, thanks 
to the user

friendly Mac, I made it go. I put out ten issues of the magazine 
using the Plus, then moved to a /lei. The mailing list got to be too 
much from the Plus, so the llci handles that and I use a Quadra 
700 for my graphics. 

My last magazine was 650 pages, including 750 photographs 
with a one month preparation time. We made it! I know that I still 
don't use many of the features of the Quadra, but I am learning. 
Meanwhile the Quadra does my graphics quickly, stores 170 fonts, 
clip art, font manipulators, and 528 client graphic files, and gives 
them to me when I ask. 

The magazine has doubled In size and circulation. Considering 
how little I knew when I started and how relatively little I still know, 
this would never have been possible without the friendly, capable 
Macintosh. 

And since there are no Mac stores in my area, I depend on mail 
order like Mac's Place for my programs to make it go! 

I am enclosing a magazine done on a Plus. My graphics have 
improved a lot, but even the smallest Mac can-do! 

Thanks Ann! 

Ann Lanier 
Doberman Quarterly 
North Bend, OR 

We'd like to hear your story, too. If you're using yQur Mac in 
an interesting or unusual way, let us know. If we use your 
story, we'll give you a Mac's Place T-shirt. Send 
information and photos (if available) to: 

Mac's Place Catalog 
8461154th Ave. NE 
Redmond, WA 98052 

SPRING•1993 m 

question? 
How CAN I APPLY FOR 

CREDIT TERMS? 

It's easy! Simply call Mac's 
Place and ask for a credit 
application. We'll be happY to 
fax or mail you one. If you are 
a Fortune 500 Corporation, 
government agency, or 
educational institution you 
are preapproved for net 30 
day terms: If not, just fill out 
the application and we'll call 
you back within a few days. 

ARE THERE SPECIAL 

DISCOUNTS FOR 

SCHOOLS, GOVERN· 

MENT AGENCIES , OR 

CORPORATI ONS? 

Definitely! We want to 
reward you for volume 
purchasing. Any single item 
priced over $100 receives a 
discount. Orders over $1,000 
receive substantial discount s. 
Give us a call and ask for Bob 
Krause in Corporate Sales. He 
can give you all the details. 

Do YOU BILL MY 

CREDIT CARD WHEN 

MY ORDER I S ON 

BACKORDER? 

No. We never bill your credit 
card until your order ships. 

DO YOU SELL THE 

MAC? 

No. We sell j ust about 
everything but the actual Mac 
CPU. As of today, there are no 
mail-order-only dealers 
authorized by Apple to sell t he 
Mac. This may change in the 
future, and you can bet 
we'll be working on getting in 
on authorized dealership. 
Stay tuned. 

'Some private educational institutions 
may require a quick credit check. 

kudos 
I have to admit that I am 

pretty amazed at the 
lightning quick delivery of 
my last order. I sent you a 
fax on Friday midnight and 
the package was brought 
to me at work on Tuesday 
by an odd-looking delivery 
man. The best thing, 
though, is that t he whole 
ordeal cost me half what 
the old **** of a dealer 
charges here. 

A.J. T. 
Tampere, Finland 

On January 10, 1993, I 
placed an order with your 
company for the first time. 
I have to be honest, I was 
a little apprehensive 
doing business with a new 
company, giving out my 
credit card number, and 
buying an expensive piece 
of equipment like a modem. 
But, much to my delight, 
your service was 
outstanding. I'd like to 
thank you for your 
professional service. It's 
t ru ly a pleasure doing 
business with a company 
like yours. Rest assured 
you will have my future 
business and I'll recommend 
you to everybody I can. 

Raymond C. 
Alexandria, VA 
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Here's some input tor your outpUI. 

If you're using an Apple printer with your Macintosh, then you should be using the parts and supplies 
designed especially for them Genuine Apple parts. From a genuine Apple user - Mac's Place. From cassette 
trays to toner and ribbons, you're assured the confidence that goes with knowing you're buying from Apple. 
Personal LaserWriter 
6096 Toner Cartridge .................................................... $64. 
6097 Letter Cassette ...................................................... $55. 
6098 Legal Cassette ....................................................... $55. 
6099 Envelope Cassette ................................................. $62. 
6100 250.Sheet Cassette Base ........................................ $84. 
Required with Personal laserWriter LS and NTR when using a 
paper/envelope cassette. Recommend installation by an 
authorized Apple Service Provider. 

LaserWriter Select 
6101 Toner Cartridge .................................................... $85. 
6105 30.Envelope Cassette ............................................ $77. 
6108 500.Sheet Feeder w I Cassette (letter only) ............ $258. 

LaserWriter Pro 
6109 Toner Cartridge .................................................... $98. 
6110 500.Sheet Feeder ................................................ $342. 
6112 500.Sheet Universal Cassette ................................ $128. 
6111 Envelope Feeder (75 Env.) ................................... $342. 

LaserWriter II 
6114 Toner Cartridge .................................................... $80. 
61 17 Envelope Cassette ................................................. $62. 

LaserWriter/LaserWriter Plus 
6119 Toner Cartridge .................................................... $82. 

Color Printer 
6122 Yellow Ink Cartridge .............................................. $31. 
6123 Magenta Ink Cartridge ........................................... $31. 
6124 Cyan Ink Cartridge ................................................ $31. 
6125 Black Ink Cartridge ................................................ $22. 
6126 Letter-size coated paper (200/ pk) ........................... $18. 
6127 Legal-size coated paper (8-1/2 x 14) (200/ pk) ......... $28. 
6128 Ledger-size coated paper ( 11 x 17) (200/ pk) ........... $38. 
6129 A4 size coated paper (200/ pk) ............................... $24. 
6130 A3 size coated paper (200/ pk) ............................... $48. 

StvleWriter 
6133 StyleWriter II Ink Cartridge .................................... $18. 
6134 StyleWriter Ink Cartridge ....................................... $18. 

lmageWriter 
6135 lmageWriter I and II Black Ribbon (box/6) ......•....... $40. 

Maf>Iace 
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Is there a doctor in the Mac? 

L*'\ 111111111111111 
llmD MAXA 

MAKA Corporation 
6052 ................................................... $118. 

Find the source of software conflicts and J 

them. ALERT! is the essential desktop 
diagnostic software that helps you find the 
cause of system crashes and frozen screens 
before they happen. Software is diagnosed ar 
a report identifies actual and potential conflic 
and problems. ALERT! also consults a databa 
of known conflicts reported by user groups 
worldwide. ALERT! users receive a free two· 
year subscription to the regularly-updated 
database. A responder module lets consultan1 
MIS managers, and end users diagnose and 
repair software conflicts over a network' 
without mounting the remote volume of the 
Mac being analyzed. Don't let low memory, 
outdated software or extensions, improper 
installations, or System 7 incompatibility get 
the best of your system. Stay on ALERT! 

Get your linances in order. 

Meca Software O 

5065 Managing Your Money 5.0 ............ $32. 

5678 Tax:Cut '92 •....•..........•••......•..•....•• $33. 

These two products make it easy. 
Managing Your Money keeps you on top of 
your personal finances and Tax:Cut takes muc 
of the stress out of tax time. Managing Your 
Money is a complete personal money 
management system. It pays bills, writes 
checks, tracks budgets, manages investments, 
estimates taxes, and includes a Quicken impo1 

Taxes don't get much easier than TaxCut 
Its easy·to·use interview asks you questions, 
completes all the correct forms, and then prim 
an IRS approved return on any printer. And it' 
guaranteed accurate. For a limited time, 
if you buy both, you get a $15 rebate direct 
from Meca! 


